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Convicted of nothing, Bundy family sits two years in jail
By Patricia Aiken

T

perhaps more the Strangest Trial of the
Cen tury. Since the jury was seated on
October 30, those jurors have only heard
testimony a total of five or six days. They
were dismissed last month with Navarro
having failed to give them the real reason.
Instead, still covering for the criminality of
the government, she weakly chose to tell
them it was because “there are documents
that the government hasn’t seen yet, oh,
and the defense likewise.”

SacredCowBBQ@protonmail.com

he malicious prosecution of Cliven
Bundy, his sons and their Co-Defendants,
may be drawing to an
end following Gloria
Navarro, chief and
presiding judge, having
declared a mistrial on
December 20. Navarro
ruled that it would
now be impossible for
Cliven, Ammon and Ryan Bundy and Ryan
Payne to receive a fair trial in light of the
government’s willful hiding of exculpatory
evidence, evidence that the prosecution is
compelled to provide that could exonerate
the defendants.
Defense attorneys and supporters were
hop ing for a full dismissal but have to
wait un til Jan u ary 8 for her to decide if
the mis trial will be with prej u dice or
without. Without prejudice would allow
the government to still seek a conviction. A
new trial date has been set for February 26
in case Navarro rules for a mistrial without
prejudice. The government was granted an
additional ten days to explain their Brady/
Giglio/Jencks violations – the withholding
of exculpatory evidence after a previous
ten day continuance with new violations
still sur fac ing. Both parties had un til
December 28 to provide their arguments
for whether the government should be able
to take this case back to trial. Dan Hill,
from Ammon Bundy’s legal team, feels
that Navarro is perhaps just taking things
slowly, dotting i’s and crossing t’s to be
sure everything is done with the proper
procedure.
Brady bombs which finally led to this
mistrial have been going off for weeks,

Cliven Bundy

with Navarro claiming they weren’t real
Brady violations but only allegations of
Brady. Eventually the pile has gotten too
big to ignore any longer. The most recent
was an 18-page email from whistleblower
Larry Wooten.
Wooten was the BLM’s lead investigator
on the Bundy case. When he asked U. S.
act ing at tor ney Steve Myhre why the
exculpatory evidence was being hidden,
Myhre fired him in a fit of rage. Wooten’s
email has yet to be considered by the court,
although surely Navarro has known about
it since it was sent to the Assistant Deputy
At tor ney Gen eral/ Na tional Crim i nal
Discovery Coordinator in September.

record expressing how appalling Wooten’s
al le ga tions are and call ing for a full
congressional investigation into the BLM’s
abusive militarized raid on the Bundy
Ranch.
Earlier last the month, as Daniel Scheiss
argued for the last ten day continuance,
Myhre sat silently, hands shaking, knowing
the case and his career are on the ropes. If
this were America, Myhre would already
have been fired and lost his bar card over
the vast prosecutorial misconduct and
abuse to which he’s subjected the Bundy
defendants. All the government attorneys
and FBI agents in this case should suffer
the same 22 months incarceration to which
they’ve subjected these men.

Mockery of justice
This trial was marked by Navarro’s
secret hearings, sealing the courtroom and
putting the attorneys under a gag order,
attempting to keep the government’s case
on life support. The Las Vegas Review
Journal, in its motion to have the records
un sealed, right fully wrote that “secret
justice is no justice at all.”
The Wooten email gives a clear picture
of the criminal and often crude conduct of
Special-Agent-in-Charge Dan Love. He cites
that SAC Love would brag about the three

Sessions backtracks
The Wash ing ton Times re ports that
Attorney General Jeff Sessions, who had
praised the government attorneys just this
July, in a face-sav ing mea sure is now
ordering an examination of the Bundy trial.
Interestingly, Wooten noted the similarities
between the Bundy case and the prosecution
of Alaska Senator Ted Stevens which led
one prosecutor to commit suicide.
What this means to Tier 2 Co-Defendants
yet facing trial will also be decided by
Navarro’s January 8 ruling. A mistrial with
prejudice will undoubtedly impact the men
who have already been convicted, like
Todd Engel and Greg Burleson, since they
obviously were not allowed a fair trial with
the evidence that would have exonerated
them. Whether their convictions will be
vacated or they obtain new trials is unclear.
Certainly their attorneys must be filing
motions for release pending further actions.
As for the men who have accepted plea
(See “A December,” page 5)

Strange agency this BLM
Ammon Bundy found it “interesting
that they go in un an nounced to Mr.
Wooten, confiscate all those items and then
remove him from his position so he cannot
easily prove what he is saying.” Testimony
from Mary Jo Rugwell, then BLM District
Manager in Southern Nevada at the time
of the Bunkerville Standoff regarding the
Bundy stock watering and grazing rights,
has proven to be heavily coached and
perjured. Myhre and Scheiss knew this
fully when they called her to the stand.
Thus the Trial of the Century has been
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BLM’s Agent-in-Charge Dan Love

people he caused to commit suicide. Wooten
went on to note that Love took pictures of
his own feces and his girlfriend’s private
parts and sent them to co-workers.
Washington State Representative Matt
Shea is the first public official to go on
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HERE’S WHAT WAS IGNORED OR MISREPORTED ELSEWHERE:

Trump’s handlers continue the tradition
LITTLE over five months after the
end of World War II when the U. N. was
established on 24 October 1945, that
organization’s stated aim was to prevent
further devastating conflicts. The U. S.
alone has been involved, since the U. N.’s
birth, in 57 overt murderous meddlings,
government overthrows, bloody invasions
and/or occupations.
THE HUMILIATING condemnation of
the U. S. at the U. N. General Assembly
over its Jerusalem policy revealed both
Washington’s contempt for democracy and
international law, and just how isolated
America has become globally. Rejection of
Trump’s declaring Jerusalem as the Israeli
capital by 128 member Nations at the U. N.
shows how far his standing has slumped.
ENTERING the White House, Trump
ditched much, perhaps nearly all, of his
supposedly path-breaking program. The
fact is, we can’t “vote” our way out from
under the Jews. White aristocrats must
recover Western civilization by storm.

TO CRIPPLE France’s Front National,
two major banks – Société Générale, and
its subsidiary Crédit du Nord – have closed
that party’s major account and refused to
grant it any further checking or transaction
facilities, while HSBC has closed Marine
le Pen’s personal bank account.
AT LEAST 60,000 Haitians living in
Amer ica, af ter ob tain ing res i dence
through the “Tem po rary Pro tected
Status” (TPS) scheme following a 2010
earthquake, have been told by the U. S.
De part ment of Home land Se cu rity
(DHS) that they must all go home –
unless they can find some way to remain
through any of a large number of means.
WHITE students are now a minority of
the student population in New Jersey, yet
“segregation” and “apartheid” are being
blamed for the fact that the public schools
in that State are majority nonWhite – more
evidence of the institu tional anti-White
nature of the current establishment.

PRESIDENT Trump has commuted the
prison sentence of former Iowa slaughterhouse executive Sholom Rubashkin, who
was sentenced to 27 years for bank fraud
and money laundering. He had also hired
hun dreds of bor der-jump ing Mex icans,
Guatemalans and other Mestizos.
DISPLACING Whites often brings
financial rewards. The multicultural left
has created a context in which many
Whites benefit financially by the process
of their own people’s supplanting. Thus
financial incentives are quite powerful
in a capitalist economy when people see
their self-worth as a bank account.

THE SYRIAN army has crushed the
very last ISIS-held town in that country –
an event that should be top of the world
news, but is not. This dramatic development
sets the stage for a peaceful settlement of
the conflict in that country, despite the
U. S.-Saudi-Israeli governments’ efforts to
topple the government of Bashar al Assad.

AMERICA is a Third World country yet
the politicians in Washington imagine it is
still a major power when in fact the U. S.
can’t even provide jobs for its work force.
After 16 years and a trillion dollars, we’ve
failed to defeat a few thousand lightly
armed Taliban in Afghanistan. It was up to
the Russians to destroy ISIS.

AROUND one in five – or 20 percent –
of inmates in federal prisons are today
foreign born, and more than 90 percent
of those are in the United States illegally,
according to a Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) report last month. Just
whose homeland is this DHS supposedly
securing?
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AUSTRIA’S FPÖ is a far-right party
whose members have in the past expressed
“xenophobic and anti-Semitic sentiments,”
said Ronald Lauder, president of the World
Jewish Congress. Lauder continued: “We
have heard promises since the election that
FPÖ has softened its policies, but this will
remain rhetoric until actual proof of this is
shown.”
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Challenging a Zionist-controlled mediacracy to tolerate the truth

Sec. of the Interior (1867)

SEVERAL Communist thugs have
been arrested in Vienna during recent
demonstrations against the swearing in
of that new anti-Third-World-invasion,
Austrian coalition government – while
at the same time the far-left-controlled
European Union has announced that it
is considering imposing sanctions upon
the Austrian State for having dared to
elect such a government. “Democracy”
today remains a tragedy, no room for
such comedy as defying the mediacracy.

Scalawag of the Month
Aaron Johnson

New backdrop, same opera
By Bill Ebb

JEWISH “mass media” and Jewish
Supremacists such as the ADL have
completely censored Israel’s decision to
deport all 40,000 Africans pretending to
be refugees from the Jewish ethnostate –
whereas they would scream “racism”
from the rooftops if any European State
should do likewise.

NEW READERS

WHITES are fleeing Commiefornia.
They can’t take it anymore: the crime,
the flood of Mexicans into that State, the
high taxes, insane laws and regulations.
This of course will make Commiefornia
more Mexican and less White (which is
maybe the plan – but the tax base will
also be destroyed).

“Be assured that if this new provision
[the 14th Amendment] be engrafted in
the Constitution, it will, in time, change
the entire struc ture and texture of
our government, and sweep away all
the guarantees of safety devised and
provided by our patriotic Sires of the
Revolution.” – Orville Browning

D

firstfreedom.net

enver’s 9news.com, having dug up a
bit of local history, is just doing what news
commies do, no scalawag here: “You may
not realize that a popular neighborhood is
named after a Denver politician who also
was a member of the Ku Klux Klan.”
Gasp!
The TV talking head then quotes one
History Colorado Chief Creative Officer,
Jason Hanson: “We have the log books
here at History Colorado and he’s listed in
the register as B. F. Stapleton.
“The Stapleton neighborhood bears his
name because Denver Municipal Airport
was built during his terms, later expanded
and renamed Stapleton International. The
airport moved… the Stapleton name stuck
with the neigh bor hood of the for mer
airport.” Clear enough.

Here comes our eager beaver scalawag:
“If they’re not going to officially change
the name, I’m going to stop using what I
call the ‘S’ word and I’m going to call it
‘KKKapleton,’ said activist Aaron Johnson,
who interviewed with us in his backyard in
the Valverde neighborhood of Denver.
“‘I don’t live in Stapleton, but I am a
resident of Denver, so I think it’s very
impor tant that the stakeholders who do
live in Stapleton speak out on this,’ said
Johnson.”
Sir, have you also checked if Stapleton
has its MLK Boulevard, a Marxist college
and no statues of dead White males? Let’s
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take this latest USSRevolution again to its
1989 conclusion – that is, back when you
liberals were still teaching everything and
learning nothing.

Seriously, now
He is a widower and she a widow.
They have known each other for years,
being high school classmates and having
attended class reunions in the past without
fail. This 60th anniversary of their class,
the widower and the widow make a foursome with two other singles. They have a
wonderful evening, their spirits high, the
widower throwing admiring glances across
the table, the widow smiling coyly back at
him. Finally, he picks up the courage to ask
her: “Will you marry me?” After about six
seconds of careful consideration, she then
answers, “Yes… yes I will!”
The evening ends on a happy note for
the widower, but next morning he wakes
up troubled.
Did she say “Yes” or did she say “No?”
He can’t remember. Try as he will, he
cannot recall. Going over the conversation
of the previous evening, his mind remains
blank. He remembers asking the question
but for the life of him just can’t recall her
response. With fear and trepidation he
picks up the phone and calls her. First, he
explains he can’t remember as well as he
used to. Then he reviews the past evening.
As he gains a little more courage he then
inquires of her. “When I asked if you
would marry me, did you say “Yes” or did
you say “No?”
“Why, you silly man, I said ‘Yes. Yes I
will.’ And I meant it with all my heart.”
The widower is delighted. He feels his
heart skip a beat.
Then she continues. “And I am so glad
you called, because I couldn’t remember
who asked me!”
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How not to deal with today’s existential challenges
A cry for help from inside
that mental asylum called
Sweden

new examples, but let us consider why this
is happening to Sweden.
It’s the result of living in a society that
prides itself in having no moral boundaries
and where “challenging the norm” is the
only acceptable norm. As humans we have
been given a sense of morality which is in
our souls. It has been awarded us by God,
and we should cultivate and nurture this by
adhering to God’s commandments. We
need to, on a daily basis, reflect on what is
good and what is bad. On what grounds is
something good or bad?

By Fabian in Sweden
hungarianambiance.com

A

long with mounting rapes, Swedish
po lice are also having to contend with
in creas ing lev els of crime and vi o lence.
Such as on the streets of Malmo (pictured).

Introspection

I have an international job which gives
me the opportunity to regularly escape the
mental asylum that Sweden has become. I
hope to be able to warn the rest of the
world as to how liberal thoughts can totally
annihilate a people the way that it has in
Sweden. For the good of the rest of the
world I recommend that you intellectually
fence off the mental asylum still called
Sweden and don’t let any of the insane
ideas, or persons, escape to poison your
people or country.
I have for a few years now driven the
Youtube chan nel Granskning Sverige
(Review Sweden), where our team tries to
expose the insanity that prevails in Sweden
by introducing questions into the debate
that at first might seem stu pid to the
average brainwashed Swede. However, as
they try to answer the “stupid” question,
they are forced to think outside the box and
hopefully realize that it is their own concept
of nor mal that has been com pletely
corrupted by decades of evil propaganda.
My colleague and I have asked ourselves:
how come Swedes have become one of the
most thoroughly brainwashed people of
the world? We are of differing opinions as
to why but I will here try to give a few
examples, along with my personal thoughts
on why Sweden is in such a rush to selfannihilate.

Sex

Sweden is known for its sexual liberty
and equality. Anyone can have sex with
anyone as long as all involved voluntarily
take part and no one comes to harm. Since
there is no concept of the soul, or sin, in
Sweden there are no arguments against
taking part of sinful behaviors that are
clearly damaging to the soul. Putting limits to
sexual liberation or behavior is considered
conservative, extremist, or right out evil.
Having sex with someone has transformed
from being the manifestation of love and
marriage to an activity no more meaningful
than playing tennis. No moral inhibitions
should be placed on the activity of having
sex in Sweden. Children in school are even
taught about the mechanics of having sex.
But, if there are no moral limits to sexual
behavior, and we live in a society where
challenging moral limits and social norms
is the only acceptable attitude, where do
we end up?

“Liberty”

I’ll tell you where you end up: In
Sweden. One of the countries with the most
rapes per capita in the world. A country
with an ex plo sion of men tal ill health
amongst young women and chil dren.
This is because we have, through sexual
liberation and so-called equality, stripped our
women of true femininity. The oxymoron
of “women must be liberated from their
homes/kitchens” has been bought hook,
line and sinker by the brainwashed Swede.
What kind of sick view does an average
Swede have of the home if it is something
you need to be liberated from? The evil
elite have in tro duced this con cept of
com pe ti tion and strug gle for power
between the two components of society
which are the last place there should be any
competition: between man and woman. I
would not be completely surprised if in

PUT IT BACK
Your “representatives” – forbidden by the Southern Puberty Lechery Center, a
federal Affirmative Action Apparatchik and those new voting machines to display
such reminders in a building full of judges, lawyers and politicians – have banished
the Ten Commandments from Alabama’s Supreme Court now for
months.
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the future the brainwashed Swedes start
talk ing about the prob lem of parental
oppression of children and how children
need to be liberated from their homes and
families.

Priorities

In a sane society the man will sacrifice
his life for his (yes, his) woman, and the
woman should be honored by that potential
sacrifice. At the same time women should
be honored for their higher value to society
than men. It is for good reasons women
and children shall be the first entering the
lifeboats from a sinking ship. Men are
expendables when it really comes down to
business. That’s why it is against all logic
to have women pursuing potentially life
threatening positions in a society. Not in
insane Sweden, though. Here it’s a woman’s
right to risk her life as a soldier, firefighter or police officer. A woman in a sane
society does not have to prove herself, she
just needs to be a woman. That intrinsic
value of being a woman is stripped from
the Swedish feminist activists. According
to their discourse, the feminist needs to
take up the struggle against the men in the
patriarchy. They thereby become individuals
stripped of their feminine values. Feminists
are therefore totally uninteresting for real
men. I am not going to sacrifice my life to
someone who does not appreciate it and
who even sees my potential sacrifice as a
sign of oppression. In effect, feminism
weakens a Nation and saps people’s will to
survive. Swedes do not fight anymore, we
just watch our women being raped by
non-Swedes and do nothing about it.
In Swedish society the woman needs to
prove her value by economic performance
in competition with men. The value she
gives society through her mere existence
and potential for giving love is totally
ignored in the mental asylum called

Sweden. As a result, more and more
women are either on anti-depressants or
going off the rails mentally.
Women display photos of their vaginas
as “art” on Swedish television.
An example of totally insane women in
Sweden, cheered on as interesting artists
by the evil State television, are Maja Malou
Lyse and Aravida Byström depicted in the
culture-program Kobra and girlgaze. Instead
of giving treatment to these insane women
who take pictures of their own vaginas, or
even inside their vagina, and display it to
the world, they are presented as interesting
artists challenging the male control of the
concept of what it means to be a woman, or
how a woman should be depicted. They are
taking control over the image of women in
society.

Crazy house

Well, they are at least show ing that
insanity has been normalized in Sweden,
but they drown in the clutter of other utter
insanities the mental asylum of Sweden is
producing.
Another result of this “challenge-thenorm” norm in Sweden, which by the way
is part of the education curriculum where
the children are being taught “norm-critical
thinking,” is the Liberal Youth that really
takes insanity to more sinister levels.
The Liberal Youth in Sweden decided,
at a congress, that they would actively
work for legalizing necrophilia and sex
between siblings. This is in other words the
democratic outcome of a vote amongst a
large number of young Liberal Swedes,
and not the idea of the odd insane person
who happens to be a member of the Young
Liberal party. So, as I said: fence Sweden
off for your own protection.
The above are just a few examples, even
though they might be amongst the most
appalling. I could go on for days taking up

As a former atheist I have come to the
conclusion that the ultimate judgement on
whether something is good or bad must lie
in the hand of God. I have there fore
converted and am a traditional Catholic. To
explain this choice probably requires a
book, but to be open with the reader I here
state the grounds for my moral judgement.
I believe that even atheists understand that
without the moral guide that the Church
pre vi ously pro vided so ci ety, we are
actually on a slippery slope when it comes
to morals. In the case of Sweden, it is more
like having run off a cliff. Without moral
guidelines we will end up with a society
that celebrates degeneracy and wherein
nothing can be condemned on objective
moral grounds.
God is, by the vast majority in Sweden,
long forgotten and has been replaced by a
number of nonsensical words and ideas. To
be a good person in Sweden you need to
stand up for “Everybody´s equal value,”
and for the “open, tolerant and inclusive
society.” These are concepts that are
pounded into the heads of every Swede by
every function of society from the very
start of one’s life outside family, a part of
life which often begins at the age of one in
insane Sweden. Women in insane Sweden
need to get back to work as quickly as
possible after giving birth, and are expected
to hand over what is most precious in their
lives to the State for an institutionalized
upbringing in the standardized day care
system.
A system which is free of religion by
State edicts.
As a result depression amongst mothers
and children is widespread in Sweden. To
have children growing up deprived of
contact with their mothers, taught that their
existence is just a coincidence, and that
there is no purpose with their lives, does
not quite seem to be a recipe for happiness.
The only thing that makes them into real
people is if they are standing up to these
previously-stated nonsensical concepts.
If we are “tolerant,” with no limits nor
exceptions, there is actually nothing which
we do not accept. Being limitlessly tolerant
means that we are standing up for nothing.
In other words, we are actually inviting the
devil into our society. The devil is in the
process of destroying Sweden.
God help us.

Whites date only within their race
By Bradford Hanson

O

nationalvanguard.org

ur instincts are sounder and stronger
than some would have us believe.
Only five percent of under-24s have
been on a date with someone from outside
their own racial background, according to
a YouGov survey in the United Kingdom
which found that White peo ple were
especially reluctant to do so.
The YouGov survey of 5,000 people,
conducted for a controlled media antiWhite hit piece, “Is Love Rac ist? The
Dating Game,” found that only 9.4 percent
of White people would even be willing to
date someone from a different racial group.
In comparison, 46.4 percent of Blacks,
56.1 percent of South Asian people, 69.1
percent of East Asians and 66.8 percent of
people from mixed backgrounds said they
would.

Emma Dabiri, a so cial historian and
fel low at the School of Ori en tal and
African Studies who hosts the anti-White
Channel 4 “documentary,” said that people
who “dismiss an entire ethnic group”
would “limit people’s chances of finding
love.”
Commenters at The Times showed more
integrity – and more wit:
“I’ve heard that giraffes only court and
mate with other giraffes too. Hor rible
racist beasts. Something needs to be done.”

“Surprised by the stats. Having watched
nu mer ous TV ads with mul ti ra cial
families, I was beginning to think that
single-race families were the exception.”
Reply: “That’s the brainwashing!”
“Normal behavior is now news… yet
there are a lot of nor mal but forgotten
people about.”
“One wonders at Channel 4’s motive for
this survey? Social manipulation I expect.”
“How dare anyone suggest preferring
one’s own race is ‘rac ist’? It’s nat u ral
behavior. (Oh, sorry, I forgot. The leftielibs want to change us don’t they? Just like
every other tyrannical regime in history.)”
“There’s only one thing for it – quotas.
A fine for any White European who dates
three or more White Europeans in a row.
It’s got to come. Really, they deserve to be
flogged for being attracted to people of the
same race, don’t they?”
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Join with me and let’s change the world
Harvard Researchers conclude
that Margaret Mead was right: it
only takes a few to change the
world.
By Paul Craig Roberts
paulcraigroberts.org

According to the latest fake news from
the U. S. government
and presstitute media,
the U. S. unemployment
rate is the lowest in 17
years, but there is no
growth in wages.
What ex plains full,
or overfull, employment without wage
pressure? Obviously, the full employment
figure is the orchestrated product of not
counting the millions of discouraged
workers who, unable to find a job, have
ceased looking. If you are unemployed but
not looking for a job, you are not counted
as unemployed. As it is costly to look for a
job, and after awhile looking becomes very
depressing, the unemployed just disappear
out of the gov ern ment’s sta tis tics. Will
this fake news be something that Google
censors out of the internet? Don’t bet
your life that Google hired 10,000 people
to weed off the internet the fake U. S.
employment reports.
Who asked Google to transform itself
from search engine to gatekeeper? Is there
a con spir acy here against the First
Amend ment? Wh at are G o o g l e’s
qualifications for determining what is fake
news and extremist views? Is what we are
witnessing here the elite’s use of a private
company to control explanations in behalf
of the One Percent?
How does a private company get to
overrule the First Amendment of the U. S.
Constitution? Is this another example of the
arrogance embodied in the trans-Atlantic
and trans-Pacific partnerships that set up
corporate tribunals to dictate environmental

and other policy to sovereign governments?
The elites and globalists are still determined
to resurrect these agreements that destroy
the sovereignty of peoples.
Why do people use Google, Youtube,
Facebook and Twitter when the companies
are in a conspiracy against freedom of the
press? Is the answer that Americans had
rather be entertained than free?
Young Americans have already set
themselves up for tyranny by using only
digital means of payment. Digital money
means that gov ernment knows every
purchase, a person’s holdings and where
their money is. Dig i tal money gives
government complete control. Government
can freeze, confiscate, turn off your digital
money at will, leaving the person totally
helpless. Go protest and suddenly you
can’t pay your rent, your car payment, your
credit card bill. People in such a plight are
incapable of resistance. They are far worse
off than 19th century slaves, about which
there is so much protest.

International travesty
Are the false war criminal charges
brought against former Serbian leader
Slobodan Milosevic an example of the fake
news that Google is going to suppress?
Every Western presstitute, the corrupt
Clinton regime and Washington’s servile
European puppet States demonized the
innocent Milosevic as a war criminal and
sent him off to The Hague to be tried by the
War Crimes Tribunal. Milosevic died, or
was murdered, in his cell while awaiting
the verdict. The Tribunal pronounced him
“not guilty,” and now, eleven years after
his death, has again found him not guilty.
Are the de spi ca ble presstitutes and
pol i ti cians re spon si ble for ru in ing
Milosevic’s life, and Serbia, examples of
the extremist fake news that Google is
going to censor?
Are Saddam Hussein’s weap ons of

mass destruction, Assad’s use of chemical
weapons and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
examples of the fake news that Google is
going to censor?
Don’t bet a nickel on it. Google,
Youtube, Facebook and Twitter are going
to censor truth so that only the elite’s lies
are heard.
Al ready those who tell the truth are
slan dered as “con spir acy the o rists,”
“Russian agents” and “anti-Semites,” and
this is prior to Google and social media
going into action for the One Percent.
Ironically, the only way anyone interested
in truth will be able to find it is to use
Russian and Chinese search engines. They
exist already, and if those governments see
the opportunity, the Russian and Chinese
search engines will displace Google.

Ten thousand censors
Let’s look at Google’s censoring of the
internet from a different point of view.
Let’s assume that I am being unfair to
Google and that Google is sincere and has
in mind some workable definition of
“extremism.” What is extreme depends on
one’s point of view. For example, what
extremism means to a Palestinian is very
differ ent from what an Is raeli Zion ist
regards as extremism. How will Google
monitor 10,000 people censoring the internet
for extremism? An employee affected by
the Russiagate hoax will regard any fair
statement toward Russia as extremism. A
Zionist will regard any criticism of Israel
as extremism. Identity Politics will regard
any defense of White males or “Civil War”
memorials as extremism. You can come up
with your own examples. What Google is
do ing is hir ing 10,000 peo ple whose
personal agendas and biases will determine
what “extremism” is.
The U. S. Constitution protects free
speech in or der to pro tect truth. If a
ma jor ity or a mi nor ity or “na tional

security” or whatever can censor, in place
of truth there will be self-serving agendas
and explanations. Truth emerges from
open discourse, not from censorship.
Charles Hugh Smith tells us that our
rulers intend to control us “with officially
generated and sanctioned fake news and
‘approved’ dissent.” In other words, even
dissent will be concocted.

Let there be light
paulcraigroberts.org has large readership
and dedicated supporters. Nevertheless,
many readers think that an individual
website can’t have much impact, so why
contribute to it. They are wrong. Harvard
University researchers in a recent study
published in Science conclude that “even
small independent news outlets can have a
dramatic effect on the content of national
conversation.”
In deed, this website has a large international impact, in addition to its domestic
weight, as many of the columns are
reposted on other websites with heavy
traffic and translated into other languages
and reposted. I am often interviewed on
national TV in other countries. There are
even Chinese websites that post my columns.
Those of you who make up excuses for
not supporting a website that keeps you
free, open up your pock ets and send
your donation. The liberal philanthropic
foundations support the rule of the elites,
and the conservative ones are now in the
hands of the neoconservatives. There is no
one to support the truth but the people. A
tiny percentage of the annual outlay of one
of the philanthropic foundations would
keep this website alive for years, but it will
not arrive.
Throughout the Western World, free
thought and free speech are under Police
State assault. If you do not support those
brave enough to speak truth to you, you
will only have lies.

Germany: 236 invader centers attacked
newobserveronline.com

At least 236 invader centers housing
fake refugees in Germany were attacked
last year, according to first figures in this
regard having broken through the State and
media-imposed blackout on militant German
resistance to the invasion of that country by
the Third World.
According to a report in the Deutsche
Welle news service, the invader “centers in
Germany suffer near daily attacks,” and
even though the total number of attacks is
down from previous years, there are still
more in ci dents than be fore the mass
invasion of 2015.

Unwelcoming centers
The report quoted “fresh data” from
Ger many’s Fed eral Crim i nal Po lice
Agency (BKA) obtained by the Neue
Osnabrücker Zeitung newspaper which
showed that there had been 211 attacks on
invader centers throughout Germany in the
first nine months of 2017, plus an added 15
incidents up to October 23.
The figure was down from nearly 900
attacks in the first nine months of 2016, but
still higher than in 2014, a year before
Germany was subjected to the Angela
Merkel-created mass invasion of Europe.
According to the BKA, the number of
attacks is constant and amounts to around
70 attacks per quarter.
The nature of the attacks varies from
property damage to arson and the use of
explosives.
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At the height of the fake ref u gee
invasion in 2015, attacks on the invader
centers peaked at 1,031 for the full year.
Meanwhile, the German government
has introduced a new financial bonus for
fake refugees who agree to return home
voluntarily.

Baits

According to the new scheme, the bogus
“asylum seekers” are being offered new
fitted kitchens, bathrooms and a year’s free
rent if they go home.
The cash in cen tive is mar keted to
refugees under the slogan “Your country.
Your fu ture. Now!” Ex ist ing fi nan cial
in cen tives of up to €1,200 each for
refugees to leave Germany will be topped
up by €3,000 for each family and €1,000
for individuals if they voluntarily return
home over the next three months. The cash
can be used for rent or home renovations.
“When you voluntarily decide to return
by the end of February, in addition to
start-up help you can provisionally receive
housing cost help for the first 12 months in
your homeland,” Thomas de Maizière, the
German interior minister, told Bild am
Sonntag newspaper.

Virtual reality versus reality
The cash offer is once again proof that
the Third World invaders are not “refugees”
at all – because, if they were, it would not
even be possible to offer them money to
return home.
Sev eral re gional gov ern ments in
Germany have already announced plans to
introduce laws to start deporting Syrians

“The principle for which we
contend is bound to reassert
it self, though it may be
at an other time and in
an other form.”
– Pres i dent Jef fer son Da vis

and Afghanis after June 2018.
The Bavarian interior ministry, one of
those regional governments announcing
plans in this regard, told Welt am Sonntag
that Af ghans who have been refused
asylum tended to disappear days before

their deportation flights.
Instead of 50 Afghans at a time being
sent home, only an average of five people
from each “col lective flight” ap pear for
depor tation or can be found, an official
said.

Sur vival is the issue
By Nancy Hitt

W

hunleyhitt@gmail.com

e can not rely upon our KKK
(Kike-Kontrolled Kongress) and our
current beanie-wearing
Pesident to protect U. S.
Whites from a future
of extinction.
For the Europeans/
Gentiles/Christians of
Amerika, recent
historical events should
be quite alarming.
Look at the condition
of our dangerous
country and black jungles that were once
civilized urban cities. Watch how our
Founding Fathers and heroic Confederates
are mocked, their statues defaced or moved
in the middle of the night.
The gobernment’s tax-paid goons will
never al low Whites, whose an ces tors
settled and built this entire country, to ever
have one teeny, tiny parcel of segregated
homeland. Those folks who have attempted
to isolate themselves have been threatened,
injured, shot, killed, imprisoned, assassinated
and even burned alive such as the event in
Waco, Texas.
Today, our racial heroes must speak to
us from behind bars because their thoughts
and words are not considered politically
correct.
The CIA/FBI/BLM/BATF are holding
all of the aces in this dangerous racial card
game, while our folks are being dictated
to by illiter ate, hate-filled Blacks and

aggressive, anti-Gentile Jews.
One solution in Amerika would be the
forcible deportation of all Blacks, mulattos,
quadroons, plus White wiggers to western
Africa, glorious land of their origin where
they can live free of Western restrictions
and morals.
All Amerikan Jews, half Jews and every
Israeli Jew must be sent by force on a one
way trip to the land which was granted for
their sole use forever, Birobidzhan.
That Black-ruled hellhole island of
Haiti should become the permanent home
for most of our Kike-bought Korrupt
Kongressmen along with our pseudoWhite President.
Am I being too coarse, or shall we wait
for a South African/Rhodesian style White
bloodbath?
The actual natives of Palestine, Moslem
and Christian, must be given back their
homeland and Israeli Jews forced to pay
them reparations for 70 years of massacres,
confiscations, demolitions of homes, mass
imprisonments to include the murder
bombings of British soldiers and civilians
during the early occupation of Palestine.
Racist? No, racial, if Whites hope to
survive as a unique folk. These suggestions
may be pie-in-the-sky and come across as
outrageous, but they could be the only
options left for peace in the land of our
Fathers and in the Middle East.
Never trust any Amerikan promise or
treaty; ask the In di ans, South ern ers,
Germans, Iraqis, Egyptians, Russians and
Iranians.
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A December to remember
(Continued from page 1)
back to Pahrump that ends about 8 PM.
bargains, their position is even less clear Ammon said it’s grueling, but that his Dad
although attorneys for Tier 1 thought there is tough.
Fresh air
will be motions made on their behalf in
Leaving the courthouse on the 20th,
light of the egregious, blatant and willful
mis con duct of the gov ern ment. Fully Jeanette Finicum, wife of the governmentacquitted Tier 1 Defendants Steve Stewart mur dered LaVoy Finicum, joined the
and Ricky Lovelien have filed lawsuits Bundys, walking next to Ryan Payne. The
through at tor ney Larry Klayman for mur der of her hus band and attempted
wrong ful im pris on ment.
They seek damages to make
up for their loss of income
during incarceration.
December has proved a
joyous time for the Defendants
and their families, as they
have been released to heroes’
welcomes. Cliven’s sisters,
Lilly Spencer and Margaret
Houston, made sure that each
man was aptly attired in a
new cow boy hat. Only
Cliven Bundy, still do ing
What ever It Takes, has
in sisted on re main ing in Ammon Bundy’s release with his wife Lisa, children and Attorney
Dan Hill from his legal team. (Photo credit: Teralee Morely)
cus tody un til he can be
released a free man without court conditions murder of Ryan Bundy, Shawna Cox and
and a tracking device. This includes ten Victoria Sharp is years from being settled.
hours a day of transport, arising at 3 AM to
Stage Left
be served industrial strength slop at the
On the 20th, Kieran Suckling and his
private prison in Pahrump, court, a twobaloney sandwich lunch and then transport organization Center for Biological Diversity,
most responsible for the Bundy tribulations,
attempted to take center stage out on the
sidewalk in front of the federal courthouse.
Holding banners with his cohorts, he
shouted into a megaphone: “Bundy hands
off Public Lands.” This CBD has been
exposed in Range magazine as supported
by rad ical left-wing billion aires – $10
million in funding during ten years. The
Bundy supporters weren’t having it, but
mainly tried in vain to educate those who
Carol Bundy (unseen), Ammon, Ryan Payne,
accompanied him. One young activist had
Jeanette Finicum, Ryan Bundy with wife Angie
been educated by Suckling that Cliven
and daughter (Photo credit: Doug Knowles)

Bundy’s grazing rights even preclude the
public from using the Public Lands. But a
cursory read of Ryan Bundy’s opening
statement would have shown the falsity of
his thinking. The Bundys have always
encouraged recreational use of the land
where they graze their cattle.

Truth will out
Ten of the sixteen jurors chose to meet
with the attorneys after being dismissed. A
man from the back row went straight to
Ryan Bundy and hugged him, saying that
he knew after Ryan’s opening statement

that the government was up to something.
Others shook Ryan’s hand.
The Bundys have the entire time felt that
they would win and that no jury in America
would convict them if they knew the truth.
Yet get ting the truth out of the larg est
organized crime syndicate not only in the
world but in the history of the world has
been a gargantuan task. It’s difficult to
imagine these violations not being fatal to
the case, but corruption of this magnitude
knows no bounds. January 8th could well
strike another devastating blow to the U. S.
government.

Kieran Suckling’s counter protest

(Photo credit: Diana McNamara)

The real “bad guys”
By Gordon Duff

A

journal-neo.org

fter 9/11, America went on a rampage
around the world. It fabricated intelligence
and released thousands of armed gangsters,
kid nap ing in no cent
victims, labeling them
terrorists and torturing
some for years – then
quietly releasing most
with a lame apology
and a few thousand
dollars in their pockets.
What isn’t told is
the tens of thousands
who didn’t survive kidnaping and rendition,
buried in mass graves in Poland, Ethiopia,
Libya, Romania and a dozen other Nations.
Add to these two million Iraqi dead,
mostly chil dren, vic tims of sanctions,
30,000 Syrian dead from “bombing errors”
and tens of thousands of mistaken drone
killings in 45 Nations as well, and the
actions of these “freedom loving” United
States begin to deeply parallel those of
history’s most brutal regimes.

Introspection
We will discuss a simple issue here,
whether it is a reasonable assumption to
assess the United States of America as
“bad.” Is America, as the United States
calls itself, a “bad Nation,” representing
injustice, aggressive war, religious, racial
and sexual discrimination and supporting
criminal activities around the world?
Can we go fur ther? Does America
support global economic injustice, stifle
the growth of democratic governments or
even interfere with scientific studies and
cultural development? If you are a minority
of better educated Americans or a majority
of others around the world, the answer is
simple, a resounding “yes.”
What’s changing is the view of everyday
Americans who really aren’t obsessed with
Trump’s tweet of the day or what CNN

wants people to worry about. The general
suspicion that America runs the world’s
heroin business and invented both al Qaeda
and ISIS is there, average Americans believe
it and not because of something crazy they
heard on a podcast or read in an email.
They figured it out for themselves. “Regular
people” aren’t really as stupid as politicians
and journalists.
A key area of debunking America’s
disease of self-righteousness is the result
of satellite-cable television. You see, with
dozens of new networks, documentary
research usually under tight control by
universities long controlled by organizations
like the CIA and MI 5/6 only publish
books or journal articles. Nobody reads
their books, no one sees their articles. All
are based on research in libraries filled
with other books and research articles, all
fabricated and filtered by earlier generations
of academic hacks.
Video documentaries are something else
entirely. A mixed bag of lunatic fringe and
breakthrough research, the public gets to
see, firsthand, historical discoveries or,
worse still, entire networks dedicated to
debunking the lies of the past.
So, when someone says that “Hitler was
a nice guy” or that “the holocaust never
hap pened,” things that would cost a
university professor not just his job but jail
time as well, documentary film makers
rake in the profits. Not only that, asking
this type of question opens doors. Where
Hitler may not be vindicated, though some
might hope this to happen, it is generally
accepted that the 1967 War was begun by
Israel, not Egypt.

A look into the mirror
It is also ac cepted that the U. S. has
committed horrible crimes against Nations
like Iran or Vietnam, so many others, and
that the excuses given during the Cold War
about opposing “the Evil Empire” of the
Soviet Union are no longer plausible.

America, or those secretly running America,
were simply robbing the world blind by
putting pup pet gov ern ments in power
around the world.
Everyday Americans, perhaps a majority,
do believe this now, though no poll on this
subject will ever be published.

Jewnighted States threatens
Only a few days before this was written,
the U. S. Ambassador to the United Nations,
Nikki Haley, chastised the Security Council
for passing, except for a lone American
veto, war crimes sanctions against Israel
for claim ing its capitol in oc cu pied
Palestinian territory.
The “spe cial re la tion ship” be tween
Amer ica and Brit ain died that day. In
reality, NATO died that day as well. The
“triumvirate” put together by slumlordturned-diplomat Jared Kushner, of Saudi
Arabia, Israel and the Trump regime, has
alienated every American ally. Were one to
believe polls published in America, few
take Amer ican for eign pol icy se riously
nor support any suggested Trump based
military action against any Nation, North
Korea, Canada, Iran, China or Britain. Any
of those, or any other, could and likely will,
at some time, be victim of a Trump “tweet”
threatening a nuclear holocaust.

Muddying the waters
Re-ex amination of history, be it the
Napoleonic Wars or history of the Vatican,
is no long consigned to “revisionism” or
“conspiracy theory.”
This, of course, explains the flurry of
internet insanity where, were one to scratch
the surface, one would find security agencies
funding hundreds, even thousands, of fake
news and conspiracy websites hoping to
literally drown newfound truths in a sludge
of toxic slander and manu factured but
pointless “controversy.”
Behind this is an even nastier reality,
one also generally accepted around the

world, that governments in general are all
controlled by global interest groups that
exploit resources, impoverish Nations with
contrived debt and do so behind a veneer of
war and fake discord misnamed “terrorism”
or “extremism.”
This leaves a select few Nations that
refuse to submit. Is there a list, Venezuela,
Syria, Cuba, Iran, North Korea, how many
others? Do Russia and China belong on the
list, protected by their nuclear arsenals?

Artificial affluence
Behind this all is a shadowy world of
in ter na tional trade, trade in eq ui ties,
bonds, imaginary bonds, commodities, real
or imaginary, futures of commodities real
and imaginary, trade in metals and, most
insane of all, “currencies.” All is artifice,
none is real, all involves the creation of
“wealth” and “power” without power at
all, only deception and submission.
Were one to return to the world of newfound documentary research, are questions
such as these, and individu als such as
Hit ler, Stalin or even the Kai ser, to be
judged on their horrific crimes, which may
just possibly be tainted by fake history, or
by their lack of co op er a tion with the
institutions of eternal human slavery? We
ask.
Gordon Duff is a Marine combat veteran of the
Vietnam War that has worked on veterans and POW
issues for decades and consulted with governments
challenged by security issues. He’s a senior editor and
chairman of the board of Veterans Today, especially
for the online magazine “New Eastern Outlook.”
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— Politics in high dudgeon —

North Carolina struggles to retain its history
By Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret)

T

aloe910@aol.com

he battle to resist
to day’s rag ing war
against ev ery thing
Confederate continues
to be waged in the
farthest reaches of the
old South, including
all 100 counties of
North Carolina. One
of these skirmishes is
in Mont gom ery County, where the
Uwharrie Volunteer Fire Department is
stand ing tall to the demands of county
fathers to take down its flag. This conflict
between the elected officials of the County
and their constituents has been going on
for over ten years now, since former
County Commissioner Ralph Bostic first
brought up the removal, saying the flag had
no place on the fire station.

Social Jingoist Warriors
In May of 2017, the move to force the
flag down picked up steam when some
local members of the Democratic Party
began handing out pins during the 8th
Dis trict Dem o cratic Con ven tion in
Mont gom ery County in sup port of
removing the Confederate flag from the
fire station, and wrote a resolution to the
commissioners demanding action to that
end directed at eliminating county funding

for the station. However, at the same time
neighbors of the station stated that they see
the flag as a symbol of North Carolina’s
history and disagree that the flag should
be taken down, especially since it’s been
flying for over twenty years.
Confusing the issue for the County is the
fact that the Uwharrie VFD was organized
in 1983 as a non-profit corporation, and
owns the building and equipment used to
operate the facility which provides fire
protection to the citizens of Troy, North
Carolina, a small town about a hundred
miles southwest of Raleigh, on a voluntary
ba sis. Al though Mont gomery County
supplements the operating costs of the
station to the tune of $19,000 a year and has
purchased new fire trucks for the facility, it
has no real authority over it, other than the
typical extortion used by all governments
against their citizens: “We’ll cut your
fund ing.”

Caving in

In typical fashion and suffering pressure
from some half a dozen “offendees,” a.k.a.
“Democrats,” the Board of Commissioners
recently sent firefighters a letter saying they
will withhold funding for the department
until it takes down the flag, stating they
would continue to pay only for fuel and
maintenance for the two fire trucks and
would remove the Uwharrie name from the
trucks, instead adding decals promoting
“equality and freedom of speech,” giving

the issue a certain, oxymoronic appeal.
Fortunately, that action merely increased
the resolve of fire department members to
continue flying their flag. They say that to
them it represents history and heritage and
not racism, denying that the department is
racist and maintaining that the flag is not
hurting anyone. Its display is a matter of
personal pride in their Southern history.
Montgomery County Commissioners
disagree. “The Board of Commissioners
stated their position, that they did think the
flag was inappropriate and requested for
the fire de part ment to take it down,”
Montgomery County Manager Matthew
Woodard told WFMY tele vi sion of
Asheboro, North Carolina. Lee Hudson, a
member of the Uwharrie VFD, also made
his position very clear in response to the
Board’s ultimatum, “We would love to
work with the county and for them to
support us, but we’re not going to move on
the issue of taking down the flag.”
This standoff is quite a predicament for
the Board of Commissioners. On the one
hand they would like very much to pander
to the segment of their constituency which
would like to quash any semblance of
“freedom of speech” when it comes to
Confederate history; while, on the other
hand, any action county lead ers take
against the “volun teer” facility could
dis rupt fire ser vice and make them
responsible if anything bad were to happen

due to the unavailability of fire protection.
In an attempt to cover all their bases, the
commissioners wrote the fire department
that, “The County will take reason able
and forcible steps to try and get the flag
removed but will not place this issue above
public safety,” and even offered to pay for
a heritage monument to replace the flag.

Sticking together
Fire department officials have stated
that they fear a loss of do nations from
people in the community if they were to
remove the flag. “We feel that we would
not con tinue to re ceive the fi nan cial
support needed to meet our expenses if we
remove our flags,” the department wrote in
a letter to county commissioners in August.
“In our opinion, the protection of life and
property outweighs the few people that
choose to be offended and have a perverted
view of a sym bol that is part of our
community’s history and heritage.” In fact,
there are Confederate flags flying next
door to, and across the street from, the
firehouse.
One fireman commented, “This FD will
continue on with donations from supporters
and will continue to fly whatever flag they
choose.”
The department recently put up a sign
outside the firehouse which stated, “We
Support Equal Rights.” They could also
have said, “What about our ‘Equal Rights’?”

“Palestinians will no longer accept any plan from U. S.”
Abbas, in turn, hailed Macron’s efforts
as a mediator in the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
“We have trust in you. We respect the
efforts made by you and we count heavily
on your efforts,” he said.

Israel’s bulldog tweets

P

presstv.com

alestinian President Mahmoud Abbas
says his Nation will “no longer accept” any
initiative from the U. S. as part of the socalled Middle East peace process, calling
Washington a “dishonest mediator.”

Worldwide distrust
“The United States has proven to be a
dishonest mediator in the peace process and
we will no longer accept any plan from the
United States,” Abbas said after meeting
with French President Emmanuel Macron
in Paris on December 22.
Abbas also condemned a threat by U. S.
President Donald Trump to end financial
aid to the countries which voted at the U. N.
against Washington’s move to recognize
Jerusalem al-Quds as Israel’s “capital.”
Ma cron, for his part, con demned
Washington’s declaration on Jerusalem
al-Quds, saying, “The Americans have
marginalized themselves and I am trying

French President Emmanuel Macron (R) and
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas give a
joint press conference following their December
22, 2017, meeting at the Elysee presidential Palace
in Paris.

to not do the same thing.”
The French president, however, ruled
out unilaterally recognizing a Palestinian
State in the short term, saying France will
adopt the decision “at the right time.”
Macron further announced that he would
make a visit to the Palestinian territories in
2018.

Tepid backing

“I have committed myself very clearly
to do ing ev ery thing” to fur ther the
so-called peace process, he said.

On De cem ber 21, the
United Na tions Gen eral
As sem bly overwhelmingly
voted in favor of a resolution
that calls on the U. S. to
withdraw its controversial
rec og ni tion of Je ru sa lem
al-Quds as Israeli “capital.”
In an attempt to avert the resolution,
Trump had warned that “we’re watching,”
threatening reprisals against countries that
back the measure, which earlier faced a
U. S. veto at the U. N. Security Council.
Is rael, how ever, re jected the world
body’s resolution while thanking Trump
for his decision to move the U. S. embassy

French President Emmanuel Macron (R) and
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas (L) attend
a meeting at the Elysee presidential Palace in Paris
on December 22, 2017.

from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem al-Quds.
The dramatic shift in Washington’s
Jerusalem al-Quds policy has drawn fierce
criticism from the international community,
including the United States’ Western allies,
and triggered demonstrations against the
U. S. and Israel worldwide.
Jerusalem al-Quds remains at the core
of the Israeli-Palestin ian con flict, with
Palestinians hoping that the eastern part
of the city would eventually serve as the
capital of a future independent Palestinian
State.

Arab States that defied Trump attempt damage control
Pity one can’t have it both ways.
Sovereignty is an elusive condition
enjoyed only by those who deserve
as much.
presstv.com

A

number of Arab countries that voted
for a resolution calling on the United States
to reverse its decision on Palestine at the
United Nations General Assembly (UNGA)
have attempted to downplay their defiance
of Washington saying that, politically, they
had no choice.
On December 6, U. S. President Donald
Trump declared that Washington was
rec og niz ing Je ru sa lem al-Quds as the
“cap ital” of Is rael and was plan ning to
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relocate the American embassy from Tel
Aviv to the holy city.
The 193-Nation Assembly on December
21 adopted a resolution by a decisive vote
of 128 to 9, with 35 abstentions, to urge
Trump to reverse that decision. Trump had
threatened to cut off financial aid to the
countries that supported the document.
“They take hundreds of millions of
dollars, even billions of dollars, and then
they vote against us,” he said on the eve of
the vote. “We’re watching those votes. Let
them vote against us.”
The U. S. president repeated his threat
fol low ing the vote, tweet ing, “Af ter
having foolishly spent $7 trillion in the
Middle East, it is time to start rebuilding
our country!”
U. S. Ambassador to the U. N. Nikki
Haley had warned earlier in the week that
she would be “taking names” of those
States that voted for the resolution and
against the U. S.
She also redoubled her warning just
before the Thursday vote, saying, “If our
investment fails, we have an obligation to
spend our investment in other ways… The
United States will remember this day.”
On December 21, the U. S. saw those
“investments” fail spectacularly.

In addition to the U. S., the countries
that opposed the measure were Guatemala,
Honduras, the Marshall Islands, Micronesia,
Nauru, Palau and Togo. Israel voted against
the measure, too.
Jordan and Egypt, which voted against
the U. S. and are among the top recipients
of U. S. aid, attempted to downplay their
votes.

Puppet

Pub lic ity or Pales tine? Ex-Jor danian
prime minister Taher al-Masri said that his
country’s role as a U. S. ally in the region
might keep an annual U. S. assistance of
$1.2 billion in place.
“Trump is not giving us aid as charity.
Jordan performs a regional role in stability
that we have not gone back on delivering,”
he said.
In a sign of how publicity mattered more
than the Palestinian cause, Masri also
stressed that, for Arab and Muslim States,
any thing less than to tal re jec tion of
Trump’s policy shift on Jerusalem al-Quds
would have been impossible.
Most Arab monarchies are incapable of
holding their own financially and militarily,
relying heavily on U. S. support. By voting
for the resolution and against Washington,
they risked losing crucial U. S. assistance.

But, portraying their votes as a political
inevitability in an attempt to avoid the
U. S.’s wrath, they also send the signal that
the historical Palestinian cause is of less
weight to them than American support.

America’s Egyptian dictator
Additionally, H. A. Hellyer, an Egypt
expert at the Atlantic Council, an American
think tank, said Egypt likely felt secure
about its $1.3 billion in U. S. military aid
despite Washington’s threats.
“I don’t think Egypt will be worried...
certainly Trump’s inner circle will not be
too impressed – but I doubt that it will
extend beyond that,” he said.
On December 18, the U. S. had vetoed a
similar resolution at the U. N. Security
Council.

Chutzpah

Israel lays claim to the whole Jerusalem
al-Quds, but the international community
views the ancient city’s eastern sector as
occupied land and the Palestinians see it as
their future capital.
The December 21 vote at the Assembly,
where the U. S. had no veto power, was a
strong rebuke of the Trump administration’s
policies and marked a failure of what was
seen as its bullying of other States.
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U. S. to spend $214 million on military bases near Russia
Asking for it

T

presstv.com

he United States is planning
to spend more than $200 million
to repair and build airfields,
training sites and other military
structures as part of a massive
buildup in Eastern Europe aimed
at deterring “Russian aggression.”
The military buildup close to
Russia’s borders, as well as in
Iceland and Norway, is part of the Soldiers stand next to a U. S. Air Force F-15C “Eagle” jet in an
exercise of NATO’s Baltic air-policing mission in Lithuania.
$4.6 billion European Deterrence
Ini tia tive (EDI), a pro gram launched trig gered deadly vi o lence in east ern
under former President Barack Obama to Ukraine.
“reassure” U. S. European allies, according
“As we continue to address the dynamic
to Air Force Times.
se cu rity en vi ron ment in Eu rope, EDI
funding increases our capabilities to deter
None of America’s business and defend against Russian aggression,”
The EDI was initiated several months reads an EDI fact sheet.
after the 2014 reintegration of the Black
“Additionally, these significant investments
Sea Crimean Peninsula into the Russian will further galvanize U. S. support to the
Federation following a referendum, which collective defense of our Allies, as well as

bolster the security and capacity of our
U. S. partners.”
The fiscal 2018 annual defense bill,
signed into law last month by President
Donald Trump, authorizes the Air Force to
purchase land and build installations
overseas.
The legislation has allocated roughly
$214 mil lion for the con struction of
military installations in Latvia, Estonia,
Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Luxembourg,
Iceland and Norway.

George Washington’s augury
Some of these bases will house hightech stealth fighters such as the F-22
Rap tor and F-35 Strike Fighter and
reconnaissance assets to intercept Russian
submarines in the North and Baltic Seas.
“While we can’t provide specific details
on fu ture op er a tions and lo cations, we
continuously look for opportunities for our
fifth-generation aircraft to conduct inter-

operability training with our allies and
partners in the European theater,” said
Major Juan Martinez, a spokesperson for
U. S. European Command.

Talk versus hostility
The new initiative comes despite Trump’s
repeated calls for warmer relations with
Moscow which has been accused of
meddling in last year’s presidential election.
Russia says the military buildup at its
doorstep threatens regional stability and
global security.
The U. S. has deployed a contingent of
troops to Eastern Europe near Russia’s
border since 2014. The deployments have
been supplemented by four NATO battle
groups of more than 1,000 soldiers.
The measures, according to Defense
Minister Sergey Shoigu, “clearly indicate
bla tant un will ing ness of our West ern
partners to stop pushing an anti-Russian
agenda.”

Russia moves to expand naval base in Syria’s Tartus
rt.com

Russian lawmakers have approved an
agree ment to ex pand the Tartus na val
refueling facility in Syria into a fullyfledged naval base capable of harboring
nu clear-pow ered ships, fol low ing the
withdrawal of Russian troops from Syria.
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The deal was submitted to the lower
house of the Russian parliament – the
Duma – by the president on December 13.

The agreement will be in force for 49
years, granting the Russian Navy access
to territorial waters and various ports of
the Syrian Arab Republic. The
territory of the facility can be
ex panded up to 24 hectares,
ac cord ing to Rus sian Dep uty
Defense Minister Nikolay Pankov,
and the base will be able to
accept up to 11 ships at once,
in clud ing nu clear-pow ered
ves sels.
Vladimir Putin arrived for a
sur prise visit to Khmeimim
Admiral Kuznetsov heavy aircraft-carrying missile cruiser in Airbase in Syria on December 11
the Mediterranean Sea near Syria
and ordered the withdrawal of a

“significant part” of the Russian military
contingent after a two-year anti-terrorist
operation.
Russia will continue to use Khmeimim
Airbase and will retain its Reconciliation
Center for Syria. Moscow sent its military
contingent to war-torn Syria in 2015 after
Damascus asked for help in the fight
against extremist forces which were trying
to overthrow the government.
Head of the State Duma’s International
Affairs Committee Leonid Slutsky said that
“ratification of the agreement has strategic
impor tance,” and the move is aimed at
supporting peace in the region. It is strictly
defensive in character, he added.

“Saudi failure in Yemen like that of U. S. in Vietnam”
presstv.com

A senior Iranian official says Saudi
Ara bia’s fail ure in its war on Ye men
resembles that of the U. S. in Vietnam back
in the 1970s, rejecting Washington’s claims
of Tehran’s arms transfer to Yemeni forces
as an attempt to jus tify the de feat of its
allies in their offensive.

Ali Akbar Velayati, a senior advisor
to Leader of the Islamic Revolution
Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei

“Yemen has turned into another Vietnam
for Saudi Arabia, just as the Americans
suffered a defeat in Vietnam despite being
fully equipped and were forced to retreat
from Southeast Asia in humiliation,” Ali
Akbar Velayati, a senior advisor to Leader
of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyyed
Ali Khamenei, said in an interview with
the Al-Alam news network on December
20.
Velayati said the Saudi war on Yemen
co mes at a time when the king dom is
grappling with numerous woes, including
a budget deficit which has forced the rulers
in Riyadh to hold a group of royals captive
and take bribes from them in exchange for
their freedom under what is claimed to be
an anti-graft campaign.
“Neither is Saudi Arabia stronger than
the Americans, nor are the Yemenis any
weaker than were the Vietnamese,” said
the Iranian official, emphasizing that the
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement
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people of Yemen will eventually emerge
victorious.
The Iranian official further dismissed
“worthless” remarks by U. S. Ambassador
to the United Nations Nikki Haley that an
Iranian missile had been used by Yemen’s
Houthi Ansarullah movement to target
Saudi soil.
Velayati said Iran has not sup plied
any missiles to Yemen, and that the Arab
country does not need any arms – as the
Yemenis have so far been able to stand
against Saudi aggression with the military
equipment they already possess.
The Islamic Republic has, however,
provided the Yemenis with humanitarian
assistance and political support, he added.

Velayati also said, “We are
not worried about the fact
that the world knows Iran
has given arms to Iraq, Syria
or Leb a non” to con front
Daesh and other Takfiri
terrorists in the region.
Nikki Haley went on live tele vi sion
the previous Thursday to display debris
purportedly from a ballistic missile that
had been fired on November 4 from Yemen

Yemenis inspect damage at the site of a Saudi-led
coalition air strike on the northwestern city of
Sa’ada on December 20, 2017.

at an airport in the Saudi capital, Riyadh.
She claimed the debris was “concrete
evidence” that Iran was providing missiles
to Yemen.
Tehran categorically rejected those
accusations saying the so-called “evidence”
presented by Haley had been “fabricated.”
Yemenis, too, said their missiles were
domestically built.
Haley repeated those allegations at a
meeting of the U. N. Security Council on
December 19.
Saudi Arabia and its allies launched the
war on Yemen in March 2015 in a bid to
crush the Houthi movement and reinstate
the former Riyadh-friendly regime, but
they have achieved neither of their goals.
The Saudi-led war, accompanied by a
naval and aerial blockade on Yemen, has so
far killed over 12,000 people and led to a

humanitarian crisis as well as a deadly
cholera outbreak.
The U. S. has been contributing to the
Saudi-led war on Yemen both directly,
through intelligence sharing and logistical
support, and indirectly, with the sale of
billions of dollars worth of arms to the
Saudi regime.
While the U. S. military started helping
the Saudi-led con flict under command
of then Pres ident Barack Obama, that
coop eration grew dramatically larger
under his successor, Donald Trump, who
secured major arms deals with the oil-rich
kingdom during a trip in May.
The U. S. has also been carrying out air
strikes in Yemen, Washington claiming to
be targeting al-Qaeda militants. Local
sources, however, say civilians have been
the main victims.

The U. S. military said on December 20 that it
had carried out more than 120 air strikes and
“multiple” ground operations in Yemen in 2017.

U. S. “crossed line” with arms to Ukraine
presstv.com

Russia has warned that the United States
is “crossing the line” by providing Ukraine
with “lethal weapons,” saying Washington
is practically pushing Kiev toward “new
bloodshed.”
Sergei Ryabko, Russian deputy foreign
minister, raised the alarm on December 23,
accusing the White House of fomenting
the persisting conflict in eastern Ukraine
between government troops and pro-Russia
forces in a region known locally as the
Donbass.
The senior Russian diplomat added that
Washington could no longer claim the role
of neutral mediator in the conflict as “it is

an accomplice in igniting a war.” Ryabko
also said appealing to the common sense of
American politicians was now futile since
most of them were currently “blinded by
Russophobia and eagerly applaud the
Ukrainian nationalist punitive battalions.”
The Kremlin’s warning came a day after
the U. S. State Department announced that
Washington had decided to supply Ukraine
with “enhanced defensive capabilities” as
part of the United States’ efforts to assist
Kiev in building “its long-term defense
capacity” and “to defend its sovereignty
and territorial integrity, and to deter further
aggression.”
The statement didn’t specify capabilities

being considered for supply to Ukraine but,
earlier in the day, U. S. media reported that
Washington had planned to approve the
sale of anti-tank missiles to the Eastern
European country, including the advanced
Javelin system.
“The to tal defense pack age of $47
million includes the sale of 210 anti-tank
missiles and 35 launch ers. Additional
supplies will need to be purchased,” an
ABC News report said.
Moscow issued its dire warning after a
new truce deal be tween Ukraine and
pro-Russians took effect from midnight on
December 23 ahead of the New Year and
Orthodox Christmas holidays.
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A National Socialist life
By Dr. William Pierce

G

counter-currents.com

eorge Lincoln Rockwell was born
on March 9, 1918, in Bloomington, a small
coal-mining and farming town in central
Illinois. Both his parents were theatrical
performers. His father, George Lovejoy
Rockwell, was a twenty-eight-year-old
vaudeville comedian of English and
Scotch ancestry. His mother, born Claire
Schade, was a young Ger man-French
toe-dancer, part of a family dance team.
His parents were divorced when he was six
years old, and he and a younger brother
and sister lived alternately with their
mother and their father during the next few
years.
The young Rockwell passed the greater
part of his boyhood days in Maine, Rhode
Island and New Jersey. His father settled
in a small coastal town in Maine, and
Rockwell spent his summers there, attending
school in At lan tic City and, later, in
Providence during the winters. Some of his
fondest memories in later years were of
summer days spent on the Maine beaches,
or hiking in the Maine woods, or exploring
the coves and inlets of the Maine coast in
his sailboat, which he built himself, starting
from an old skiff. Rockwell acquired what
was to be a lifelong love of sailing and the
sea during those early years spent with his
father in Maine.
Aside from a bit more traveling about
than the average child, it is difficult to find
anything extraordinary in his childhood
environment. He lived in the midst neither
of great poverty nor great wealth; he had
an affectionate relationship with both his
parents, despite their divorce; he was a
sound and healthy child, and there seems to
be no evidence of prolonged unhappiness
or tur moil in his child hood. If he later
recalled with greater pleasure the times
spent with his father than those spent with
his mother, this can be attributed either to
the greater opportunities to satisfy his
youthful longing for adventure that life on
the Maine coast offered relative to that in
the city, or to the fact that his mother lived
with a domineering sister of whom young
Rockwell was not fond.
And yet, even as a boy he displayed
those qualities of character which were
later to set him off from the common run of
men. His most remarkable quality was his
responsiveness to challenge. To tell the
boy Rockwell that a thing was impossible,
that it simply could not be done, was to
awaken in him the irresistible determination
to do it. He has described an experience he
had at the age of ten which illustrates this
aspect of his character.
A juvenile gang of some of the tougher
elements at the grammar school he was
attending in an Atlantic City coastal suburb
had singled him out for hazing. He was
informed that he was to be given a cold
dunking in the ocean, and that he should
relax and submit gracefully, as resistance
would be futile. Instead of submitting, he
ferociously fought off the entire gang of
his attackers on the beach, wildly striking
out with his fists and feet, clawing, biting,
and gouging until the other boys finally
abandoned their aim of throwing him in the
water and retired to nurse their wounds.
Later, as a teenager, he found that the
challenge of a stormy sea affected him in
much the same way as had the challenge
of the juvenile gang. When other boys
brought their boats into dock because the
water was too rough, young Rockwell
found his greatest pleasure in sailing. He
loved nothing better than to pit his strength
and his skill against the wild elements. As
the wind and the waves rose so did his
spirits. Wrestling with tiller and rigging in
a tossing boat, drenched with spray and
blasted by fierce gusts, he would howl
back at the wind in sheer animal joy.
This peculiar stubbornness of his nature
– call it a combative spirit, if you will –
coupled with absolute physical fearlessness
which led him into many a dangerous and

harebrained escapade as a boy, gave him
the willpower as a man to undertake without
hesitation ventures at which ordinary men
quailed; throughout his life it led him to
choose the course of action which his
reason and his sensibility told him to be the
right course regardless of the course those
about him were tak ing; ul ti mately it
provided the driving force which led him
to issue a challenge and stand alone against
a whole world, when it became apparent to
him that that world was on the wrong course.
This trait provides the key to the man.
Two other characteristics he displayed
as a boy were an omnivorous curiosity and a
stark objectivity. He attributed his curiosity,
as well as the artistic talents which he early
displayed, to his father, who also exhibited
these traits, but the source of his rebellious
spirit and his indomitable will is harder to
assign. They seem to have been the product
of a rare and fortuitous combination of genes,
giving rise to a nature markedly different
from that of his immediate forebears.
He entered Brown University in the fall
of 1938, as a freshman. His major course of
study was philosophy, but he was also very
interested in the sciences. He used the
op por tu nity of staff work on stu dent
periodicals to exercise his talents in drawing
and creative writing. In ad dition to his
curricular, journalistic and artistic activities,
he also found time for a substantial amount
of skirt chasing and other collegiate sports,
including skiing and fencing; he became a
member of the Brown University fencing
team.

Wrong avenue

While at Brown he had his first head-on
encounter with modern liberalism. He
enrolled in a sociology course with the
naive expectation that, just as in his geology
and psychology courses, he would learn the
scientific principles underlying those two
areas of human knowledge, so in sociology
would he learn some of the basic principles
underlying human social behavior.
He was disappointed and confused,
however, when it gradually became apparent
to him that there was a profound difference
in the attitudes of sociologists and, say,
geologists toward their subjects. Whereas
the authors of his geology textbooks were
careful to point out there were many things
about the history and the structure of the
earth which were as yet unknown, or only
imperfectly known, it was clear that there
were indeed fundamental ideas and wellestablished facts upon which the science
was based and that both his ge ol ogy
pro fes sor and the au thors of ge ol ogy
textbooks were sincerely interested in
presenting these ideas and facts to the
student in an orderly manner, with the
hope that he would thereby gain a better
understanding of the nature of the planet
on which he lived.
In sociology, he found the basic principles
far more elusive. What was particularly
disturbing to him, though, was not so much
the complexity of the concepts as the
gnawing suspicion the waters had been
deliberately muddied. He redoubled his
efforts to get to the roots of the subject or,
at least, to un derstand where the hints,
innuendoes and roundabout promptings
led: “I buried myself in my sociology
books, absolutely determined to find why I
was missing the kernel of the thing.”
The equalitarian idea that the manifest
differences between the capabilities of
individuals and between the evolutionary
de vel op ment of var i ous races can be
a c c o u n t ed f o r a l mo s t w h o ll y b y
contemporary environmental effects – that
there really are no inborn differences in
quality worth mentioning among human
beings – was certainly one of the places his
sociology textbooks were leading:
“I was bold enough to ask Professor
Bucklin if this were the idea, and he turned
red in anger. I was told it was impossible to
make any generalizations, although all I
was asking for was the fundamental idea,
if any, of sociology. I began to see that

sociology was different from any other course
I had ever taken. Certain ideas produced
apoplexy in the teacher, particularly the
suggestion that perhaps some people were
no-good biological slobs from the day they
were born. Certain other ideas, although
they were never formulated and stated
frankly, were fostered and encouraged –
and these were always ideas revolving
around the total power of environment.”

His awakening
Although he did not clearly recognize it
for what it was at that time, young
Rockwell had partially uncovered one of
the most widely used tactics of the modern
liberals. When the clever liberal has as his
goal miscegenation, say, he certainly does
not just blurt this right out. Instead he will
write novels, produce television shows,
and film motion pictures which, subtly at first
and then more and more boldly, suggest
that those who engage in sexual affairs
with Ne groes are braver, better, more
attractive people than those who don’t; and
that opposition to miscegenation is a vulgar
and loutish perversion, certain evidence of
being a ridiculous square at best and a
drooling, violent redneck at worst. But, if
one tries to pin him down and asks him
why he is in favor of miscegenation, he
will re ply in a huff that that is not what
he is aiming at at all, but only “justice, or
fairness,” or “better understanding between
the races.”
And so when Rockwell naively went
right to the heart of the matter in Professor
Bucklin’s sociology class, he got an angry
reprimand. The racial equalitarians have
gotten much bolder in the last thirty years,
but at that time Rockwell was merely
aware that they wanted him to accept
certain ideas without actually those ideas
out into the open arena of free discussion
where they would be subject to attack:
“I still knew little or noth ing about
communism or its pimping little sis ter,
liberalism, but I could not avoid the steady
pressure, everywhere in the University, to
accept the ideas of massive human equality
and the supremacy of environment.”
Typically, this pressure resulted not in
acquiescence but in his determination to
stand up for what seemed to him to be
reasonable and natural. He satirized the
equalitarian point of view, not only in his
column in the student newspaper, but also
in one of his sociology examination papers!
The nearly catastrophic consequences of
this bit of in so lence taught him the
prudence of holding his tongue under
certain circumstances.
As he began his junior year at Brown,
the alien conspiracy to use America as a
tool to make the world safe for Jewry was
shifting its propaganda machine into high
gear. National Socialist Germany was
portrayed as a Nation of depraved criminals
whose goal was the enslavement of the
world – including America. Hollywood, the
big newspapers and his liberal professors –
always the most noisily vocal faction at
any university – all pushed the same line,
un abash edly ap peal ing to the na ive
idealism of their audience: “Hitler must be
stopped!”
And, like millions of other American
patriots, Lincoln Rockwell fell for the
smooth lies and the clever swindle, backed
as they were by the authority of the head of
the American government. Neither he nor
his millions of compatriots realized that the
conspiracy had reached into the White
House, and that its occupant had sold his
services to the conspirators:
“It is typical of my political naivete of
that time that when the propaganda about
Hitler began to be pushed upon us in large
doses, I swallowed it all, unable even to
sus pect that some body might have an
interest in all this, and that it might not be
the in ter est of the United States or our
people… It became obvious that we would
have to get into the war to stop this ‘horrible
ogre’ who planned to conquer America, so

George Lincoln Rockwell

we were told, and so I believed.”
Thus, in March, 1941, convinced that
America was in mortal danger from “the
Nazi ag gres sors,” Rockwell left his
com fort able life at the uni ver sity and
offered his services to his country’s armed
forces. Shortly after enlisting in the United
States Navy, he received an appointment as
an Aviation Cadet and began flight training
at Squantum, Massachusetts. He received
his first naval commission, as an ensign, on
December 9, 1941 – two days after the
Pearl Harbor attack. He served as a naval
aviator throughout World War II, advancing
from the rank of ensign to lieutenant and
winning several decorations. He commanded
the naval air support during the American
invasion of Guam, in July and August,
1944. He was promoted to lieutenant
commander in October, 1945, and shortly
thereafter returned to civilian life, where
he hoped to make a career for himself as an
artist.
While still in the navy, he had married
a girl he had known as a stu dent at
Brown University. The marriage was not a
particularly happy one, although it was
destined to last more than ten years.
The first five years after leaving the navy
were spent as an art student, a commercial
photographer, a painter, an advertising
executive and a publisher, in Maine and in
New York. Then, in 1950 with the outbreak
of war in Korea, Lieutenant Commander
Rockwell returned to active duty with the
United States Navy and was assigned to
train fighter pilots in southern California.
There, almost by chance, the po litical
education of thirty-two-year-old Lincoln
Rockwell began.
It was in 1950 that Senator Joseph
McCarthy’s investigations into subversive
activities and treasonous behavior on the part
of a number of United States government
employees and officials began to receive
wide public notice. Rockwell, like every
honest citizen, was horrified and angered
by these disclosures of treachery. But he
was puzzled as much as he was shocked by
the violent, hysterical, and vicious reaction
to these disclosures which came from a
certain segment of the population. Why
were so many persons – and especially so
many in the public-opinion-forming media
– frantically determined to silence McCarthy
and, failing that, to smear and discredit him?
McCar thy was an Amer ican with a
distinguished record. A war hero, like
Rockwell he had entered his country’s
armed forces as an enlisted man and
emerged as a much-decorated officer. He
had won the Distinguished Flying Cross
for his combat performance in World War
II. Now that he was flushing from cover
the rats who had sold out the vital interests
of the country for which he had fought,
Rockwell could not understand why any
responsible and loyal citizen should seek
to defame the man or block his courageous
efforts:
“I began to pay attention, in my spare
time, to what it was all about. I read
McCarthy speeches and pamphlets and
found them factual, instead of the wild
nonsense which the papers charged was his
stock-in-trade. I became aware of a terrific
slant in all the papers against Joe McCarthy,
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although I still couldn’t imagine why.”
At this time an acquaintance gave
Rockwell some anti-Communist tracts to
read. One of the things he immediately
noticed about them was their strongly
anti-Se mitic tone. Al though man i fest
public evidence obliged him to agree with
some of the charges made by the authors of
these tracts – for example, that there were
extraordinarily disproportionate numbers of
Jews both among McCarthy’s attackers and
among the subversives his investigations
were unearthing – he found many of their
claims too far-fetched to be credible. In
particular, the charge that communism was
a Jewish, not a Russian, movement seemed
ridiculous when Rockwell considered the
fact that Jews were so firmly entrenched in
capitalistic enterprises and always had
been; capitalism, supposedly the deadly
enemy of communism, was the traditional
Jewish sphere of influence.
One anti-Communist tabloid went so far
as to cite various items of documentary
evidence in support of its seemingly wild
claims, and Rockwell decided to call its
bluff by looking into this “evidence” for
himself. On his next off-duty day he went
to the public library in San Diego, and
what he found there changed the course of
his life – and will yet change the course of
world history. In his own words: “Down
there in the dark stacks of the San Diego
Public Library, I got my awakening from
thirty years of stupid political sleep…”
Rockwell was staggered by the evidence
he uncovered in the library; it left no doubt,
for instance, that what had been described
in his school textbooks as the “Russian”
Revolution was instead a Jewish orgy of
genocide against the Russian people. He
even found that in their own books and
periodicals the Jews boasted more or less
openly of the fact! In a Jewish biographical
reference work entitled Who’s Who in
American Jewry he found a number of
promi nent Bolsheviks proudly listed,
although by no stretch of the imagination
could they be considered Americans.
Among them were Lazar Kaganovitch, the
Butcher of the Ukraine, and Leon Trotsky
(Lev Bronstein), bloodthirsty Commissar
of the Red Army, who was given credit
in the book for liq ui dat ing “coun terrevolutionary forces” in Russia.
Another book, written by a prominent
“English” Jew, boasted that “the Jews to
a greater degree than… any other ethnic
group… have been the artisans of the
Revolution of 1917.” An estimate was given
in the book that “80% of the revolutionaries
in Russia were Jews.”
Musty back issues of Jewish newspapers
told the same story, and they were backed
up by official U. S. government records.
One volume of such records, which had
been published twenty years previously,
contained ministerial reports from Russia
of brutal frankness. Typical of the material
in these re cords was the fol low ing
sentence written by the Dutch diplomatic
official, Oudendyk, in a 1918 report to his
government from Russia:
“I consider that the immediate suppression
of Bolshevism is the greatest issue now
before the World, not even excluding the
war which is still raging, and unless as
above stated Bolshevism is nipped in the
bud immediately it is bound to spread in
one form or another over Europe and the
whole world as it is organized and worked
by Jews who have no nationality; and
whose one object is to destroy for their
own ends the existing order of things.”
Shocking as were these revelations,
Rockwell was even more disturbed by the
fact that the general public was oblivious
to them. Why were these things not in
school history text? Why was he told over
and over again by the radio and newspapers
and magazines of Adolf Hitler’s “awful
crime” in kill ing so many Jews, but
never told that the Jews in Russia were
responsible for the murder of a vastly
larger number of Gentiles?
Other questions presented themselves.
He had been told that England’s attack on

Germany was justified by Hitler’s attack
on Poland. But what of the Soviet Union,
which had invaded Poland at the same
time? Why no English declaration of war
against the Soviet Un ion? Could it be
be cause the gov ern ment there was in
Jewish hands? Who was responsible for
the conspiracy of silence on these and
other questions? He grimly resolved to
find out. And, later, as the facts gradually
fitted into place and the whole, sordid
picture began to emerge, he saw before
him an inescapable obligation.
An hon est man, when he be comes
aware that some dirty work is afoot in his
community, will speak out against it and
attempt to rouse his neighbors into doing
the same. What if he finds, though, that
most of his neighbors do not want to be
bothered; that many of his neighbors are
already aware of what is afoot but prefer
to ignore it because to oppose it might
jeopardize their private affairs; that some
of his neighbors – some of his wealthiest
and most influential neighbors, the leaders
of the community – are themselves engaged
in the dirty work? If he is an ordinary man,
he may grumble for a while about such a
sorry state of affairs, but he will adapt
himself as best he can to it. He will soon
see there is nothing to be gained by sticking
his neck out, and he will go on about his
business.

The decision

Human nature being what it is, he will
very likely ease his conscience by trying to
forget as rapidly as possible what he has
learned; perhaps he will even convince
him self even tu ally that there is re ally
nothing wrong after all, that his initial
judgement was in error, and that the dirty
work was really not dirty work but merely
“progress.” If, on the other hand, he is an
ex traor dinary man with a par tic u larly
strong sense of duty, he will continue to
oppose what he knows to be wrong and
bound to work evil for the community in
the long run. He may continue to point out
to his neighbors, even after they have made
it clear that they are not interested, that the
dirty work should be stopped; he may write
pamphlets and deliver speeches; he may
even run for public office on a “reform”
ticket.
But, even so, being a reasonable man
and no “extremist,” he will feel himself
obliged to give the malefactors the benefit
of the doubt which must surely exist as to
their motives. And perhaps their position
is, indeed, not wholly wrong? Surely, some
sort of reasonable compromise which will
be fair to all concerned is the best solution.
If the evildoer had been working alone
when discovered, hanging would, of course,
be the only ad mis si ble so lu tion to the
problem: a fitting and total repudiation by the
community of his evil deeds. But, when so
many criminals with so many accomplices
have been engaged for so long in such an
extensive undertaking and have already
done such profound damage, surely the
most reasonable solution must be just to
admonish the criminals – if, indeed, it is
fair to call them criminals – try to in stall
a few safeguards against their re newed
activity – safeguards which, to be sure,
would not be too grossly inconsistent with
the “progress” (or was it damage?) already
wrought – and then, letting bygones be
bygones, try to live with things as they are.
But, it is only one man out of tens of
millions – the rare and lonely world-historical
figure – who has, first, the objectivity to
eval u ate such a sit u a tion in terms of
ab so lute and time less stan dards and,
unswayed by popular and contemporary
considerations of “reasonableness,” to
draw the ultimate conclusions which those
standards dictate; and who then has the
strength of will and character to insist that
there must be no compromise with evil,
that it must be rooted out and ut terly
destroyed, that right and health and sanity
must again pre vail, re gard less of the
commotion and temporary unpleasantness
involved in restoring them.
Rockwell had seen the facts. To him, it

was unthinkable to attempt to wriggle away
from the conclusion they implied. And, as
he realized the frightening magnitude of
the task before him, instead of attempting
to excuse himself from the responsibility
which his new knowledge carried with it,
he felt rising within him his characteristic
response to a seemingly impossible challenge.
It was a straight for ward sense of
com mit ment which had led him to
volunteer for military service in March,
1941, as soon as he had been tricked into
believing that Adolf Hitler was a threat to
his country, instead of waiting for Pearl
Harbor. And, in early 1951 when he began
to understand that he had been tricked in
1941 and when he began to see who had
tricked him and what they were up to and
the terrible damage they had done to his
people and were yet planning to do, that
same sense of commitment left only one
course open to him, namely, to fight! He
did not stop to ask whether others were also
willing to shoulder their responsibility; his
own was perfectly clear to him.
But how to fight? Where to begin? What
to do? The name of one man who had done
something naturally came to his mind:
Adolf Hitler. Rockwell has described what
happened next:
“I hunted around the San Diego bookshops and finally found a copy of Mein
Kampf hidden away in the rear. I bought it,
took it home and sat down to read. And that
was the end of one Lincoln Rockwell…
and the beginning of an entirely different
person.”
He had not, of course, spent nearly
thirty-three years completely oblivious to
world events. Many things had bothered
him deeply, and he had spent years of
frustrating effort trying to fathom the
apparently meaningless chaos into which
the world seemed to be descending. It
seemed to him that there must be some
logical relationship between the events of
the preceding few decades, but he could
not find the key to the puzzle:
“I simply suffered from the vague,
unhappy feeling that things were wrong – I
didn’t know exactly how – and that there
must be a way of diagnosing the disease
and its causes and mak ing in telli gent,
organized efforts to correct that something
wrong.”

New direction

Adolf Hitler’s message in Mein Kampf
gave him the key he had been seeking, and
more:
“In Mein Kampf I found abundant mental
sunshine, which bathed all the gray world
suddenly in the clear light of reason and
understanding. Word after word, sentence
after sentence stabbed into the darkness
like thunderclaps and lightning bolts of
revelation, tearing and ripping away the
cob webs of more than thirty years of
dark ness, bril liantly il lu mi nat ing the
mysteries of the heretofore impenetrable
murk in a world gone mad.
“I was transfixed, hypnotized. I could
not lay the book down without agonies of
impa tience to get back to it. I read it
walking to the squadron; I took it into the
air and read it lying on the chart board
while I automatically gave the instructions
to the other planes circling over the desert.
I read it crossing the Coronado ferry. I read
it into the night and the next morning. When
I had finished I started again and reread
ev ery word, un der lin ing and mark ing
especially magnificent passages. I studied
it; I thought about it; I wondered at the
utter, indescribable genius of it…
“I reread and studied it some more.
Slowly, bit by bit, I began to understand.
I realized that National Socialism, the
iconoclastic world view of Adolf Hitler,
was the doctrine of scientific racial idealism
– actually a new religion…”
And thus Lincoln Rockwell became a
National Socialist. But his conversion to
the new religion still did not answer his
question, “What can be done?” Eight long
years of struggle and defeat lay ahead of
him before he would gain the knowledge
he needed to effectively translate his new
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faith into action and begin to carry on
Adolf Hitler’s great work once again. While
he still lacked the wisdom that could only
come in the years ahead, he lacked nothing
in energy and determination. For a year he
continued to explore the ramifications of
the new world view he had adopted and
also continued his self-education in several
other areas, including the Jewish question.
Then, in November, 1952, the Navy
assigned him to a year of duty at the
American base at Keflavik in Iceland,
where he was executive officer and, later,
commanding officer of the Fleet Aircraft
Service Squadron there, “Fasron” 107. His
promotion to commander came in October,
1953, after he had requested an extension
of his Icelandic assignment for another
year. He also met and fell in love with an
Icelandic girl, who became his second wife
in the same month he was promoted. This
marriage was far happier than his first. The
relative isolation and solitude he enjoyed
in Iceland gave him a further opportunity
to consolidate his thoughts and to plan a
campaign of political action based on his
National Socialist philosophy. Feeling that
his most urgent need was some medium for
the dissemination of his political message,
he considered various ways in which he
might enter the publishing business. He
needed to establish a bridgehead in this
industry which would provide him with
operational funds and living expenses as
well as give him a vehicle for political
expression.
He finally decided to begin his career
with the publication of a monthly magazine
for the wives of American servicemen,
primarily because the complete absence of
any competing publication in the field
seemed to offer an ex cel lent busi ness
advantage. He felt that he could not only
capture this market, thus assuring himself a
steady income, but that service families
would provide a particularly receptive
audience for his political ideas. His idea was
to employ the utmost subtlety, disguising
his propaganda so carefully that he would
not jeop ar dize any Jew ish ad ver tis ing
accounts the magazine might acquire. He
naively thought that he would deceive
the Jews and move the hearts and minds
of his read ers in the desired di rec tion
si mul ta neously.
Rough plans had been laid by the time
his service in Iceland was over. His return
to civilian life came on December 15,
1954. Nine months of more planning, hard
work, fundraising and promotion led to the
realization of his ideas with the publication
of his new magazine, for which he chose
the name U. S. Lady, in Washington, in
September, 1955.
At the same time he was getting his
mag a zine un der way, he be gan mak ing
personal contacts in right-wing circles in
the Washington area. He attended the
meetings of various groups and then began
to organize meetings of his own. Before he
could put his magazine to use as a medium
for disguised propaganda, however, he found
himself in serious financial difficulties,
due to his lack of capital, and he was forced
to sell the magazine in order to avoid
bank ruptcy.
With un di min ished en thu si asm, he
continued his organizing efforts among the
right wing. Making the same mistake that
nearly every other beginner makes, he
assumed that the proper way to proceed lay
in coordinating the numerous right-wing
and con ser va tive or ga ni za tions and
individuals – bringing them together into
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a right-wing superstructure where they
could work effectively for their common
goals. He felt such a coordination could
make an almost miraculous transformation
in the strength of the right-wing position in
Amer ica. To this end he bought ra dio
advertisements, spoke at dozens of meetings,
wrote numberless letters and devoted
every waking hour to the pro mo tion of
his plan for unity. He cre ated a pa per
organization, the American Federation of
Conservative Organizations, and continued
his tireless efforts to inspire and mobilize
even a few of the hundreds of right-wing
groups and individuals with whom he had
established contact, but to no avail: “Our
meetings were better and better attended,
but there was no result at all – nothing
accomplished.”
He sadly learned that all the right-wing
groups had one weakness in common: their
members loved to talk but were incapable
of action. A substantial portion of them
were hobbyists – escapists obsessed with
var i ous pet pro jects and ab so lutely
invulnerable to reason, or masochists who
de lighted in moan ing end lessly about
treason and decay but who were shocked at
the suggestion that they should help put an
end to it. Many were so neurotic that the
idea of engaging them in any prolonged
cooperative effort was untenable. Some were
simply insane. Virtually all were cowards.
Years of inaction or ineffectiveness had
drained the ranks of the right wing of the
type of human material essential for any
serious undertaking. Very little was left but
the sort of dregs with which nothing could
be done.

Reality speaks

Unfortunately, he had failed to heed the
Leader’s warning that eight cripples who
join arms do not yield even one gladiator as
a result:
“And if there were indeed one healthy
man among the cripples, he would expend
all his strength just keeping the others on
their feet and in this way become a cripple
himself.
“By the formation of a federation, weak
organizations are never transformed into
strong ones, but a strong organization can
and often will be weakened. The opinion that
strength must result from the association of
weak groups is incorrect…
“Great, truly world-shaking revolutions
of a spiritual nature are not even conceivable
and realizable except as the titanic struggles
of in divid ual for ma tions, never as the
undertakings of coalitions.”
It has been said that experience keeps a
dear school, and in Rockwell’s case it was
dear indeed. He had exhausted all the
money left from the sale of U. S. Lady by
the time the last meeting of his American
Federation of Conservative Organizations
on July 4, 1956, failed to pro duce any
concrete results. He had to find a new
source of income and considered himself
fortunate to obtain a temporary position as
a television scriptwriter.
This lasted only a few months, however,
and then he took a position on the staff of
the New York-based conservative magazine,
American Mercury, as as sis tant to the
publisher. He had learned the futility of
trying to achieve effective coop eration
between the various right-wing groups and
had resigned himself to forming a new
organization.
Rockwell still had two bitter lessons to
learn in the school of experience, however
– lessons which the Leader had set forth
clearly in his immortal book, but which
Rockwell, for all his careful study, had
failed to take to heart, just as with the
admonition against hoping to gain strength
by uniting weaknesses. He still believed
that the enemies of our people could be
fought effectively by the “respectable”
means to which conservatives have always
restricted themselves. He thought to avoid
the “stigma” of anti-Semitism by working
silently and indirectly against treason and
racial subversion. This method had the
great ad van tage of not pro vok ing the
enemy, so one could proceed peacefully
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and safely with one’s “silent” work.
Thus, while work ing at American
Mercury he began to formulate plans for an
underground, “hard-core” National Socialist
organization, with a right-wing front and
financing by wealthy conservatives. Since
the orga ni za tion was to be, in effect,
National Socialist, with National Socialists
at the helm and carrying out the significant
activities, and the conservative front only a
disguise, he happily thought he had a plan
which would not be subject to all the flaws
of those of his conservative efforts of the
past.
His new project rapidly foundered on
the shoals of reality, however. First, he
found that wealthy conservatives suffered
from most of the character defects that he
had already observed in not-so-wealthy
conservatives. Money could be gotten
from them for “pet” projects – but not for
any serious effort which smacked of
danger, particularly danger of exposure.
A more fundamental weakness of the
“secret” approach, however, lay in the fact
that it is the surface disguise, the front – not
the hidden core – which determines the
quality of the personnel attracted to an
organization. Thus, when his anticipated
source of funds balked and his one National
Socialist recruit became discouraged and
left, Rockwell was faced with the prospect
of scrapping his new idea and starting
again from nothing.
Sadly he re-read the words the Leader had
written more than thirty years previously:
“A man who knows a thing, recognizes a
given danger, and sees with his own eyes
the possibility of a remedy, damned well
has the duty and the obligation not to work
‘silently,’ but to stand up openly against the
evil and for its cure. If he does not do so
then he is a faithless, miserable weakling
who fails either from cowardice or from
laziness and incompetence… Every last
ag i ta tor who pos sesses the cour age to
defend his opinions with manly forthrightness, standing on a tavern table among
his adversaries, accomplishes more than a
thousand of these lying, treacherous sneaks.”
It had taken two years of re peated
discouragements and failures to bring this
lesson home to him, but now he understood
it. He had finally seen the fallacy underlying
the conservative premise. In his own words:
“Although it is made to appear so, the
bat tle be tween the con ser va tives and
liberals is not a battle of ideas or even of
Political organizations. It is a battle of
ter ror, and power. The Jews and their
accomplices and dupes are not running
our country and its people because of the
excellence of their ideas or the merit of
their work or the genu ine major ity of
people behind them. They are in power in
spite of the lack of these things, and only
because they have driven their way into
power by daring minority tactics. They can
stay in power only because people are
afraid to oppose them – afraid they will be
socially ostracized, afraid they will be
smeared in the press, afraid they will lose
their jobs, afraid they will not be able to
run their businesses, afraid they will lose
political offices. It is fear and fear alone,
which keeps these filthy left-wing sneaks
in power – not ignorance on the part of the
American people, as the conservatives
keep telling each other.”
Beyond this, however, he was coming to
an even more fundamental conclusion: Not
only were conservatives wrong in their
evaluation of the nature of the conflict
between themselves and liberals and
wrong in their choice of tactics, but their
motives were also wrong; at least, he was
beginning to see that their motives differed
fundamentally from his own. Basically, the
conservatives are aracial. Their primary
concerns are economic: taxes, government
spending, fiscal responsibility; and social:
law and order, honest government, morality.
At worst, their sole interest is the protection
of their stan dard of liv ing from the
encroachments of the Welfare State; at
best, they are genuinely concerned about
the general decay of standards and the

trend toward mobocracy and chaos. But, as
a whole, they show very little concern for
the biological problem of which all these
other problems are only manifestations.
Certainly the right wing was preferable
to the left wing in this re spect. At least
conservatives tended to have a healthy
anti-Semitic instinct. But, as long as their
inner orientation was economic-materialistic
rather than racial-idealistic, they would
remain primarily interested in the defense
of a system rather than a race; they would
continue to look for easy and superficial
solutions rather than fundamental ones,
and they would continue to lack that spirit
of selfless idealism essential to ultimate
victory. Thus, as the year 1956 drew to a
close, Rockwell was certain of one thing:
Conservatives would never, by any stretch
of the imagination, be able to offer any
ef fec tive op po si tion to the forces of
degeneration and death. As he wrote later,
any one, when he first dis cov ers what is
go ing on, might be forgiven a cer tain
pe riod of nour ish ing the de lu sion and
hope that there is a safe, easy and “nice”
solution to the problem. But, to pursue the
same fruitless tactics year af ter year is
evidence of something else: Conservatives
are the world’s champion os triches,
muttering to each other down under the
sand “in se cret,” while their plumed
bottoms wave in the breeze for the Jews to
kick at their lei sure. They are fool ing
nobody but themselves.
The answer would have to be found
elsewhere – but where, how?
The years 1957 and 1958 were difficult
ones. As a representative of a New York
management-consultant firm, he spent
most of 1957 traveling in New York, New
Jer sey and Penn syl va nia, writing and
consolidating his thoughts whenever he
could find time. The winter of 1957-58
saw a brief interlude in Atlanta, where he
sold advertising.
During this period, Rockwell had an
ex pe ri ence about which he has never
written and which he related to only a few
people. Always a skeptic where the supernatural was concerned, he was certainly
not a man to be easily influenced by
omens. Yet there can be no doubt that he
attached special significance to a series of
dreams that he had then. The dreams –
actually all variations of a single dream –
occurred nearly every night for a period of
several weeks and were of such intensity
that he could recall them vividly upon
waking. In each dream he saw himself in
some everyday situation: sitting in a
crowded theater, eating at a counter in a
diner, walking through the busy lobby of
an office building or inspecting the airplanes
of his squadron at an airfield hangar.
And in each dream a man would approach
him – theater usher, diner cook, office
clerk or mechanic – and say something to
the effect, “Mr. Rockwell, there is someone
to see you.” And then he would be led off
to some back room or side office in the
building or hangar, as the case may have
been. He would open the door and find
waiting for him inside, always alone –
Adolf Hitler. Then the dream would end.
One can most easily interpret these
dreams as a case of autosuggestion, but in
the light of later developments Rockwell
considered them as a symbolic summons, a
beckoning onto the path for which he was
then still groping, whether that beckoning
was the consequence of an internal or an
external stimulus.
Early in 1958 he returned to Virginia.
His first effort there was in Newport News,
where he produced political cartoons in
collaboration with the publisher of a small
racist magazine which shortly went bankrupt. In Newport News, however, he met a
man who was to play a critical role in
changing the course of his political career:
Harold N. Arrowsmith, Jr.
Arrowsmith was a wealthy conservative
with a “pet” project – but he was not like
any other wealthy conservative Rockwell
had met. In dependently wealthy as the
result of an inheritance, he had formerly

been a physical anthropologist. He had
stumbled into politics rather by accident
when a friend on the research staff of a
congressional investigating committee had
asked him for some help with some library
re search con nected with a case un der
investigation. In the course of this work he
had, to his surprise, come upon some of the
documentary material that had so startled
Rockwell a few years earlier in San Diego.
Being a trained scholar, a linguist with a
dozen languages at his disposal, having
ac cess to all the ma jor li brar ies and
archives of the Western world – and with
unlimited time and money – he was able to
follow up his initial discoveries and soon
had unearthed literally thousands of items
of evidence. The story they told was a
shocking and frightening one: world wars
and revolutions, famines and massacres –
not the caprices of history, but the results of
deliberate and cold-blooded scheming.
Although he had filing cabinets bulging
with mil i tary in tel li gence re ports,
court records, photostats of diplomatic
correspondence and other material, he had
not been able to publicize any of his finds.
Scholarly journals returned his carefully
writ ten and doc u mented pa pers with
re jec tion slips, and it soon be came
ap par ent that no pub lisher of gen eral
periodicals would accept them either. He
approached Rockwell with the proposition
of printing, publishing, and distributing
some of his documentary material, with
full financial backing.
They formed the “National Committee
to Free America from Jewish Domination,”
and Rockwell moved to Arlington, Virginia,
where Arrowsmith provided him with a
house and printing equipment.
Rockwell had al ready reached the
conclusion that, if any progress were to be
made, it was necessary to break out of the
right-wing mi lieu into fresh ter ri tory.
Right-wingers had been exchanging and
reading one another’s pamphlets for years,
with no noticeable results. They always
used the same mailing lists and sent their
propaganda to people who, for the most
part, had already heard at least a dozen
variations on the same theme. What was
needed was mass publicity, so that some
fresh blood could be attracted into the
Movement.

New gambit

As the nor mal chan nels of mass
propaganda were closed to most rightwingers – and certainly to anyone whose
propaganda might prove distressing to
Jews – Rockwell had decided that radical
means must be used to force open those
channels. He placed this objective before
all others. For, he reasoned, if one is to
mobilize men into an organization – secret
or otherwise – for the purpose of gaining
political power, one must first let those men
know of one’s existence and communicate
to them at least a bare outline of one’s
program. Until a mass of new raw material
– potential recruits – could be stirred up by
making a really significant impact on the
public consciousness, there was simply no
sense in proceeding further; he had already
spent too much time doing things the old
way. He was, in fact, prepared to take the
next-to-last step in his progress from just
another goy to the heir to Adolf Hitler’s
mighty leg acy. He de cided on pub lic
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agitation of the most provocative sort –
agitation of such a blatant and revolutionary
sort that the mass media could not ignore it.
In May, 1958, Eisenhower had sent
U. S. marines to Lebanon to help maintain
the government of President Chamoun in
power, against the wishes of the Arab
citizens of that country. The Lebanese
Arabs desired closer cooperation with the
other Arab States, but Chamoun, much to
the pleasure of the Jews, did not. The threat
of the overthrow of Chamoun and of a
pro-Arab government coming into power
in Lebanon, thus adding another member to
the Arab bloc opposing the illegal Jewish
occupation of Palestine, led U. S. Jews to
press the course of U. S. intervention upon
Eisenhower, always their willing tool. The
issue was much in the public eye during the
summer of 1958, and Rockwell decided
to use it as the basis of his first public
demonstration – a picket of the White
House. Calling on many of the contacts he
had made around the country during the
past few years, he was able to arrange for a
busload of young demonstrators to come to
Washington and also to organize protest
groups in both At lanta, Georgia, and
Louisville, Kentucky.
Then, on Sunday morning, July 29,
1958, Rockwell led his group of pickets to
the White House, while the groups in
At lanta and Lou is ville be gan their
demonstrations simultaneously. Carrying
large signs which Rockwell had designed
and printed himself, these three groups
made the first public protest against Jewish
control of the U. S. government since the
Jews had silenced their critics in 1941. It
was indeed a momentous occasion: not yet
an open National Socialist demonstration,
but a vig or ous slap in the face for the
enemy – a slap which could not be ignored,
as all the “secret” right-wing activity had
been for years.
Ten weeks later, on Oc to ber 12, a
synagogue in Atlanta was mysteriously
blown up. Police immediately swooped
on Rockwell’s men in Atlanta who had
demonstrated in July. Newspapers around
the world car ried front-page sto ries
implicating Rockwell and Arrowsmith in
the bombing. Arrowsmith, who felt he was
getting more in volved in politics than
was comfortable, retrieved his printing
equip ment and with drew Rockwell’s
fi nan cial sup port. For the first time,
Rockwell be gan to get a taste of the
difficult times which lay ahead. Hoodlums,
in sti gated by the news paper pub lic ity,
attacked his home. Windows were broken,
and stones and firecrackers were thrown at
his house late at night. Both by day and by
night he and his wife received obscene and
threatening telephone calls. Finally, for the
sake of their safety, he felt obliged to send
his family to Iceland.
With its financial backing gone, the
“National Committee to Free America
from Jewish Control” was no more. The
last of Rockwell’s conservative friends
evaporated in the harsh glare of newspaper
hate propaganda which was heaped upon
him. As the new year, 1959, came in, he
found himself alone in an empty house,
without friends or money or prospects for
the future. He had dared to seize the dragon
by the tail and had survived. Yet, in the
bleak, cold days of January and February,
1959, this gave him little comfort as he
faced an uncertain and unpromising future.
“…As I sat alone in that empty house or
lay alone in that even emptier bed in the
silent, hollow darkness, the full realization
of what I was about bore in upon me with
fearful urgency. I realized there was no
turning back; as long as I lived I was
marked with the stigma of anti-Jewishness
…I could never again hope to earn a
normal living. The Jews could not survive
unless they made an example of me the rest
of my life, else too many others might be
tempted to follow my example. My
Rubicon had been crossed, and it was fight
and win – or die.
And then something happened which, in
its way, was to be as decisive in his life

as had been his finding Adolf Hitler’s
mes sage in Mein Kampf, eight years
before, in San Diego. Again, it was like a
guiding hand reaching to him from the
twi light of the past – from a charred,
rubble-filled bunker in Berlin – and showing
him the way. Waiting for him at the post
office one morning at the beginning of
March was a large carton. In it, carefully
folded, was a huge swastika banner, which
had been sent by a young admirer.
Deeply moved, he carried the banner
home and hung it across one end of his
living room, completely covering the wall.
He found a small, bronze plaque with a
relief bust of Adolf Hitler, which had been
given to him earlier, and mounted it in the
center of the swastika. Then he found three
candles and candle holders, which he
placed on a small book-case he had
arranged just below the bronze plaque. He
closed the blinds and lit the candles:
“I stood there in the flickering candlelight, not a sound in the house, not a soul
near me or aware of what I was doing – or
caring.

Resolution

On that cold, March morning, alone
before the dimly lit altar, Lincoln Rockwell
underwent an experience of a sort shared
by few men in the long history of our race –
an experience which comes seldom to this
world but which may radically alter the
course of that world when it does. Nearly
fifty-three years before, a similar experience
had befallen a man – that time on a cold,
November night, on a hilltop overlooking
the Austrian town of Linz.
It was a religious experience that was
more than religious. As he stood there he
felt an indescribable torrent of emotions
surging through his being, reaching higher
and higher in a crescendo with a peak of
un bear able in ten sity. He felt the aweinspiring awareness for a few moments, or
a few minutes, of being more than himself,
of being in communion with that which is
beyond description and beyond comprehension. Something with the cool, vast
feeling of eternity and of infinity – of long
ages spanning the birth and death of suns,
and of immense, starry vistas – filled his
soul to the bursting point. One may call
that Something by different names – the
Great Spirit, perhaps, or Destiny, or the
Soul of the Universe, or God – but once it
has brushed the soul of a man, that man can
never again be wholly what he was before.
It changes him spiritually in the same way
that a mighty earthquake or a cataclysmic
eruption, the subsidence of a continent or
the bursting forth of a new mountain range,
changes forever the face of the earth.
Slowly the storm subsided, and Lincoln
Rockwell – a new Lincoln Rockwell –
became aware once again of the room
about him and of his own thoughts. He has
described for us his feeling then:
“…Where before I had wanted to fight
the forces of tyranny and regression, now I
had to fight them. But even more, I felt
within me the power to prevail – strength
beyond my own strength – the ability to do
the right thing even when I was personally
overwhelmed by events. And that strength
has not yet failed me. Nor will it fail… I
knew with calm certainty exactly what to
do, and I knew, in a hard-to-explain sense,
what was ahead. It was something like
looking at a road from the air after seeing
only the curve ahead from the ground…
Hitler had shown the way to survival. It
would be my task on this earth to carry his
ideas… to to tal, world-wide victory. I
knew I would not live to see the victory
which I would make possible. But I would
not die before I had made that victory
certain.
And, just as Adolf Hitler had said of his
experience on the Freinberg, “In that hour
it began,” so in that hour it began for
Lincoln Rockwell also. He did not realize
it then, of course, but this climactic event
had come almost exactly in the middle of
his political life; he had run just half the
course from that fall day in 1950, in the
San Diego Public Library, to a martyr’s

death in Arlington in the late summer of
1967.
Before, he had been a right-winger, a
conservative, albeit a more and more
openly anti-Jewish one; before, he had felt
the need to keep his National Socialism
concealed; before, while he had admired
Adolf Hitler as the greatest thinker in the
history of the race and Mein Kampf as the
most important book ever written, they had
not been wholly real to him – and this
attitude had resulted in his failure so often
to apply the Leader’s teachings to his own
political efforts. Now, however, he was no
lon ger a con ser va tive, but a Na tional
Socialist, and he would bear witness for his
faith before the whole world; now, at last,
he recognized in Adolf Hitler not just an
extraordinarily great mind and spirit, but
something immortal, transcendental, more
than human; now he saw the Leader as an
embodiment, in a way, of that Universal
Soul with which he had briefly communed;
now he was pre pared to fol low the
Leader’s teachings without reservation, in
all things.
At the same time that these fundamental
changes in his outlook took place, he saw
the need for a fundamental change in his
political tactics. He recalled the Leader’s
words:
“Any man who is not attacked in the
Jew ish news papers, not slan dered and
vilified, is no true National Socialist. The
best measure of the value of his will is the
hostility he receives from the mortal enemy
of our people…
“Every Jewish slander and every Jewish
lie is a scar of honor on the body of our
warriors.
“The man they have most reviled stands
closest to us, and the man they hate worst is
our best friend.
“Anyone who picks up a Jewish
newspaper in the morn ing and does not
see himself slandered in it has not made
profitable use of the previous day; for, if
he had, he would be persecuted, reviled,
slandered, abused, befouled. And only the
man who combats this mortal enemy of our
Nation and of all Aryan humanity and
culture most effectively may expect to see
the slanders of this race and the efforts of
this people directed against him.”
And further:
“It makes no differ ence whatever
whether they laugh at us or revile us,
whether they represent us as clowns or
criminals; the main thing is that they
mention us, that they concern themselves
with us again and again, and that we
gradually appear to be the only power that
anyone reckons with at the moment. What
we really are and what we really want, we
will show the Jewish journalistic rabble
when the day comes.”
Rockwell had already recognized the
need for gaining mass publicity by radical
means, but he had flinched at the thought
of the slan der and vil i fi ca tion, the
misrepresentation and ridicule which must
inevitably accompany any publicity he
received through the alien-dominated
mass media. He had been liv ing in the
conservative dream world and had shared
with other right-wingers the comfortable
illusion that one can keep the enemy fooled
– even make him think one is his friend –
and fight him effectively at the same time.
Even as he gradually became more
forthright in his statements with respect to
the Jewish question, he retained the feeling
that to speak out openly for Adolf Hitler’s
National Socialist world view would be
nothing short of suicide.
Thus he had fallen between two stools
after his demonstration of July 29, 1958.
He had been numbed by the virulence of
the hatred unleashed against him, and at the
same time found himself crippled by selfimposed limitations in his own campaign.
Now, however, he had decided that not
only would he never again flinch under the
torrent of abuse and slander which his
activities were sure to bring down on him,
but he would provoke such attacks by the
enemy, looking upon each one as a “scar of
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honor” and also as an other small step
toward his eventual general recognition as
the opponent of everything the enemy
stood for, as “the only power with which
[that enemy] reckoned.” And he saw that
an open avowal of his National Socialism
was not only the strongest irritant he could
bring to bear against his enemy, but it was
the only realistic basis for gathering around
himself those elements of the population
needed to build a vi a ble and last ing
movement with which eventually to destroy
that enemy and restore his own race to the
position of strength and health and honor
from which it had abdicated.
Ac tu ally, he car ried the Leader’s
counsel about the use of the enemy’s own
propaganda to its logical extreme. Looking
at the task before him realistically for the
first time, he saw that the problems he
faced were so severe that, in order to make
any progress against them, he would be
obliged to concentrate all his energies upon
one aspect of those problems at a time.
The first step was general recognition.
His earlier conviction that that goal must
be attained at the expense of every other
consideration was now stronger than ever.
Thus, in stead of fol low ing the natu ral
urge to dis so ci ate Na tional So cial ism
from the Hollywood image that Jewry had
been building for it for more than three
decades, he temporarily threw all hopes of
“re spect ability” – even among other
National Socialists – aside and set about
turning to his own advantage all the Jews’
previous efforts.
Toward this end he deliberately pinned
on himself the label “Nazi,” rather than
“Na tional So cial ist,” us ing this bit of
journalistic jargon which had been coined
by the enemy during the early days of
struggle in Germany, a term looked upon
by National Socialists with about the same
feeling that convinced Marxists must look
upon the designation “commie,” or “pinko.”
Behind this step – one which was to cause
much misunderstanding and suspicion in
days to come – was the cold-blooded
realization that a strutting, shouting uniformwear ing, Hol ly wood-style “Nazi” was
vastly more newsworthy, had vastly more
“shock value,” than any mere National
Socialist.

Recruitment

As he pondered over his soul-stirring
experience and began to lay new plans for
the future during the next few days, events
began flowing in the new channel marked
out for them by the finger of Destiny. Three
men, a right-wing acquaintance and two
other men who were strangers to Rockwell,
dropped in to see him one evening. Initially
shocked and repelled by the swastika
banner in his living room, they were soon
won over by his passionate exposition of
the new cause. Two of the three remained
to become his first disciples.
Then he opened the blinds on his
win dows, mak ing his swas tika ban ner
visible from the street. He issued swastika
armbands to his two recruits, and the three
of them swaggered about the house wearing
holstered pis tols. Later he mounted an
illuminated swastika on the roof.
The crowds came to laugh and jeer and
throw rocks – but a few remained to listen.
His “stormtroopers” grew in number from
two, to four, to ten.
These March days in 1959, which
witnessed the first genu ine rebirth of
National Socialist activity after nearly
fourteen years of terror and total suppression,
marked the beginning of the stormiest and
most diffi cult times Rockwell faced.
Ha rassed by the po lice with il le gal
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searches and confiscation of his property
and materials, assaulted by thugs and
vandals whom the police made no efforts
to apprehend, he and his small group of
followers printed and distributed tens of
thousands of leaflets and talked to throngs
of curious and hostile visitors who came to
see the “Amer i can Fuehrer,” as the
newspapers laughingly called him. He first
chose the name “American Party” for his
embryonic organization, but soon changed
the name to “American Nazi Party.”
Keeping his initial objective foremost in
his mind, he concentrated the activities of
his small group primarily on the distribution
of inflammatory leaflets, on creating public
incidents, on haranguing crowds under
circumstances especially chosen to provoke
vi o lent op po si tion – any thing and
everything, in other words, to gain mass
publicity, to become generally recognized
as the opponent of the Jews and everything
they rep re sented, from Marx ism to
un prin ci pled cap i tal ism, from ra cial
degeneration to cultural Bolshevism.
His first soapbox-style public address
was delivered on the Mall, in Washington,
on Sunday, April 3, 1960, and became a
regular occurrence for some time thereafter.
A letter he wrote to his mother during
this early period of public speaking gives
an idea of a few of the difficulties he faced:
7 July, 1960
Dear Mother:
Thank you for the letter and the help. It
is much appreciated… Don’t pay too much
attention to what the papers say, Mother;
they lie unbelievably. Last week they tried
to murder us again on the Mall here and
almost killed Major Morgan, whom you
met, when they dragged him out – ten of
them – and stomped him and left him for
dead. But we prevailed, and even though
the police, much against their will, were
forced to arrest us for “disorderly conduct”
(for being attacked by a murderous mob!),
the people are with us. This sort of thing is
inevitable, and it will get worse. Now they
have tried – yesterday – to have me heaved
in an insane asylum to shut me up, but they
were surprised, as I was relieved, when
people rushed forward to offer the huge
cash bond they set for me and I will have a
psychiatrist of my own choosing deliver a
report, instead of the two Jews they
planned for me. Do not worry about all
this. It is dangerous, painful, and bitter
when our own people do not understand
what we are doing and suffering for them,
but I am sure that the Lord will not permit
liars and villains to win in the end. You will
yet be mighty proud…
Love,
Link
In May, 1960, the National Socialist
Bulletin made its appearance as the first
periodical published by the American Nazi
Party. It evolved into the Stormtrooper
magazine after eight issues. Meanwhile, on
February 5, 1960, the United States Navy,
under pressure from Jewish groups, forced
Rockwell to accept a discharge from the
Naval Reserve.
Despite the news quarantine imposed on
him, despite beatings and jailings, despite
a chronic lack of funds, despite serious
personnel problems and despite a thousand
other troubles and difficulties, his campaign
to gain public recognition made steady
progress. Newspapers found it impossible
to completely avoid mentioning his brash
and daring exploits; editors and columnists
found ir re sist ible the temp ta tion to
denounce or “expose” him. Even radio and
television emcees, ever on the prowl for
sensation, yielded to temptation and defied
the ban on publicity for Rockwell.
The image of George Lincoln Rockwell
and the American Nazi Party created by the
mass media for public consumption was,
of course, a grossly distorted one.
Rockwell had succeeded in forcing the
media, more or less against their will, to
give him publicity. Unfortunately, he could
not force them to be im par tial in their
treat ment, or even to be truth ful. An
interview with him published in the popular

magazine, Playboy, was prefaced with such
editorial remarks as: “Unlike controversial
past interviewees Rockwell could not be
called a spokesman for any socially or
po litically significant minority. But we
felt that the very virulence of Rockwell’s
messianic master-racism could transform a
really searching conversation with the
48-year-old Fuhrer into a revealing portrait
of both rampant racism and the pathology
of fascism.”
Another commented: “The question of
George Lincoln Rockwell boils down, then,
to the question of how far can America let
the hate-mongers go. Will an unsound
branch on the tree of American democracy
fall off or will it poison the organism?”
The really ambitious writers, editors,
and reporters did not restrict themselves to
such mildly prejudicial remarks but vied
with one another in concocting outrageous
lies about Rockwell. He was accused of
cowardice, sadism, selfish gormandizing,
k i d n a p i n g : “ L ik e t h e l a te A d o lf
Schickelgruber, on whom he mod els
himself, he believes in leading from behind
– as far be hind as pos si ble.” In one
magazine, he was “quoted” as boasting
that he had once castrated a heckler with
his bare hands,” and another reported:
“George Rockwell’s hysterical raving has
already whipped up the lunatic fringe to
the breaking point. Last summer three of
his stormtroopers decided to please the
Fuehrer by kidnaping a small Jewish child
in Washington, D.C., and holding him at
the Party Headquarters for several hours.
How many more innocent citizens will be
subjected to harassment before Robert F.
Kennedy and the Justice Department move
in?”
Topping them all was the story that
“Like a true Nazi top dog, he avails himself
of top-dog privileges and orders private
meals served in his room. He partakes of
such fancy fare as turtle soup, lobster and
steak while the men eat hash. Between
meals he enjoys sucking kumquats.” This
last flight of fancy is reminiscent of articles
published in the German press (before
1933) which portrayed Adolf Hitler as a
drunken prof li gate (Hit ler only drank
once in his en tire life: the night of his
high school graduation) and lecher who
dissipated the contributions of his followers
in high liv ing, champagne par ties and
whoring.

Play actor

Rockwell ac cepted these lies and
slanders philosophically, for the alternative
to this Jew-designed public image even
was no public image at all. As a matter of
fact, the Jews – and non-Jewish publicists
anxious to demonstrate their affection for
the Jews – cannot be given all the blame for
this poor im age. Rockwell himself lent
a con scious hand to its cre ation, as he
admitted when he said, “…When I have
the rare opportunity to use some mass
medium, as was recently the case when I
gave an interview to Playboy, I am forced
to walk a careful line between what I
should like to say and what the enemy would
like to hear me say. Unless I deliberately
sound at least halfway like a raving illiterate
with three loose screws, such an interview
would never be printed.”
The price he paid for becoming generally
recognized as “Mr. Nazi” was a high one
indeed. Other men with sound racial instincts
but without Rockwell’s understanding of
political realities were, naturally enough,
appalled by what seemed to be Rockwell’s
ri dic u lous an tics. Most peo ple, even
relatively sophisticated ones who talk
knowingly about “managed news,”simply
find incomprehensible the Jewish Big Lie
technique.
These sound but simple citizens all
too often jumped to the not-implausible
conclusion that Rockwell was a kind of
agent provocateur, a traitor hired by the
en emy to dis credit hon est rac ists and
patriots. His correspondence with some of
them displays a mixture of impatience with
their inability to perceive the essence of the
real problems facing our race, and a sincere

desire to evoke understanding. The following
extracts from a letter to a member of a
snobbish racist group calling itself the
“European Liberation Front” are typical:
“Dear Mr.…:
“I realize that I am only a stupid, silly
American, but I do love this country, in
spite of your denunciation of it. What you
hate about it is what the Jews have done to
it, and you are like a man who permits his
wife to be debauched by rapists and then
tosses her in the garbage can for it. Shame
on you! ‘American’ influence on Europe
is not American at all, and you damned
sure should know it. The real American
influence was Henry Ford, our West, and
the like.
“Europe is a tired old man – more like a
tired old lady – and if Western culture is to
be saved, it will be saved by the last Western
barbarians, the American barbarians I love.
Men like you, suave, polished, educated,
supercilious, and ‘above’ nasty physical
violence, cannot save themselves, let alone
a Nation, a culture or a race. You people
with your ‘European Liberation Front’ are
going at it backwards. You can’t liberate
Europe any more with Europeans. Hitler
gave that effort every bit of holy genius
within him, and he was mashed by the
Amer i can bar bar i ans. You and your
egghead gang of dandies are in love with
what is gone and insist on ignoring what is
here. Rome is no more. You keep trying to
resurrect it, and you can’t, because there
are no more noble Romans over there, at
least not enough to make a real fight of it.
Europe is like one big France – all empty
shell, fine words, pretty songs, and dead
men. We helped kill Europe. If you did
liberate it, like France was ‘liberated,’ it
would sink into degeneracy again in a
century…
“There are, of course, good, vigorous
fighting men in Europe, but they are
swamped by the human garbage left in the
wreckage of two wars promoted by Jews
and fought by Americans. I am building
National Socialism here, by such expedients
and methods as may be possible, and I am
succeeding, in spite of your looking down
your nose at me…
“Whenever I can get some or the other
of you to ditch the “We’re-the-realNational Socialists” game and start being
National Socialists, I give strength to the
cause to which I have given my life, my
family, my comfort and everything else I
have to give, no matter what you may have
been told…”
Frankness, not diplomacy, was his
strong point.
In order to allay hostility and suspicion
as much as he could, he was soon obliged
to di vert some of his en er gies from
agitation and publicity garnering to a more
sober exposition of his ideas. His first major
effort in that direction was the publication
of his political autobiography, This Time
the World. Written hastily in the fall of
1960 between speaking engagements, court
appearances, street brawls and desperate
attempts to raise money to sustain his small
group, he was not able to publish it until a
year later. The printing and binding of the
book were done entirely by his untrained
stormtroopers, and their only machinery
was a tiny, office-style du plicator. The
ab so lute sin cer ity of its tone failed to
con vince few of its read ers, but the
difficulties of distribu tion, due to the
Jewish “quarantine,” limited its circulation
to a few thousand copies.
In October, 1961, the first of his
Rockwell Reports ap peared. Vary ing in
length from four to thirty-six pages, the
Rockwell Report appeared semi-monthly
at first, then monthly, occasionally lapsing
into bi-monthly pub li ca tion dur ing
particularly difficult periods. The Rockwell
Re ports contained a lively mixture of
National Socialist ideology, current political
analysis, prognostication, political cartoons
and drawings, reproductions of pertinent
news clippings, and photographs of Party
activities. They all bore his unique stamp
and, more than any other one thing, were

responsible for drawing to him the idealistic
young men who formed the cadre of the
growing movement.
From the beginning, Rockwell had
understood the necessity for the National
Socialist movement eventually to operate
from a worldwide basis. For the ultimate
political goal of the Movement was the
establishment of an Aryan world order, a
pax Aryana, as a pre req ui site for the
attainment of the long-term racial goals of
the Movement. From the spring of 1959,
this concept had existed on paper as the
“World Union of Free-Enterprise National
Socialists,” but until the summer of 1962 it
was not implemented beyond an exchange
of letters with individual National Socialists
in Europe. In early August, 1962, Rockwell
met with National Socialist representatives
from four other Nations in the Cotswold
Hills, near Cotswold, England, and the
World Un ion of Na tional So cial ists
formally came into existence. On the fifth
of August the protocol now known as the
Cotswold Agreements was drawn up,
pledging the National Socialist movements
of the United States, Great Britain, France,
Germany (including Austria) and Belgium
to a common effort. Annual meetings of
the World Union of National Socialists
were originally envisaged, but Fate and
circumstances prevented this. Rockwell
was under increasing pressure in America
during the next five years, as the situation
there grew steadily more turbulent.
Rockwell’s original program was divided
into three phases. The first phase, beginning
in March, 1959, was to be a phase of
provocative but essentially non-constructive
activity intended to generate publicity and
build a pub lic image, no mat ter how
distorted. The second phase was to be a
cadre-build ing phase, during which a
strong, disciplined, effective, professional
National Socialist organization was to be
built and capabilities in propaganda and
orga nizing de veloped to a high de gree.
The third phase was to be one of mass
orga ni za tion.

Baiting

Phase one was masterfully executed.
Rockwell proved himself an outstanding
tactician in the rough-and-tumble game of
smashing through the Jewish blackout
barrier. With cool objectivity, he watched
the press heap bucket after bucket of lies
and filth on his image, provoking them to
renewed activity whenever they tired. With
keen in sight he an a lyzed the Jew ish
situation. He understood that though they
occupied the key positions of control in the
public-opinion-forming networks, they
were constrained to a large extent by the
fact that that control must remain hidden
from the public.
Furthermore, he understood the fact that
a very substantial portion of the reporters,
editors, columnists, newscasters, and even
many individual newspaper and broadcaststation owners are not Jews, and, barring
direct and categorical orders to the contrary
from the key Jews, these people can be
counted upon to react in a more-or-less
predictable way to a given stimulus. Thus,
by taking a position and making statements
which seemed extreme and even ridiculous
to the “average citizen,” he could entice
publicists to quote him widely, thinking
thus to discredit both the man and the
philosophy with these average citizens.
What they failed to understand was that
before the Movement could profit from
any mass ap peal, it had to ap peal to a
large number of very un-average citizens –
fearless idealists who could form the
National Socialist cadre.
And these men responded in a very
different way to Rockwell’s message than
did the liberal publicists or their average
audience. They saw beyond the superficial
“ridiculousness” of his message to the
kernel of deep truth that it contained.
While the average citizen, incapable of
thinking beyond the immediate problems
of the day, found Rockwell’s message “too
extreme,” just as the publicists intended,
those who could extrapolate in their minds
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the develop ments of the present to the
consequences of tomor row – and of a
cen tury hence – saw the com pel ling
necessity of his demands. But such men are
rather sparsely distributed throughout the
population, and to reach them Rockwell
needed to cast his net very wide; this the
publicists helped him do while they thought
to smear him. Rockwell also understood
that the image of him being erected in the
minds of the masses, while a liability now,
had a value for the future, when conditions
had ripened so that at least some of those
masses were ready for an “extremist.”
P h a s e t w o – ca d r e b u il d i n g a n d
organizational development – in a sense
was co-extant with phase one, for from the
very beginning Rockwell’s publicity began
to attract a few of the idealists needed for
phase two, and these men began to constitute
the skeleton of the organizational structure
which was later to be filled out. Even a bit
of phase three entered the picture during
the first phase, when Rockwell conducted
a campaign to become governor of the
State of Virginia in 1965.
This election campaign proved to be a
period of extremely valuable training not
only for Rockwell but for the leadership
personnel of his entire Party. Realizing the
eventual need to develop proficiency at
mass campaigning, Rockwell decided to
begin acquiring experience in that direction
soon rather than late. As he later admitted,
after winning less than 1.5% of the votes
cast, the campaign also provided a more
fun da men tal les son and helped him to
realistically re-evaluate the entire status of
the Movement. Before, he had taken an
overly optimistic view that the Movement
would begin to pick up a substantial mass
following as soon as it had gained sufficient
publicity through his phase-one activities;
that is, he believed that phases two and
three would be largely concurrent.
After the Virginia campaign, having been
reminded once again of the stupendous
inertia of public opinion, he realized that
phase two would be much lon ger than
originally anticipated, and that the beginning
of any substantial success from phasethree activity would have to await two
things: a considerable internal strengthening
of the Move ment and a con sid er able
worsening of the general racial-socialeconomic situation.
With this first thing in mind, he made the
decision in 1966 to inaugurate a general
activity. As mentioned before, the first two
phases of Party activity overlapped to a
large extent, and the transition between the
two was marked primarily by a shift of
emphasis. Phase one was the “Nazi” era of
the Movement. Phase two is the beginning
of the National Socialist era. In line with
this re-emphasis, the American Nazi Party
officially became the National Socialist
White People’s Party on January 1, 1967,
and that date can reasonably be considered
to mark the transition. Six months earlier,
the appearance of National Socialist World
was a major step in this direction. And six
months after that date – in June, 1967 – a
historic re-organizational conference of
the Party leadership was held in Arlington.
There Rockwell set the Movement on its
new course, explaining the need for a total
professionalization of every activity, from
fund rais ing to pro paganda writing, in
or der to meet the severe demands to be
expected during the long period of growth
and struggle ahead.
He was now forty-nine years old. For
the past eight years he had been working an
average sixteen hours a day, seven days
a week. The strain on his physical and
spir i tual re sources had been se vere.
Usually he was obliged to concentrate on
the several tasks simultaneously. There
was always a demonstration to be planned,
a speech to be prepared, propaganda to be
written, a court case to be fought, money to
be raised, and everything to be done under
nearly impossible working conditions, with
incessant interruptions. Only the immense
vitality of his rugged, six-foot-four-inch
frame and a deep reserve of spiritual

strength had sustained him in the past.
The course that lay ahead would certainly
be no easier; on the contrary, in addition to
the old tasks connected with agitation and
pub lic ity, there would be many new
problems to be faced as the Movement
continued into its new phase of activity.
Other men – strong men – might have
yielded to the temptation to remain with a
prescription to which they had become
accustomed and not venture from a beaten
path into strange and difficult territory. The
slightest trace of subjectivity would allow
them to ring forth a hundred reasons for not
changing a modus operandi which they
had found successful in the past. And yet it
was characteristic of Rockwell that he did
not hesitate for an instant. When he saw
that the time had come for the Movement
to change its tactics and accept a different
set of challenges, he set himself to the new
task with the same determination that he
had shown throughout the first phase.
Now it was necessary to build up a
whole new public image for the Party, or,
rather, gradually to transform the grossly
distorted image he had induced the enemy
to build for him to one closer to the truth. It
was a demanding task, and he spent the
summer of 1967 in laying plans for the
future and in finishing his new book, White
Power.

Exhortation

In one of his last letters, writ ten in
August to two faithful Party comrades,
man and wife, he re veals a little of the
introspection which occupied his mind at
this decisive time:
“Dear…
“By no means do I get the solid feeling
that [you] are clear in your own minds on
what has been done, what should be done
now, and what might be done (or not done)
in the future. For this reason, after much of
my favorite recent hobby – tossing and
turning – I have arisen as dawn is creeping
over this benighted city to set forth on
paper some thoughts which might help.
(And often I find that such efforts to help
others, help me in the process.) There is no
plan or overall approach in this letter; it’s
just jewels, pearls, and clinkers from a
mind which seems to be in a state of
near-collapse and rebellion. First let me
present an insoluble problem within me.
Doing my best to learn from history, I am
aware of a fact of all great struggles. There
have been millions of causes, battles, and
so on, almost all of them lost. History
rarely records the losers, except when they
get hacked up in a particularly interesting
and dramatic manner. But there are some
winners, who do get recorded in history
and I have examined these pretty carefully
(wishing someday to join their exalted ranks)
to see if there is any common pattern to
their activity on this planet which might
be a key to why they won, when almost
everybody loses. There is absolutely no
doubt about it; there is such a pattern, even
though the causes and struggles vary in
content or aim from Lenin’s Bolshevism to
Adolf Hitler’s National Socialism, from a
little old lady set on running her neighbor
out of town to Gen ghis Khan and his
human hamburger machine. The winners
in every case have been more determined,
more fanatical in their ruthless refusal to
quit, than their competitors. This would
seem to indicate that victory is given to him
who is most persevering. But this has not
been true, either. History abounds with
persevering nuts who have repeatedly
hopped off hills and buildings wearing
“wings” and just as repeatedly landed on
their behinds until there was nothing left…
“The conclusion I reach from all this is
that it takes three things to make a winner:
a good cause, i.e., a cause which is in time,
in phase, and needed; a leader who is
unshakeable in his determination to fight
as long as he has a couple of stumps for
legs and who can inspire that same will in
his troops; and some plain good luck. As I
examine my own cause, leadership, and
luck, I find that it is absolutely impossible
for me to make a detached judgment on
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whether I am one of the fanatics hopping
off a hill with a pair of Woolworth, glueand-feathers wings, or whether I am one of
the guys who gets mod eled into stone
images for the benefit of pigeons… I do
not think either of you knows the answer to
that one, ei ther. How ever, I have the
advantage over both of you in that I long,
long ago made up my mind that the best
thing I can do with my life – what’s left of it
– is to take aim, do my best to control the
inevitable shaking, and never take my eye
and heart off the target until it goes down…”

Fate
On the 25th of August, 1967, a Friday,
at two minutes before noon, near his
Arlington head quar ters, an as sas sin’s
bullet struck him down.
The murderer, a man whom Rockwell
had expelled from the Party a few months
earlier for his repeated attempts to inject
Marxist ideas subtly into Party publications
and for publicly expounding a doctrine of
racial Bolshevism, had lain in ambush atop
a nearby building and fired into Rockwell’s
car as it drove by. Ironically, Rockwell had
rescued this puffed-up little Bolshevik
from the gutters of New York City eight
years before, and he had taken an almost
fatherly interest in him ever since. He had
never given up his repeated attempts to
instill a little decency and sense of honor
into him, despite overwhelming evidence
that the man was a compulsive liar and
thief and an in curable con spir a tor. All
his well-meant efforts in this direction
were rewarded only with heartache after
heartache over the years – and finally with
death, when the vicious little punk he
thought he could make into a man found a
chance to “get even” for being expelled
from the Party.
Following a denial by the United States
government of Commander Rockwell’s
right to burial in a national cemetery, his
Party comrades had his body cremated,
and a National Socialist memorial service
was held in Arlington on the afternoon
of August 30. His eulogy was short but
moving.

Not forgotten

“National Socialist comrades! Fellow
White Americans! Today we take upon
ourselves the sorrowful task of laying to
rest the mortal remains of our beloved
Commander, Lincoln Rockwell, martyred
by the bullet of a cowardly assassin. To
those of us who worked with him every day,
to those Party comrades all over America,
and to ded i cated Na tional So cial ists
throughout the world the staggering loss
imposed by his death will only be fully felt
in the days and years of struggle which lie
ahead of us all. His inspiration and his will,
the depth of his wisdom and the heroism of
his spirit – these are the things which gave
us the motivation and the guidance we
sorely needed to keep up the fight on so
many dark days in years past.
“The stun ning sud den ness of his
departure and the ensuing turmoil of the last
few days have kept us from yet assessing
the magnitude of our loss. But even harder
to bear than this, perhaps, has been utterly
shabby – the despicably shameful – treatment
of our fallen Commander by a government
of the Nation he served so faithfully
throughout all the years of his manhood.
George Lincoln Rockwell gave his life in
the struggle against Bolshevism at a time
when thousands of other American fighting
men on the other side of the world are also
falling victims to that same Bolshevism –
and yet an Amer i can gov ern ment has
denied his request to be laid to rest in the
place of his choice.
“George Lin coln Rockwell served
America for twenty years and through two
wars, risking his life again and again in
defense of the land and the people he loved
so well. He was no armchair soldier, but
he chose of his own will that soldierly
profession demanding the very highest
order of courage and skill: he was a fighter
pilot. His dedication to duty, his daring, his
proficiency led him from the rank of Seaman
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to that of full Commander, gave him the
leadership of three squadrons, and earned
him nine decorations. And an American
government does not hold him fit to be
buried beside his fellow fighting men.
“George Lincoln Rockwell has sacrificed
more and fought harder for the things he
held dear – his native land, his fellow
countrymen, and above all his race – than
any man now living. He saw his duty and
unflinchingly did it, even when that duty
led him into opposition to nearly all those
around him. He saw further than other
men, and he fought harder. Indeed, in this
latter regard he cherished the maxim of the
great Leader whose philosophy molded his
own thoughts: Those who want to live, let
them fight; and those who do not want to
fight in this world of eternal struggle do not
deserve to live.
“He fought, and he died. And yet Lincoln
Rockwell is not really dead, for he built a
Movement and he spread an idea, and that
Movement was not destroyed nor that idea
silenced by the bullet that struck him
down. And so long as that Move ment
remains and that idea continues to fill the
hearts and minds of men, the spirit of
Lincoln Rockwell lives on.
“The ashes of the martyr lie here before
us, and we cannot help but be filled with a
solemn sense of tragedy. Yet we are not
really here to mourn him, but to honor him
and to rededicate ourselves to the Cause
which he served. In the times ahead we
must redouble our efforts, so that he will
not have died in vain. We must let his great
sacrifice serve to inspire us onward in our
struggle toward victory – the victory of our
people, of our great White race, over the
dis ease which now af flicts it and the
enemies who now oppress it. Indeed at this
mo ment we must bear in mind that old
saying which the Commander paraphrased
for us: ‘The stones and mortar of our
Movement are the bones and blood of its
martyrs.’ It is this aspect of his death that
he would now want us to keep uppermost
in mind, forgetting our sorrow and filling
ourselves with pride at the knowledge we
followed such a leader.
“For it was he, Lincoln Rockwell, who
again picked up the torch which fell to
earth twenty-two years ago. Adolf Hitler
founded our great Movement and will
forever fill a unique position in the saga of
our race; but, had it not been for Lincoln
Rockwell, Adolf Hitler’s mighty work
might well have been in vain. It was
Lincoln Rockwell who set us once again
on the upward path when we had faltered
and wanted to go back again. It was his
example which inspired us to do what we
knew we should do rather than that which
was easiest to do. It was his hand which led
us out of the maze of defeat and degeneration
and despair, and pointed the way toward
higher things; and his voice which reminded
us over and over again that we must
continue the struggle for our race.
“As we lay to rest the mortal remains of
Lincoln Rockwell, it is appropriate to read
once again that passage from the Leader’s
book which he loved best. I shall read from
chapter twelve of the first volume of the
Commander’s personal copy of Mein
Kampf:
“‘When human hearts break and human
souls despair, the great vanquishers of
distress and care, of shame and misery, of
spiritual slavery and physical duress look
down upon them from the twilight of the
past and hold out their eternal hands to
faint-hearted mortals. Woe to the people
that is ashamed to grasp them!’”

George Lincoln Rockwell assassinated
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— Deceptions versus revelations —

Vengeance: genocide
that most of these conflicts had little or
nothing to do with slavery. Ignoring this
history of the war and focusing solely upon
slavery as the cause of that war marks one
as intellectually dishonest. More important
regarding our present condition as a nation,
by focusing upon slavery, the bona fide
story of “real States’ Rights” and the birth
of Imperial America is overlooked.

The White race is threatened as
never before, but we’ll overpower
that menace with will and a prayer.
By John Peeples
firstfreedom.net

I

n 1941, long before any assembling of
European Jews for supposed extermination
camps, a Jew named Theodor N. Kaufman
wrote Germany Must Perish, in which he
set out a plan for the “total destruction of
the German population” (genocide – the
deliberate and systematic destruction of a
racial, political or cultural group), by the
mass sterilization of all German men and
women between the ages of puberty and
sixty years. He described the construction
of the organization for doing this. This
book was the basis of the Morgenthau Plan
for the total destruction of German industry
and the enslavement of the German people.

The killing machine
Naturally these intentions of Germany’s
enemy got into the hands of the German
propaganda minister Goebbels, and so it
stiffened resistance of the German Nation
to avoid defeat. The Morgenthau Plan
formed the basis of discussions between
President Roosevelt and Soviet leader
Josef “the Butcher” Stalin acting through
his liaison officer, a Jew named Zubrousky,
and also formed the basis of the Yalta
Agreement.
In a leaflet headlined Kill, the Soviet
propagandist Ilya Ehrenburg incited Soviet
soldiers to treat Germans as subhuman.
The final paragraphs conclude:
The Germans are not human beings.
From now on the word German means
to us the most terrible oath. From now
on the word German strikes us to the
quick. We shall not speak any more.
We shall not get excited. We shall kill.
If you have not killed at least one
German a day, you have wasted that
day…
If you cannot kill your German with
a bullet kill him with your bayonet. If
there is a calm on your part of the
front, or if you are waiting for the
first fighting, kill a German in the
meantime. If you leave a German
alive, the German will hang a Russian
and rape a Russian woman. If you kill
one German kill another – there is
nothing more amusing for us than a
heap of German corpses. Do not
count days, do not count kilometers.
Count only the number of Germans
killed by you. Kill the German – that
is your grandmother’s request. Kill
the German – that is your child’s
prayer. Kill the German – that is your
motherland’s loud request. Do not
miss. Kill!
In Suicide of the West, thus spake Willis
Carto: “The war that followed – as was
World War I – must be seen as a civil war in
the West; 8.5 million American, British
and Continental European troops were
killed in WWI and 43 million in WWII,
including 130,000 Germans starved to
death by the British after WWII. The civilian
count in WWI is about 13 million and 38
million in WWII. The dysgenic effect of
these needless wars is incalculable. Before
birth control became feasible and popular,
losses like this would be made up naturally
by the high birth rate. But not today.”

Immigration/miscegenation
Many millions of White children of the
dead have never been born. Their absence
has to a large extent been made up by nonWhite immigration into America and
Europe, both legal and illegal, and the
influx of non-Whites grows daily. No more
America a White, Aryan Nation; in fact,
today the dialog regarding immigration
forbids the factor of race from even being
mentioned in our Jewish-controlled media.
The Marxist rule of political correctness is
the norm.
Lenin, Stalin and other (mostly Jewish)

Globalists use the military
leaders in Communist Russia murdered
some 60 million Russians, particularly the
pro-Western Aryan aristocracy symbolized
by the Christian royal family of the Czar
Nicholas.
Regardless of persons like Tom Brokaw
(who refers to WWII as “the good war”
and “America’s Greatest Generation”), the
war was unnecessary and all belligerents –
Great Britain, America and Russia – lost.
American Francis Yockey pointed out that,
to win a war, a power must gain resources,
strength and prosperity. Since 1945, all
three major powers who started and fought
it have de clined into a pit of es ca lating
inflation, unpayable debt, loss of national
character, national bankruptcy, millions of
alien immigrants and a questionable future.
The mass killing of Germans and other
Europeans has paved the way for the legal
and illegal immigration of not only Muslims
but Black Africans, even to countries as far
removed from Africa as Finland. This has
vastly increased the welfare budget and
crime. European cities that were formerly
clean and orderly today are ridden with
trash and derelicts. A quondam resident of
London reports that the streets resemble
Nairobi, Kenya. Manfred Roeder says that
even now the E. U. plans to bring in some
60 million more Black Africans. Any plan
to halt this torrent of a plague into Europe
is attacked by the media as “Hitlerism.”

Our future
The racial crisis cannot be ignored any
further. We Whites must brave the Bronx
Cheers and profanity coming at us from
liberals and Jews and face the problem
squarely or civilization is lost.
The future for the U. S. is obvious: The
McCarran-Walter immigration law has been
repealed and no more are immigrants let
into America mainly from Europe. Today,
America is taking in millions of non-Whites
from everywhere – legal and illegal. These
invaders have no cultural compatibility
with the Aryans who founded, civilized
and developed this continent. Without any
racial and cultural homogeneity, there can
be no national government in a country,
only efforts to arbitrate among the various
groups until inevitable anarchy.

Americans not blameless
Patriotic Americans must face the fact
that their country is inexcusably warlike
and aggressive. Ever since the battleship
Maine was blown up and sunk (by charges
inside the ship), politicians working within
the military-industrial-banking complex
have maneuvered the people of America
into one useless, expensive war followed
by another.

“Aggressive abroad and
despotic at home”
Following the 1865 Lincoln-Marx-Engels
victory over the C.S.A., Robert E. Lee in a
letter to Lord Acton remarked: “With the
consolidation of those powers which once
belonged to the sovereign States into an allpowerful and supreme federal government,
America has become ‘aggressive abroad
and despotic at home’” (original letter on
file, Washington and Lee University at
Lexington, Virginia, provided the University
hasn’t been put to the torch).
Any serious student of Lincoln’s 1861
War should remember one fact: there is a
long history of sectional conflict between
the North and the South (which continues
today). Furthermore, it should be noted

Those whose objective is to bring about
a “One World Government,” also known
as the “New World Order,” have long used
and controlled militaries of various Nations
(especially the U. S. military) to accomplish
their aims. In the book, The Final Days, by
Bob Woodard and Carl Bernstein, page
194, is the comment about Internationalist
Henry Kissinger (Jew): “In Alexander Haig’s
presence, Kissinger referred pointedly to
military men as ‘dumb, stupid animals to
be used as pawns’ for foreign policy.”
Our armed forces in the Mideast wars
and others such as the Panama invasion,
Central America (Iran-Contra), the Vietnam
War, Korea, World Wars I and II plus the
so-called police actions around the globe
never get fought for America’s interest. No
other explanation: they are all steps toward
making the Internationalists richer and to
further their deceptive schemes for a One
World Government.
Carto: “To most Americans, war is an
exciting game. They watch the sanitized
action from the safe confines of their living
rooms on television, hear about it on the
radio or read about it in the newspapers and
magazines – with the Tom Brokaws of the
media exulting all the while. Rarely are
they exposed to the horrors of the war, the
deaths, the blood and destruction.
“But what do they profit? Death, debt and
the ever tightening yoke of Jewish political
and economic supremacy.
“Today, speaking behind a bulletproof
see-through barrier, the President exults
with typical American hypocrisy about the
freedom Germany now has, even though
most of his audience does not realize that,
seven decades after their country’s total
and unconditional surrender, there is no
peace treaty. Germany is a vassal State of
America. The U. S. is ‘bringing democracy’
to that protectorate country.
“Is the future therefore hopeless? Is the
White race doomed? Of course not, just the
opposite. Today, Whites are confronted
with major difficulties, and that is good,
not bad. The problems we have are but a
trumpet call to awaken. At last we have a
challenge. It is life or death for our kind.
Political liberalism is a thing of the past.
Jewish influence must become quashed by
whatever means. Potential leaders are out
there – men with the intelligence to see
what is happening, what needs to be done
and with the ability and charisma to lead
the White race to its next summit of great
achievement. We mean to survive and that
means only this: Unconditional defeat for
our enemies and ‘victory for the race that
created civilization’” (A Straight Look at
the Second World War: The Final Truth
About World War II, by Willis A. Carto).

White Nationalism’s
original intent
Our Founding Fathers never intended
for the United States to be a hodgepodge
patchwork quilt, a chamber pot of every
foreign culture and ideology under the sun!
To repeat, in 1790 the U. S. Naturalization
Act was passed unanimously by the first
Congress stating who might be a citizen:
“Any alien being a free White person…
may be admitted to become a citizen…”
(drawn up by Thomas Jefferson).
Thus spake John Jay, first Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court:
“I have… often taken notice that
Providence has been pleased to give
this one connected country to one
united people – a people descended
from the same ancestors, speaking

the same language, professing the
same religion, attached to the same
principles of government, very similar
in manners and customs, and who, by
their joint counsels, arms and efforts
fighting side by side throughout a
long and bloody war, have nobly
established their general liberty and
independence.”
John Adams declared that he was quite
certain that one day the great “American
empire’ would boast a population of some
200 or 300 million freemen (Whites).
Thomas Jefferson: “Nothing is more
certainly written in the book of fate than
that these people (Blacks) are to be free/
nor is it less certain that the two races,
equally free, can not live in the same
gov ern ment.”
The part of this statement after the slash
(/) was deliberately left off the Jefferson
Monument in Washington.

Lincoln agrees with our
Founding Fathers
During the Lincoln-Douglas debate in
Charleston, Illinois, on 18 September 1858,
Douglas declared: “I am opposed to Negro
citizenship in any and every form. I believe
this government was made by White men,
for the benefit of White men and their
posterity forever.”
Lincoln’s famous response during his
1858 Senate campaign in Illinois was: “I
will say then, that I am not, nor ever have
been, in favor of bringing about social and
political equality of the White and Black
races. That I am not, nor ever have been, in
favor of making voters or jurors of Negroes,
nor qualifying them to hold office, nor to
intermarry with the White people, and in as
much as they cannot so live, while they do
remain together there must be a position of
superior and inferior. I as much as any
other man am in favor of having the superior
position assigned to the White race.”
A recurring theme in Lincoln’s policy
regarding slavery was its abolition and
relocation of freed Blacks.
“Let us be brought to believe that it
is morally right and at the same time
favorable to… transfer the African to
his native clime, and we shall find a
way to do it, however great the task
may be.”
Lincoln said send ’em back to Africa,
Central America, South America, anywhere
but the U. S. Lincoln’s views never soften
throughout his war.
The vast majority of the people North
and South believed this was intended to be a
“White man’s government, for the benefit
of White men and their posterity forever.”
They understood Original Intent. And race
mixing was never intended.

Sound advice – take heed
“We can have peace and security only as
long as we band together to preserve that
most priceless possession, our inheritance
of European blood, only so long as we
guard ourselves against dilution by foreign
races. It is time to turn from our quarrels
and to build our White ramparts again.
This alliance with foreign races means
nothing but death to us. It is our turn to
guard our heritage… before we become
engulfed in a limitless foreign sea.”
– Charles A. Lindbergh, Readers
Digest, November 1939

Let’s bring ’em into the light
Ten extra copies of The First Freedom
(specify which issue) are yours for $15 PPD
anywhere in C.S.A. or U.S., plus – if you
want them, ask – one sheet containing 80
of these labels in Confederate red, white
and blue.
New subscribers! Get 6
If you
issues of rebel news for
$5 to TFF, PO Box 385
de sire a
Silverhill, Ala. 36576.
few extra
labels, they’re $1 per sheet of 80, PPD.
Where to put them? Inside books, on the
literature and envelopes you pass out, any
old place that comes to mind. Let’s roll!

— Trump’s Drumpf —
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Jerusalem belongs to Palestine, Arab protesters chant
presstv.com

Scores of Israeli Arabs have taken to
the streets of Tel Aviv to vent their anger at
U. S. President Donald Trump’s new policy
on Jerusalem al-Quds, saying the ancient
city is the capital of Palestine, not that of
the occupying entity.

The demonstrators, among them Arab
members of the Israeli parliament, rallied
outside the U. S. embassy in Tel Aviv on
Tuesday night, December 12.

A step too far
Carrying Palestinian flags, the protesters
chanted slogans such as, “Trump, Israel,
Jerusalem is Arab. Jerusalem is Muslim,”
“Cap ital of Pal es tine,” “Trump = new
Balfour,” referring to the 1917 Balfour
Declaration that paved the way for the
creation of the Israeli entity.
They also carried signs and banners
reading, “The United States is the snake
itself,” “Trump’s decision violates international law,” “Hands off al-Quds” and

“America isolated itself from the international community.”
Tuesday’s event was organized by the
Higher Arab Monitoring Committee, an
independent political organization that
coordinates the activities of various Israeli
Arab bodies.
Trump sparked international
outrage that week by declaring
Washington was recognizing
Jerusalem al-Quds as the “capital”
of Israel and that he had instructed
his administration to begin the
process of moving the American
embassy from Tel Aviv to the
holy city.
The entire Jerusalem al-Quds
is currently under Israel’s control,
while the regime also claims the city’s
eastern part, which hosts the third holiest
Muslim site. The city has been designated
as “occupied” under international law since
the 1967 Arab War, which Palestinians
want as the capital of their future State.
Speaking at the Tel Aviv demonstration,
Is raeli Arab lawmaker Aida ToumaSuleiman said Trump’s declaration is a
“rude intervention in the region” and leads
to “further disaster.”
“This decision clarifies for us further
that the U. S. is not a neu tral player in
making peace. The U. S. is an ally of the
Israeli occupation,” she said.
Ahmad Tibi, another Israeli Arab lawmaker, said, “Trump is totally adapting the

[al-Quds] is an issue for further
negotiations between Palestinians
and Israel.”
The occupied territories saw
several protests that week in the
fallout of the U. S. President’s
al-Quds decision.

Anger in Berlin
Separately on Tuesday, some
200 people gathered in front of
Israeli protesters wave Palestinian flags at a demonstration in the Berlin Central Station in the
front the American embassy in Tel Aviv on December 12, 2017, German capital in order that they
against the U. S. and Israel.
might con demn Mr. Trump’s
narrative of the occupation. Mr. Trump is announcement.
They carried placards reading, “Freedom
proving that the White House and himself
are part of the problem, not part of the for Palestine,” and “Defend the right to
pray. Save al-Aqsa Mosque.”
solution.”
The demonstrators held the Tel Aviv
“We are here to say that al-Quds is the
capital of Palestine and that the United regime responsible for these latest violent
States is no more a player in the so-called clashes between Palestinians and Israeli
ultimate deal, which became ultimate slap forces, which have left four Palestinians
dead and over 1,700 others injured.
in the face,” he added.

Many Israelis say it’s wrong
Former Israeli MP Ibrahim Sarsour also
accused the U. S President of “endangering”
people in the region, urging him to change
his controversial policy and act in line with
international law.
Another ex-Israeli lawmaker, Taleb elSana, warned that Trump’s “unacceptable”
move “makes ob sta cles in the peace
process and he has no right to declare that
Jerusalem belongs to Israel. Jerusalem

Israeli forces aim towards Palestinian protesters
in clashes at the main entrance of the occupied
West Bank town of Bethlehem on December 12,
2017.

Erdogan recognizes E. Jerusalem as Palestinian capital
Turkish

rt.com

Pres i dent Recep Tayyip
Erdogan has called on Washington to turn
back from its “unlawful and provocative
decision” on Jerusalem, and urged world
States to recognize East Jerusalem as the
capital of Palestine.
President Erdogan also called for the
speeding up of the process of incorporating
Palestine into international accords. He
was speaking to fellow Muslim leaders in
Istanbul, at the emergency Islamic summit
called in re sponse to Don ald Trump’s
decision to recognize Jerusalem as Israel’s
capital.
Erdogan reportedly also condemned the
“violence shown by Israel,” extending his
condolences to the “martyrs” who have
fallen protecting the State of Palestine.

Solidarity
Ear lier on De cem ber 13, Turk ish
Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu voiced
similar calls to “all other countries.”
“Firstly, the Palestinian State must be

political struggle into a religious one.”
Trump’s controversial decision triggered
protests across Muslim countries, amid
warnings from Ankara that the U. S. move
would plunge the world “into a fire with no
end.”

Unacceptable

recognized by all other countries. We must
all strive together for this,” Cavusoglu said
as foreign ministers convened ahead of the
full summit meeting in Istanbul.
“We must encourage other countries to
recognize the Palestinian State on the basis
of its 1967 borders with East Jerusalem as
its capital,” he noted.
Palestinian leader Mahmoud Abbas has
described Washington’s recognition of
Jerusalem as the Israeli capital as Trump’s
“gift to the Zionist movement,” noting that
extremists could use the move to “turn a

Abbas said on December 13 that he
would seek a United Nations Security
Council resolution to nullify Washington’s
de ci sion on Je ru sa lem, call ing it the
“greatest crime” and a striking violation of
international law.
“Jerusalem is and always will be the
capital of Palestine,” he told the emergency
meeting of Mus lim lead ers in Tur key,
add ing that the U. S. was giv ing away
Jerusalem as if it were an American city.
“It crosses all the red lines,” he said, as
cited by Reuters.
Earlier the same week, Iranian Defense
Minister General Amir Hatami also noted
that Wash ing ton would have to bear
responsibility for its decision. “[Trump’s]
move will hasten the destruction of the

Zionist regime [Israel] and will double
unity among Muslims,” General Hatami told
a meeting of senior military officials on
December 11. Washington’s “anti-security
decision” is ratcheting up tensions in the
region, he added.
Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei had also condemned the U. S.
move, calling it a sign of “weakness and
incompetence” on the part of Washington.
Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said he
considered it a “new conspiracy” against
the Islamic world.

Bold new chutzpah
The U. S. decision marks the first time
since the U. N.-brokered par ti tion of
Palestine in 1947 that a president of the U. S.
– a member of the Middle East Quartet (a
well-known foursome of world powers
mediating in the peace process between
Palestine and Israel) – has backtracked
from the established policy that the issue of
recognizing Jerusalem as Israel’s capital
should be kept off the table.

Israel uses ethnic cleansing to further Judaize Jerusalem
The Nakba continues
By Jonathan Cook
globalresearch.ca

I

srael will soon bar all ac cess to a
Palestinian village whose farmers have
con tin ued a tra di tion stretch ing back
thou sands of years of tend ing stone
ter races to grow crops in the fer tile
uplands outside Jerusalem.
These farmers are among the latest
victims of Israeli efforts to put in place the
final pieces of a Greater Jewish Jerusalem
that will require “ethnically cleansing”
tens of thousands of Palestinians from a
city their families have lived and worked in
for generations, human rights groups have
warned.
The villagers of Walaja, many of them
holding Israeli papers as “residents” of
Jerusalem, were warned in November that
they will be penned behind a military
checkpoint and Israel’s concrete and steel
“separation barrier.” The terraces they
have farmed for generations and a historic
spring where they water their livestock will
be off limits, becoming instead attractions
for Is raelis in an ex panded Je ru sa lem
metropolitan park.

A brochure issued by the Israel Nature
and Parks Authority describes the terraces
as an “out stand ing fea ture” that has
“decorated the Judean Hills for longer than
5,000 years, since man started farming the
land.” In an effort to deny Walaja’s current
ties to the land, the brochure adds that
“terrace agriculture was preserved in the
Arab [Palestinian] villages until the [1948]
War of Independence.”
The pace of physical and demographic
changes in and around Je ru sa lem has
accelerated dramatically since Israel began
building a steel and concrete barrier through
the city’s Palestinian neighborhoods more
than a decade ago, according to the rights
groups and Palestinian researchers.
Israel is preparing to cement these
changes in law, they note. Two parliamentary
bills with widespread backing among
government ministers indicate the intended
contours of Jerusalem’s future.
One bill calls for the an nex ation to
Jerusalem of some 150,000 Jews in illegal
West Bank settlements surrounding the
city. As well as bolstering the city’s Jewish
pop u la tion, the move will give these
additional settlers a vote in Jerusalem’s
municipal elections, pushing it politically

The West Bank village of Walaja
with its agricultural terraces.

even further to the right.
Another bill will deny more than
100,000 Palestinians – on the “wrong” side
of the barrier – rights in the city. They will
be assigned to a separate local council for
Palestinians only, in what observers fear
will be a pre lude to strip ping them of
residency and barring them from Jerusalem.
The scheme, say plan ning ex perts,
offers a dou ble ben efit to the far-right
government of Binyamin Netanyahu. It
decisively reverses the strong demographic
growth of the city’s Palestinians, helping
to engineer a strong Jewish majority to
“Judaize” Jerusalem. And it also allows
Israel to covertly annex the large West
Bank settlement blocs near Jerusalem.

Mean while, a web of harsh Is raeli
policies, including late-night arrests, land
shortages, home demolitions and a denial
of ba sic ser vices, are in ten si fy ing the
pressure on Palestinians living inside the
wall to move out.
These measures are designed to pre-empt
any future peace efforts, and effectively
nullify Palestinian ambitions for a State
with East Jerusalem as its capital, said Aviv
Tatarsky, a field researcher with Ir Amim,
an Israeli group advocating fair treatment
for Palestinians in Jerusalem.
“What is going on is ethnic cleansing,
without guns,” Tatarsky said. “Israel hopes
to get rid of a third of Jerusalem’s Palestinian
population through legislative moves alone.”
Israel’s refashioning of Jerusalem hits
Walaja hard because it sits half in and half
out of the muncipality’s jurisdiction. The
villagers have found themselves caught in
the worst of both worlds.
Jerusalem authorities have issued dozens
of home demolition orders, many of them
over the past year, as it strictly enforces its
planning regulations on the “Jerusalem
side” of Walaja. There was a large standoff
between residents and municipal demolition
crews in August.
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— Transfer of Power —

Closing remarks by the Virginia Governor
By Elliott Germain

T

Transfer of Power

he following paragraphs are a review
of the chro no log i cal
le gal fic tions that
methodically usurped
the “delegated powers”
and “consolidated the
sovereign States” and
“transformed the older
re pub li can sys tem”
into one federal
government, which has made itself the
“final judge of the extent of the powers
delegated to itself.” With the States at
present destroyed, Madison would surely
claim that this situation now leaves the
Posterity of the Original Citizens “duty
bound, to in ter pose for ar rest ing the
progress of this evil.” The litigious parade
of Con gres sio nal trea son against the
Constitution begins:
The 13th Amendment: The power clause
contained within the 13th Amendment
allows Congress absolute power over
anything dealing with freedmen (Negroes)
because Congress is controlled by their
own interpretations (and enforcement) of
appropriate legislation, and not by Article
III Judicial reviews. The Congressional
passage of the bill for the 13th Amendment
contained elements of fraud (West Virginia
voting). Ratification of the 13th Amendment
contained elements of fraud (Pierpont’s
bogus “New Virginia” ratified it; and West
Virginia ratified it) and the Southern States
ratified under duress, at a time when
Southerners were under martial law and
denied their right to vote with out due
process of law (no bill of attainder), and
were denied their seats back in Congress
until they had ratified the 13th Amendment.
Even af ter having ratified such, under
duress, those same States were denied their
seats in Congress, making all legislation of
the 39th Congress null and void.

Strike two
The Civil Rights Act of 1866: This
legislation was deemed “appropriate” only
by the assumed powers derived from the
illegal 13th Amendment, passed by the
illegal Con gress, thus making this Act
“unauthoritative, void and of no force.” It
created a separate legal venue, a Southern
citizenship for non-White inhabitants; thus
Con gress at tempted to in sti tute a new
political power base in a contra-position to
the constitutional citizens of that region.
Citizenship was a matter for the States.
Congress “assumed undelegated powers,”
again making this Act “unauthoritative,
void and of no force.” Any subsequent
elections or legislation using these “voters”
is also void.

Strike three

The Freedman’s Bureau Acts: A Legal
Fiction placing military jurisdiction over
civil law in cases involving former slaves
(the entire South). Military ju risdiction
cannot override civil law (and the President
said that civil authority was in place), but
did so through a legal fiction achieved by
po litically defining the actions of the
Southern States as being violations of the
(unconstitutional) 13th Amendment, leaving
five million White Southerners without the
benefit of Article III judicial hearings. This
Act was also under the umbrella of their
“appropriate legislation” of the illegal 13th
Amendment.

More

The Reconstruction Acts: These Acts
divided the Southern States into five martial
law districts, eliminating the boundaries of
ten Southern States. They suspended all
constitutional rights without Due Process
of Law. They gave suffrage, a State’s
Right, to the “Congress-created federal
citizens” while denying suffrage to most of
the constitutional citizens. These Acts
voided State Constitutions and “authorized”
Union Generals, carpetbaggers, scalawags
and “federal” citizens to re-write State
Constitutions. The Acts also mandated that

the Southern States could not return into
the Union unless they ratified the 14th
Amendment, and then only when it passed
nationally. The Reconstruction Acts were
passed under martial law, meaning that
any legislation passed under martial law
expired when martial law was lifted (1877)
as stated in Exparte Milligan.
The 14th Amendment: This legislation
attempted to give national and permanent
credence to the citizenship of non-Whites,
to supersede the temporary Civil Rights
Act that was in effect only in the South.
The Amendment was illegal because the
Federal Government assumed a power not
stipulated in the Constitution and as such
reverted to the 10th Amendment: “Powers
not del e gated to the United States by
the Constitution… are reserved to the
States…” The 14th Amendment was never
lawfully ratified but was “enacted” by a
Con gress that had over-stepped its
constitutional restraints. Any pretense of
ratification is still based on the co ercion
of the Southern States, and voting by
non-constitutional citizens. So the 14th
Amendment is no constitutional amendment
at all, but only more il le gally passed
“appropriate legislation” whose authority
is derived from the illegality of the 13th
Amendment and subsequent legislation.
The 15th Amendment: This legal fiction
attempted to give suffrage to non-Whites
in Northern States as well as constitutional
credence and permanence to governmental
alterations already imposed on the South
under the Reconstruction Acts. The 15th
Amendment, like the 14th Amendment, is
an assump tion of power through the
martial law of the Reconstruction Acts,
which is not constitutional legislation.

Naked federal Congress
The combination of all of these legal
fictions erroneously being accepted as law
leaves us with one clearly overwhelming
conclusion: All legislation after the 37th
Congress is null and void, as well as all war
legislation.
The Posterity of the Founding Fathers
who are alive today are left in a difficult
sit u a tion. The Trans fer of Power was
designed by Congress to be irreversible
when altering the electorate, making any
future “lawful” return to the Constitution
by a constitutional “electorate” impossible
without disenfranchising federal citizens,
an action that surely would be rallied by
the “usurper” toward his “in the street”
advantage. Our forefathers have placed
upon our hearts the absolute necessity of
eternal vigilance to preserve (or restore)
our freedom, even at the terrible expense of
being called names!
Circumstances have left us very little
room to maneuver; we are left with only
one choice if we want to save our freedom.
We must step forward as the constitutional
posterity without violating any liberties of
the Original Constitutions, draft a plan that
will be based upon the true “Law of the
Land” and yet practical and generous to all
inhabitants of today’s America, divesting
no person of anything he owns, yet with
the commitment to draft a settlement that
benefits all but the usurper.
If we do reverse our constitutional
standing to that of 1861, would that again
make slavery legal? No one owns today’s
Ne groes. There are no slaves now and
neither is there the question of “restitution”
for loss of prop erty. In 1778, Virginia
outlawed the international trafficking of
slaves. To day, America can ac cept the
international law prohibiting trafficking of
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slaves and thus, America will have no
slaves. Slavery would not and could not
exist, yet that change would not violate the
Original Constitutions.

Revisiting the 1860s/70s
The Federal Government, to hide its
legal fiction, refused to declare war on the
South or negotiate a peace treaty, or accept
a constitutional challenge in a court of law.
The failure of the Federal Government to
“openly” de feat us in a gen u ine war
requires New America to explain its new
powers by changes in law, which they have
not done, will not and cannot do. Thus We
the Posterity are left to decide our own fate
based upon our commitment to the true,
unabridged Law of the Land and our love
for liberty and duty to posterity.
We the People must continue toward our
own destiny, apart from the current agenda
to amalgamate all Nations into one. Allow
other Nations the contin u ance of their
cultures and peculiar laws that they deem
appropriate, and thus allow We the People
the des tiny of our own cul ture. As an
iden ti fied “pos ter ity” of the Found ing
Fathers, we are bound to claim the liberty
and birthrights that preceded our coming
to America. We should never forget our
Original America or our Original States,
and neither should we forget the sacrifices
of our dear Confederacy.
Time and events require us to make a
bold commitment to restore liberty in our
lifetimes, or surrender our perpetual rights
and forever accept the servitude to those
ever-changing legal fictions. We must hold
to the organic principles of our Original
Constitutions but sadly may have to abandon
the geographic boundaries and specific
structure of those governments, if they will
not return. There will be no convincing
today’s dictatorship by a deceived majority
to allow all of America to be restored; they
prefer avarice and greed over liberty and
the Rule of Law. Perhaps our only salvation
is to plant ourselves and the liberty of our
Con sti tu tions into an au ton o mous ru ral
setting apart from the jurisdiction of those
existing legal fictions.
Our fathers gave us this land in perpetual
covenant. We have every right to restore
our liberty here in America. But, to lay
claim to all of America would alter the
lives of all Americans, and, because most
Americans know nothing of these truths,
their ig no rance would be po lit i cally
manipulated against us. Also, because the
foundation of “New America” is based
upon ra cial leg is lation, the cor po rate
media would claim that efforts to restore
the Law of the Land would be a resurgence
of bigotry, racism, and even slavery causing
all fed eral cit i zens to rally round the
Pretender to the Throne. Therefore, we
must humble ourselves and accept only a
small piece of America wherein we shall
proclaim our Cultural Autonomy. And, if
our restoration is refused, even in its
humbled and diminished jurisdiction, then
true America will either Stand or Die.

We have every right to
re-gather somewhere within
the boundaries of this nation
which currently calls itself
the United States. There is
no other place on Earth
where we could go to have a
claim as valid as here. Many
Confederates left the South
after the War of 1861. They
went to South America and
elsewhere, but where are
they today?
What promises do they have for their
posterity? We cannot afford to run away
in attempts to create a “play-America”
con clave in some Span ish-speak ing
province nor attempt to establish segregated
constitutional neighborhoods under the
usurper’s jurisdiction.

Tell those neo-cons the game is up
Get involved with the non-voting

American Defense Party
Somewhere in North America, between
the Atlantic and Pacific, with our liberty
intact, we can set out once again to become
a Nation of brothers, but this time we will
not allow the corpo rate money-loving
parasites to follow. And, considering that
race is the power basis of the current evil
Federal Government, it would be a clear
and present danger to invite any of their
14th Amendment citizens into our land,
lest they will bring with them all of their
“appropriate legislation” and the Federal
Gov ernment itself. We should sup port
efforts for those federal citizens to truly
free themselves and also establish their
own autonomous land unto themselves
here in America, where they can abandon
their much abused “federal culture” and
establish a new culture based upon their
own realities and their own choices.

Their problem
And, to that troubled nation that we
leave behind, that nation which hates us so,
we wish a peaceful farewell. When at last
we are absent from among them, those
remaining Americans will quickly discover
that it was n’t the lib erty lov ing White
man causing the racial problems; it was a
centralizing system of legal fiction and
corporate greed attempting to fulfill an
ancient dream of world domination. After
the “Founding Remnant” finally leaves the
land of federal occupation, will we still be
blamed for all of America’s social ills?
Probably yes, but that’s their problem.
Down through the ages, this people
called “European” has had to flee the hand
of tyranny over and over again, but now
there is no ocean to cross, no wilderness to
enter. We must make it here or die. We are
faced with the dilemma that, if we don’t
“come out of Babylon” one more time, we
will abandon the living remnant of our
ancient culture and abandon our posterity,
liberty and Rule of Law that we brought
into the world.
Consider the liberty that is being denied
you here and now in today’s so-called
United States. Who has convinced you that
you cannot have the liberty guaranteed by
the Constitution? Think about it; have we
accepted defeat out of ignorance? If so,
then exactly who has tutored the ignorance
and convinced America to accept defeat?
The voices have been so many and have
been so subtle for so long a time, who does
know? Was it our education; was it the
media’s entertainment and news; or was it
both? We are the cultural link between our
grandfathers and our grandchildren; and
today we are a very weak link. We are
weak but have not yet failed. America’s
national tyranny will soon pass its crown to
a global tyranny, thus our restoration and
preservation fall upon this generation. May
God forgive us if we fail.

Proclamation of the
Governor of Virginia
John Letcher; June 1862
[abridged]
he General Assembly of Virginia,
impelled by the sacred obligation to protect
the citizens of this State from the usurpations
and tyranny of the Government of the
United States, having passed “An act to
authorize a force of 10,000 men to be
raised for the defense of the Commonwealth” it becomes my duty to execute that
act…
The people of Virginia, by overwhelming
majorities of their convention and Legislature,
have solemnly announced to the world the
purpose of this Commonwealth under no
con ceiv able cir cum stances again to
acknowledge allegiance to or unite the
destinies of our people with those of the
United States…
Will you not rally to… give… the force
necessary to make the law effectual? Will
not all Virginians aid in this noble purpose?
If anything other than the love of country
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and obedience to the call of your mother
Virginia be wanting, it will be found in the
execrable acts of the Lincoln government.
A re cital of a few of these acts,
which are undeniable, will suffice for the
justification in the eyes of the world. The
course they pursued previous to the war
was more than sufficient to jus tify our
separation from them, but their disgraceful
vi o la tions of the Con sti tu tion and of
plighted faith since the war, their utter
perversions of truth, their reckless disregard
of justice and of the rights of property, and
their de par ture in nu mer ous in stances
from the usages of civilized warfare, the
invasion of our homes, and the murder of
our peaceful citizens renders a connection
with them in [the] future odious to our
sense of honor and abhorrent to our feelings.
It has produced an estrangement as enduring
as if there was an impassable gulf between
us.
The Constitution, as they interpret it;
the contempt of its provisions… the laws
made… in direct conflict with its plainest
provisions… are equally approved by them;
the men who have been the instruments to
execute their power and vengeance, and
the hirelings who have pillaged our land,
desecrated our churches, polluted our fair
fields, sacked our towns, and insulted the
innocent and helpless, render them alike
detestable to us and disgraceful to humanity.
They were bound by the Constitution to
guarantee to us our rights and protect us
against invasion. They have invaded us
themselves with the avowed ob ject to
subjugate and overwhelm us, to confiscate
our prop erty, and ban ish us from our
domain…
They have refused to permit us to obtain
with our own means even the medicines
nec es sary for our sick and wounded –
articles never hitherto considered contraband
by any civ i lized Na tion. They were
prohibited from forming or erecting a new

State within the jurisdiction of any other
State. They have per mit ted an il le gal
Leg is lature, not ac knowledged by the
Constitution or laws of this State or by a
ma jor ity of our peo ple, to pro fess to
establish a new State within the jurisdiction
of Virginia, acknowl edg ing the acts of
the Governor of that State, receiving its
Rep re sen ta tives and Sen ators into the
Congress of the United States without the
color of law, justice or right…
They were prohibited from making
any law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof. They have sent their myrmidons
into churches and dragged our ministers
from the sacred desk for a mere omission
to put up a petition to the Almighty for
their execrated President. They have shut
up our places of worship for the same
cause, and pro hibited our people from
assembling together for the exercise of
their religious rights. They were denied
authority to abridge the freedom of speech
or of the press. They have reck lessly
imprisoned private citizens, holding no
office or position, civil or military, for
expressing a mere difference of opinion
with themselves, and for fearlessly uttering
their sentiments; and even incarcerated
our honorable women for similar causes,
permitting their armed jailers to watch and
insult them in the privacy of their cells.
They have placed the press of the country
wher ever their power ex tends un der
censorship, and in numerous cases prohibited
the circulation of papers, broken up their
forms and scattered their types to the wind.
They were restrained from infringing the
right of the people to keep and bear arms.
They have dis armed large portions of
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people within one of the States still in their
Un ion, and hunted and baited those in
others who have presumed to keep their
own arms against their mandate. They
were expressly prohibited from quartering
soldiers in any house without the consent
of the owner, and not even in time of war
but in a manner to be prescribed by law.
They have not only thus quartered them,
but they have instigated their soldiers,
when so quar tered, to plunder them of
every valuable, and wantonly to destroy
what their cupidity could not carry away.
They have not only shot down helpless
owners, who ought to have been reverenced
for their age and sex, but have consumed
the own ers and their dwellings in one
undistinguished conflagration.
With this cata logue of vi o la tions of
solemn constitutional obligations, well
may we say they keep no faith and pervert
truth, justice and right. When in the history
of civilized Nations has it been known that
non-combatants, plain citizens engaged
only in farming pursuits, were imprisoned
for having shown allegiance to their own
State laws? When has it been known that
wives and pure and spotless maidens have
been violated by soldiers without an effort
on the part of their officers to pursue the
perpetrators with the vengeance of the
law? What civilized Nation would not
blush to conceal its own flag… and hoist…
the flag of its enemy, in order to decoy that
enemy into murderous fire, and then glory
in the meanness of the deception and the
cowardice of the act? What ancient or
modern Nation ever used a flag of truce to
decoy an enemy in battle other than the
United States of America? Let his tory
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record the disgrace and brand the infamy
upon their brow for all time to come.
What ancient or modern Nation would
openly fire upon a public hospital, in
which the sick, the wounded and the dying
are being cared for by the generous and the
kind-hearted, the surgeon, and the Sister of
Charity?
We brand it as a crime upon the United
States, and call upon the historian to record
it against them. They were required to
guarantee to every State a republican form
of government. Wherever their armies have
obtained a foothold they have established
a mili tary gov ern ment, and ap pointed
military satraps and provost-marshals to
ex ecute laws never sanc tioned by the
people or the government which they
created, and have executed arbitrary
power, enforcing it by bayonets and at the
mouth of the cannon; these military rulers
is su ing proc la ma tions… com pel ling
obedience by… submission or starvation;
and by their mere military order causing
some of our most patriotic citizens to be
ig no min i ously hung upon a charge of
treason, without trial and without law!
Will the peo ple of Virginia tamely
submit to such tyranny? If such acts are
perpetrated while they have but partial
control, what may we not expect when the
de mons have full sway and au thor ity?
Citizens of Virginia, the State appeals to
you to… redeem our fair State from the
hand of the oppressor. Make up the force
now called for, and be prompt in your
action.
Given under my hand and under the seal
of the Commonwealth, at Richmond, this
27th day of June, 1862, and the eightysixth year of the Commonwealth.
John Letcher,
Governor of Virginia
The above is from Transfer of Power, 270 page book
by Elliott Germain, yours PPD for $10 check or cash.
Liberty Nation, P. O. Box 464, Hanover, VA 23069

Stauffenberg
By Christine Miller
millercbm@gmail.com

The fish first starts to stink at its head.
That is not only true of
a dead fish, but also of
the heads of the secular
and spiritual elite of
Western democracies.
Look at the heads of
government and the
parliaments of France,
Ger many, Nor way,
Sweden, England, the
Congress of the United States, etc.; they all
reek to high heaven. They have all sold out
their own people for money and power,
money mostly supplied by international
Jewry, and are kept in power by the Jewish
dominated media.
I still remember when George Soros
speculated against the English pound. He
made millions. There was no outcry. How
could there be? The mostly Jewish owned
media would have had to put up a hue and
cry against this plundering. I have heard
nothing. One crow does not peck out the
eye of another crow. Money and media are
the most powerful weapons and the Jews
know how to use them. But the Jewish
monopoly of the media has been broken by
the internet.
There were many reformers before
Luther, challenging the absolute power of
Rome. They wound up tied to the stakes.
The new invention of the printing press,
which Luther called a late gift of God to
mankind, not only saved his life but spread
his message far and wide.
It was the net which helped Bannon to
win the election for Trump (unfortunately
the lat ter makes very lit tle use of that
victory). It is the overturning of the screw
(opening the borders to the migrants), but
also the net which put the AfD into the
Bundestag as effective opposition. I no
longer have to rely on the printed word to
find out what is going on in the German
parliament. I can listen directly to the

speeches and debates with no intermediary
commentator. Gauland and Meuthen are
now the heads of AfD. As much as I like
the attempt by the AfD to keep Germany
German, I was not pleased with a talk by
Gauland. He tried to instill in the Germans
a new pride in their cultural achievement
by referring to the German philosophers,
composers and scientists, but at the same
time condemned those 12 years of rule by
Hitler and his National Socialists.

Germany vilified
Hitler took a Nation, down and out, and
brought it back politically, economically
and morally. Let me compare history to a
high rise building. Each epoch is a floor. If
the Nazi period, looking at it as a floor, is
so decrepit and flawed – then the whole
building is flawed. This is how the Jews
look at German history. Everything about
German history and the Germans is evil.
The Third Reich was simply an outgrowth
of the evil German Nation and its people.
Therefore “Germany Must Perish.”
Gauland extolls Stauffenberg and his
group of fellow conspirators as rescuing
the honor of Germany. Stauffenberg was
not only a traitor but also a coward, a
bungler and – like so many Germans at
present – unbelievably naïve. On July 20,
1944, Stauffenberg exploded a bomb
supplied by the British at the Wolfschanze
in East Prussia. Four people were killed,

Hitler’s conference room after the failed coup at
Wolf’s Lair

stenographer Dr. Berger, Generals Korten
and Schmundt, and Major Brandt who was
a member of Stauffenberg’s group. Hitler
was only slightly injured. Why was he a
coward? He had himself called out and
willingly sacrificed even his own member
of the “resistance.” He had a pistol and
could have shot Hitler point blank. But that
would have meant sacrificing his own
hide. Why was he naïve? He thought when
Hitler was gone the Allies would leave
Germany intact. It was not Hitler whom the
Allies wanted eliminated, but Germany
and as many Germans as possible.
As Churchill was leaving London to meet
Roosevelt for a conference in Quebec late
in the summer of 1943, a reporter asked if
they were planning to offer peace terms to
Germany. Churchill replied: “Heavens no.
They would accept immediately.” If Hitler
had been killed, nothing as far as Germany
is con cerned would have changed. The
Allies would’ve gone on killing, no excuse
necessary. After Germany was defeated
and occupied, Eisenhower starved German

prisoners of war in the Rhine meadow
camps. More Germans died after the war
on account of expulsion, starvation and
cold, than during those relentless bombing
raids ending the war.

Same pattern, similar lies
I still see Saddam Hussein under the
gallows, pale but poised. He had no weapons
of mass destruction. Iraqi soldiers throwing
babies out of incubators was a lie. I still see
the bloody, abused body of Gadhafi. I do
not even remember an excuse given for the
destruction of Libya and the murder of
Gadhafi. But I do remember a smirking
Hillary Clinton saying to an applauding
circle of supporters: “We came, we saw,
Gadhafi is dead.” Why did the Western
media clamor: “Assad has to go?” Why?
For the sake of Israel? Putin rescued him.
He will have the undying gratitude of the
Moslem World and the Syrians. And we,
the Americans, will have their hate. As far
as Gauland is concerned: Whither the AfD?
And whither Germany?

Star Wars film rejected
By Lee

A

infostormer.com

new Star Wars film was just released
in time for the Christmas season. What’s
interesting about this new movie is that a
large segment of the audience is rejecting
it. Note the disparity between the critics
and the audience via Rotten Tomatoes.
While I have not seen this movie nor
plan on see ing it, the lat est tril ogy is
sending an obvious message. The bad guys
are a group of evil White males whereas
the good guys are a group of empowered
women and non-Whites. They even have
that idiotic Negro Stormtrooper.
Some Star Wars fans have noted that the
new movie is an insult to the intelligence of
fans of the original movies.
Of course, we shouldn’t be too surprised
at any of this. The movie is being put out

by Disney which is run by Jews. Why
wouldn’t they push social justice warrior
and multicultural garbage in Star Wars?
Jews destroy everything, so is it any
sur prise that they What
would destroy the the??
Star Wars franchise?
Let’s hope they
con tinue to ruin all
of these pop culture
dynasties. Every time
this happens, it is a
new win for us in the
culture war.
Walt Disney
Jews and Their Lies
By Martin Luther, founder of the Lutheran Church.
Condemns Jews for undermining the Christian faith.
Says their “Talmud” (bible) preaches hatred for
Christ. 49 pages, $8 PPD. Truth at Last Books, P. O.
Box 1211, Marietta, GA 30061
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Chapter IV

September 30, 1991.
There’s been so much work
in the last week that I’ve had
no time to write. Our plan
for setting up the network
was sim ple and straight for ward, but
ac tu ally do ing it has required a ter rific
effort, at least on my part. The difficulties
I’ve had to overcome have emphasized
for me once again the fact that even
the best-laid plans can be dangerously
misleading unless they have built into them
a large amount of flexibility to allow for
unforeseen problems.
Basically, the network linking all the
Organization’s units together depends on
two modes of commu ni cation: hu man
cou ri ers and highly spe cialized ra dio
transmissions. I’m responsible not only for
our own unit’s radio receiving equipment
but also for the overall maintenance and
supervision of the receivers of the eleven
other units in the Washington area and the
transmitters of Washington Field Command
and Unit 9. What really messed up my
week was the last-minute decision at WFC
to equip Unit 2 with a transmitter too. I had
to do the equipping.
The way the network is set up, all
communications requiring consultation or
lengthy briefing or situation reports are
done orally, face-to-face. Now that the
telephone company maintains a computerized record of all local calls as well as
long-distance calls, and with the political
police monitoring so many conversations,
telephones are ruled out for our use except
in unusual emergencies.
On the other hand, mes sages of a
standard nature, which can be easily and
briefly coded, are usually transmitted by
radio. The Organization put a great deal of
thought into developing a “dictionary” of
nearly 800 different, standardized messages,
each of which can be specified by a threedigit number.
Thus, at a particular time, the number
“2006” might specify the message: “The
operation scheduled by Unit 6 is to be
post poned un til fur ther no tice.” One
person in each unit has memorized the
entire message dictionary and is responsible
for know ing what the current number
coding of the dictionary is at all times. In
our unit that person is George.
Actually, it’s not as hard as it sounds.
The message dictionary is arranged in a
very or derly way, and once one has
memorized its basic structure it’s not too
diffi cult to memo rize the whole thing.
The number-coding of the messages is
randomly shifted every few days, but that
doesn’t mean that George has to learn the
dictionary all over again; he just needs to
know the new numerical designation of a
single message, and he can then work out
the designations for all the others in his
head.
Using this coding system allows us to
maintain radio contact with good security,
us ing ex tremely simple and por ta ble
equip ment.
Because our radio transmissions never
exceed a second in duration and occur very
infrequently, the political police are not
likely to get a di rec tional fix on any
trans mitter or to be able to decode any
intercepted message.
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Our receivers are even simpler than our
transmitters and are a sort of cross between
a transistorized pocket broadcast receiver
and a pocket calculator. They remain “on”
all the time, and if a numerical pulse with
the right tone-coding is broadcast by any of
our transmitters in the area they will pick
it up and display and hold a numerical
readout, whether they are being monitored
at the moment or not.
My major contribution to the Organization
so far has been the development of this
communications equipment – and, in fact,
the actual manufacture of a good bit of it.
The first series of messages broadcast by
Washington Field Command to all units in
this area was on Sunday. It gave instructions
for each unit to send its contact man to a
numerically specified location to receive a
briefing and deliver a unit situation report.
When George returned from Sunday’s
briefing he relayed the news to the rest of
us. The gist of it was that, although there
has been no trouble in the Washington area
yet, WFC is worried by the reports which it
has received from our informants with the
political police.
The System is going all-out to get us.
Hundreds of persons who are suspected to
have sympathies for the Organization or
some remote affiliation with us have been
arrested and interrogated. Among these
are several of our “legals,” but apparently
the authorities haven’t been able to pin
anything definite on any of them yet and
the interrogations haven’t produced any
real clues. Still, the System’s reaction to
last week’s events in Chicago has been
more widespread and more energetic than
expected.
One thing on which they are working is
a computerized, universal, internal passport
system. Every person 12 years or more of
age will he issued a passport and will be
required, under threat of severe penalties,
to carry it at all times. Not only can a
person be stopped on the street by any
police agent and asked to show his passport,
but they have worked out a plan to make
the passports necessary for many everyday
operations, such as purchasing an airline,
bus, or train ticket, registering in a motel or
hotel, and receiving any medical service in
a hospital or clinic.
All ticket counters, motels, physician’s
offices and the like will be equipped with
computer terminals linked by telephone
lines to a huge, national data bank and
computer center. A customer’s magnetically
coded passport number will routinely be
fed into the computer whenever he buys a
ticket, pays a bill, or registers for a service.
If there is any irregularity, a warning light
will go on in the nearest police precinct
station, showing the location of the offending
computer terminal – and the unfortunate
customer.
They’ve been developing this internal
passport system for several years now and
have everything worked out in detail. The
only reason it hasn’t been put into operation
has been squawks from civil-lib er ties
groups, who see it as an other big step
toward a Police State – which, of course,
it is. But now the System is sure it can
override the resistance of the libertarians
by using us as an excuse.
Anything is permitted in the fight
against “racism”!
It will take at least three months to
install the necessary equipment and get the
system operational, but they are going
ahead with it as fast as they can, figuring to
announce it as a fait accompli with full
backing from the news media. Later, the
system will gradually be expanded, with
computer terminals eventually required in
every retail establishment. No person will
be able to eat a meal in a restaurant, pick up
his laundry or buy gro ceries with out
having his passport number magnetically
read by a computer terminal beside the
cash register.
When things get to that point the System
will really have a pretty tight grip on the

citizenry. With the power of mod ern
computers at their disposal, the political
police will be able to pinpoint any person
at any time and know just where he’s been
and what he’s done.
We’ll have to do some hard thinking to
get around this passport system.
From what our informants have told us
so far, it won’t be a simple matter of just
forging passports and making up phony
numbers. If the central computer spots a
phony number, a signal will automatically
be sent to the nearest police station. The
same thing will happen if John Jones, who
lives in Spokane and is using his passport
to buy groceries there, suddenly seems to
be buying groceries in Dallas too. Or even
if, when the computer has Bill Smith safely
located in a bowling alley on Main Street, he
simultaneously shows up at a dry-cleaning
establishment on the other side of town.
All this is an awesome prospect for us –
something which has been technically
feasible for quite a while but which, until
recently, we never would have dreamed the
System would actually attempt.
One piece of news George brought back
from his briefing was a summons for me to
make an immediate visit to Unit 2 to solve
a technical problem they had. Ordinarily,
neither George nor I would have known
Unit 2’s base location, and if it became
nec es sary to meet someone from that
unit the meeting would have taken place
elsewhere. This problem required my going
to their hideout, however, and George
repeated to me the directions he had been
given.
They are up in Maryland, more than 30
miles from us, and, since I had to take all

my tools with me anyway, I took the car.
They have a nice place, a large farmhouse
and several outbuildings on about 40 acres
of meadow and woodland. There are eight
members in their unit, somewhat more than
in most, but apparently not one of them
knows a volt from an ampere or which end
of a screwdriver is which. That is unusual,
because some care was supposed to have
been taken when forming our units to
distribute valuable skills sensibly.
Unit 2 is reasonably close to two other
units, but all three are inconveniently far
from the other nine Washington-area units
– and especially from Unit 9, which was the
only unit with a transmitter for contacting
WFC. Because of this, WFC had decided
to give Unit 2 a transmitter, but they hadn’t
been able to make it work.
The reason for their difficulty became
obvious as soon as they ushered me into
their kitchen, where their transmitter, an
automobile storage battery, and some odds
and ends of wire were spread out on a table.
Despite the explicit instructions which I
had prepared to go with each transmitter,
and despite the plainly visible markings
beside the terminals on the transmitter
case, they had man aged to con nect the
battery to the transmitter with the wrong
polarity.
I sighed and got a couple of their fellows
to help me bring in my equipment from the
car. First I checked their battery and found
it to be almost completely discharged. I
told them to put the battery on the charger
while I checked out the transmitter.
Charger? What charger, they wanted to
know? They didn’t have one!
Be cause of the un cer tainty of the
availability of electrical power from the
lines these days, all our communications
equipment is operated from storage batteries
which are trickle-charged from the lines.
This way we are not subject to the power
black outs and brown outs which have
become a weekly, if not daily, phenomenon
in recent years.

Just as with most other public facilities
in this coun try, the higher the price of
electricity has zoomed, the less dependable
it has become. In August of this year, for
example, residential electrical service in
the Washington area was out completely
for an average total of four days, and the
voltage was reduced by more than 15 per
cent for an average total of 14 days.
The government keeps holding hearings
and conducting investigations and issuing
reports about the problem, but it just keeps
getting worse. None of the politicians are
willing to face the real issues involved
here, one of which is the disastrous effect
Wash ing ton’s Is rael-domi nated for eign
policy during the last two decades has had
on America’s supply of foreign oil.
I showed them how to hook up the battery
to their truck for an emergency charge and
then began looking into their transmitter to
see what damage had been done. A charger
for their battery would have to be found
later.
The most critical part of the transmitter,
the coding unit which generates the digital
signal from a pocket-calculator keyboard,
seemed to be OK. It was pro tected by a
diode from damage due to a polarity error.
In the transmitter itself, however, three
transistors had been blown.
I was pretty sure WFC had at least one
more spare transmitter in stock, but in
order to find out I would have to get a
message to them. That meant sending a
courier over to Unit 9 to transmit a query
and then arranging to have someone from
WFC de liver the trans mit ter to us. I
hesitated to bother WFC, in view of our
policy of restricting radio transmissions
from field units to mes sages of some
ur gency.
Since Unit 2 needed a battery charger
anyway, I decided to obtain the replacement
transistors from a commercial supply
house at the same time I picked up a
charger, and install them myself. Locating
the parts I needed turned out to be easier
said than done, however, and it was after
six in the evening when I finally got back
to the farmhouse.
The fuel gauge in the car was reading
“empty” when I pulled into their driveway.
Being afraid to risk using my gaso line
ration card at a filling station and not
know ing where to find black-mar ket
gaso line around there, I had to ask the
people in Unit 2 to give me a few gallons of
fuel to return home. Well, sir, not only did
they have a grand total of about one gallon
in their truck, but they didn’t know where
any black-market gas was to be had either.
I wondered how such an inept and
unresourceful group of people were going to
survive as an underground unit. It seems that
they were all people that the Organization
decided would not be suited for guerrilla
activities and had lumped together in one
unit. Four of them are writers from the
Organization’s publications department,
and they are carrying on their work at the
farm, turning out copy for propaganda
pamphlets and leaflets. The other four are
acting only in a supporting role, keeping
the place supplied with food and other
needs.
Since nobody in Unit 2 really needs
automotive transportation, they hadn’t
worried much about fuel. Finally, one of
them volunteered to go out later that night
and siphon some gasoline from a vehicle at
a neighboring farm. It was about that time
that we had another power failure in the
area, so I couldn’t use my soldering iron. I
called it quits for the day.
It took me all of the next day and well
into last night to finally get their transmitter
work ing prop erly, be cause of sev eral
difficulties I hadn’t anticipated. When the
job was finally done, around midnight, I
suggested that the transmitter be installed in
a better location than the kitchen, preferably
in the attic, or at least on the second floor of
the house.
We found a suitable location and carried
ev ery thing up stairs. In the pro cess I
managed to drop the storage battery on my

— Decision time —
left foot. At first I was sure I had broken
my foot. I couldn’t walk at all on it.
The result was that I spent another night in
the farmhouse. Despite their shortcomings,
everyone in Unit 2 was really very kind to
me, and they were properly appreciative of
my efforts on their behalf.
As had been promised, stolen fuel was
provided for my return trip. Furthermore,
they insisted on loading up the car with a
great quantity of canned food for me to
take back, of which they seemed to have an
unlimited supply. I asked where they got it
all, but the only reply I received was a
smile and an assurance that they could get
plenty more when they needed it. Perhaps
they are more resourceful than I thought at
first.
It was 10 o’clock this morning when I
got back to our building. George and
Henry were both out, but Katherine
greeted me as she opened the garage door
for me to drive in. She asked if I had eaten
breakfast yet.
I told her I had eaten with Unit 2 and
wasn’t hungry, but that I was concerned
about the condition of my foot, which was
throbbing painfully and had swelled to
nearly twice its normal size. She assisted
me as I hobbled up the stairs to the living
quarters, and then she brought me a large
basin of cold water to soak my foot in.
The cold water relieved the throbbing
almost immediately, and I leaned back
gratefully on the pillows which Katherine
propped be hind me on the couch. I
explained how I had hurt my foot, and we
exchanged other news on the events of the
last two days.
The three of them had spent all of
yesterday putting up shelves, making
minor repairs and finishing the cleaning
and painting which has kept us all busy for
more than a week. With the odds and ends
of furniture we picked up earlier for the
place, it is really beginning to look livable.
Quite an improvement from the bare, cold,
and dirty machine shop it was when we
moved in.
Last night, Katherine informed me,
George was summoned by radio to another
meeting with a man from WFC. Then,
early this morn ing, he and Henry left
together, telling her only that they would
be gone all day.
I must have dozed off for a few minutes,
and when I awakened I was alone and my
footbath was no longer cold. My foot felt
much better, though, and the swelling had
subsided noticeably. I decided to take a

shower.
The shower is a makeshift, cold-wateronly ar range ment which Henry and I
in stalled in a large closet last week. We
did the plumbing and put in a light, and
Katherine covered the walls and floor with
a self-adhesive vinyl for waterproofing.
The closet opens off the room which George,
Henry and I use for sleeping. Of the other
two rooms over the shop, Katherine uses
the smaller one for a bedroom, and the
other is a common room which also serves
as a kitchen and eating area.
I undressed, got a towel, and opened the
door to the shower. And there was Katherine,
wet, naked and lovely, standing under the
bare light bulb and drying herself. She
looked at me without surprise and said
nothing.
I stood there for a moment and then,
instead of apologizing and closing the door
again, I impulsively held out my arms to
Katherine.
Hesitantly, she stepped toward me.
Nature took her course.
We lay in bed for a long while afterward
and talked. It was the first time I have
really talked to Katherine alone. She is an
affectionate, sensitive, and very feminine
girl beneath the cool, professional exterior
she has always maintained in her work for
the Organization.
Four years ago, before the Gun Raids,
she was a Congressman’s secretary. She
lived in a Washington apartment with
another girl who also worked on Capitol
Hill. One evening when Katherine came
home from work she found her apartment
mate’s body lying in a pool of blood on the
floor. She had been raped and killed by a
Negro intruder.
That’s why Katherine bought a pistol
and kept it even after the Cohen Act made
gun ownership illegal. Then, along with
nearly a million others, she was swept up in
the Gun Raids of 1989. Although she had
never had any previous contact with the
Or ga ni za tion, she met George in the
detention center they were both held in
after being arrested.
Katherine had been apolitical. If anyone
had asked her, during the time she was
working for the government or, before that,
when she was a college student, she would
have prob ably said she was a “lib eral.”
But she was liberal only in the mindless,
au to matic way that most peo ple are.
Without really thinking about it or trying to
analyze it, she superficially accepted the
unnatural ideology peddled by the mass

media and the government. She had none
of the bigotry, none of the guilt and selfha tred that it takes to make a re ally
committed, full-time liberal.
After the police released them, George
gave her some books on race and history
and some Organization publications to
read. For the first time in her life she began
thinking seriously about the important
racial, social and political issues at the root
of the day’s problems.
She learned the truth about the System’s
“equality” hoax. She gained an understanding of the unique historical role of the
Jews as the ferment of decomposition of
races and civilizations. Most important,
she be gan ac quir ing a sense of ra cial
identity, overcoming a lifetime of brain wash ing aimed at re duc ing her to an
isolated human atom in a cosmopolitan
chaos.
She had lost her Congressional job as a
consequence of her arrest, and, about two
months later she went to work for the
Organization as a typist in our publications
department. She is smart and a hard
worker, and she was soon advanced to
proofreader and then to copy editor. She
wrote a few ar ti cles of her own for
Organization publications, mostly exploring
women’s roles in the movement and in the
larger society, and just last month she was
named ed i tor of a new Or ga ni za tion
quar terly directed specifically toward
women.
Her ed ito rial career has now been
shelved, of course, at least temporarily, and
her most useful contribution to our present
effort is her remarkable skill at makeup
and disguise, something she developed in
amateur-theater work as a student.
Although her initial contact was with
George, Kath er ine has never been
emotionally or romantically involved with
him. When they first met, George was still
married. Later, after George’s wife, who
never ap proved of his work for the
Organization, had left him and Katherine
had joined the Organization, they were
both too busy in different departments for
much contact. George, in fact, whose work
as a fund raiser and roving organizer kept
him on the road, wasn’t really around
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Washington much.
It is only a coincidence that George and
Kath er ine were as signed to this unit
together, but George pretty obviously feels
a proprietary interest in her. Although
Katherine never did or said anything to
support my assumption, until this morning
I had taken it for granted from George’s
behavior toward her that there was at least
a tentative relationship between them.
Since George is nominally our unit
leader, I have heretofore kept my natural
attraction toward Katherine under control.
Now I’m afraid that the sit u a tion has
become a bit awkward. If George is unable
to adjust graciously to it, things will be
strained and may only be resolved by some
personnel transfers between our unit and
others in the area.
For the time being, however, there are
other problems to worry about – big ones!
When George and Henry finally got back
this evening, we found out what they’d
been do ing all day: cas ing the FBI’s
national headquarters downtown. Our unit
has been assigned the task of blowing it up!
The initial order came all the way down
from Revolutionary Command, and a man
was sent from the East ern Com mand
Cen ter to the WFC brief ing George
attended Sunday to look over the local unit
leaders and pick one for this assignment.
Ap par ently Rev o lu tion ary Command
has decided to take the offensive against
the political police before they arrest too
many more of our “legals” or finish setting
up their computerized passport system.
George was given the word after he was
summoned by WFC for a second briefing
yesterday. A man from Unit 8 was also at
yesterday’s briefing. Unit 8 will be assisting
us.
The plan, roughly, is this: Unit 8 will
secure a large quantity of explosives –
between five and ten tons. Our unit will
hijack a truck making a legitimate delivery
to the FBI headquarters, rendezvous at a
location where Unit 8 will be waiting with
the explosives, and switch loads. We will
then drive into the FBI building’s freightreceiving area, set the fuse and leave the
truck.
While Unit 8 is solving the problem of
the explosives, we have to work out all the
other details of the assignment, including a
determination of the FBI’s freight-delivery
schedules and procedures. We have been
given a ten-day deadline.
My job will be the design and construction
of the mechanism of the bomb itself.

Austria: invaders must hand over cash and cell phones
newobserveronline.com

All Third Worlders seeking “refugee”
status in Austria will from now on have to
hand over the cash they have – and their
cell phones – to the government before
they will even be allowed to lodge an
asylum application.
The rule is the first move to crack down
on illegal immigration to be announced by
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the new coalition government, which took
office last month.

repealed if illnesses carried by the invaders
are “relevant for basic health care.”

Under the plan, the Austrian
government will also ensure
that people whose asylum
claims are re jected are
quickly de ported, and not
left in limbo, parasiting
off the State and abusing
welfare.

Return to sanity

The cash seized by authorities
will apparently be used to cover
basic care costs, while mobile
phone data will be trawled
through to clarify identities, the
coalition said.
In addition, rejected asylum
seekers will be subjected to an
“accelerated withdrawal” of their
protected status – this in order to
strip them of any possibility of claiming
welfare and to expedite their return home.

Bare necessities
Fur ther more, in vad ers ap plying for
“asylum” will only receive “benefits in
kind,” that is, accommodation and food,
while their applications are considered,
and won’t be given any cash at all.
The medical duty of confidentiality –
currently applied across the board – will be

This is a reference to the fact that there
have been many outbreaks of serious
commu ni cable dis eases brought into
Austria by the mass Third World invasion
– and which have been covered up by the
previous government on the grounds of
“medical confidentiality.”
Fi nally, the list of those coun tries

designated as “safe” will be considerably
expanded. This means that invaders from
North Africa and sub-Saharan African
States will no longer even be considered
as “asylum seekers” because there is no
reason for them to have left their home
States.
Vice Chancellor H. C. Strache said on
Facebook on December 17 that the new
government will also slash benefits for the
invader.

“It will no longer happen for migrants
who have never worked here a single day
or paid anything into the social system to
get thousands of Euros in welfare,” he
wrote.
Meanwhile, chancellor Sebastian Kurz
has headed off to Brussels for discussions
with Jean-Claude Juncker, the president of
the European Commission, and Donald
Tusk, the president of the Eu ro pean
Commission.
Kurz is well known to be pro-E. U., but
he has also said that the new Austrian
government would follow countries such
as Hungary and Poland in rejecting the
E. U.’s “mandatory migrant relocation
quotas” – a mad plan developed by the
German government which involves
shipping invaders from their landing
points into other E. U. States which in their
opinion don’t have enough invaders already.
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Absolute, obvious, unacknowledged disaster
A racial snapshot of America
By Fred Reed
fredoneverything.org

Let us look into the abyss. It will do
no good.
First, another page
in the sordid comic
book of American race
relations. In Beijing,
three Black basketball
players from UCLA
were ar rested for
shop lift ing. They faced jail time. Ten
years, actually.
The theft was so stupid that it demands
explanation. It was too stupid for stupidity
to be responsible They did not need to
steal. They were pampered babies of
semi-pro basketball, infinitely privileged.
They are not expected to meet academic
standards, to study, or be able to read.
Something other than conventional stupidity
must be involved. Is it that Blacks, as various
psycholo gists have said, lack impulse
control, cannot readily envision the future?
I don’t know. It fits, though.
There is a curious pattern here. Scoreboard Baby is a book tracking the careers
of Black football players at the University
of Washington. UW is a big-time football
school and these players were on track to
be millionaires in the NFL. Yet their record
in the university is one of rape, armed
robbery, assault, wife-beating, endlessly
re peated drunk driv ing, drug use and
parole violation. Criminality is understandable: You want those tennis shoes, or
your life is so screwed up that you just
don’t give a damn. These guys, with everything going for them, apparently could not
con trol themselves even in their own
in ter est.

Out of the blue

But, back to the basketball players: As
they awaited a decade in a Chinese slam,
Donald Trump – drum roll, trumpets –
drops from the sky like a thunderbolt,
wearing a red, white, and blue cape. He
intervenes to save three two-bit semi-literate
boosters. The President of the United
States acting like a starveling PD, public
defender, the bottom-rung lawyers who
hang around court houses in cheap suits to
keep bottom-feeding crooks on the street.
Possibly I was wrong about the manner

of Mr. Trump’s arrival. Anyway, I am
thinking that when he leaves office, he
could start a firm, Shoplifters Redemption
International and get federal outreach
money.

Big contenders

OK, next. Baltimore had passed three
hundred murders for 2017. The figure was
so astonishing that one almost began to see
it as like a batting average: Could they
make it to four hundred? Were we doing
better than the year before?
You will probably have assumed that the
killers were Chinese math majors from
Johns Hopkins. Right? You racist dog.
In response to its Bizarro world chaos,
the Black government of Ballmer tears
down Confederate statues. Yes. These
cause crime. The correlation is undeniable:
Japan has no Confederate statues, and no
crime. See?
These offensive sculptures commemorate
a war that Baltimore’s cadavers, strewn
about like flower petals in autumn, couldn’t
spell. Do you doubt this? Go into the
schools of Baltimore and see how many
can spell “Confederate.” Which brings us
to:
Next: Another Baltimorean triumph:.
Fox News: “Project Baltimore analyzed
2017 State testing data and found one-third
of High Schools in Baltimore, last year,
had zero students proficient in math.” In
six other high schools, only 1 percent
tested proficient in math. Only 15 percent
of Baltimore students passed the State’s
English test.
Bear in mind that the schools, and their
policies, are entirely under control of a
Black government.
It is hard to de cide whether these
revelations are astonishing or boring.
Accustomed to such numbers by long
ex po sure, we for get that scho las tic
catastrophe of this magnitude would be
unthinkable in any other civilized society.
Can you imagine a Baltimore in Japan?
Finland? South Korea? Germany before
African immigration? Ah, but Baltimore is
getting rid of those oppressive statues.
That will fix things.
Absolute, obvious, unacknowledged
disaster.
Next: More advances in the homicide
competition: Chicago, the City that Works,
had hit six hundred dead! Zingo! Those

pikers in Ballmer didn’t have a chance.
There was good news, of a sort. There had
been 2045 shootings in Chicago to the end
of October. This came to 3.41 attempts per
murder. Oh, blessed inaccuracy! In poor
marksmanship lies our hope.
Chicago’s educational statistics do not
differ markedly from those of Baltimore,
Detroit, Newark or New Orleans. All of
these cities turn out young Blacks who will
have no chance at all in a techno-industrial
society. Reckon this happens in Beijing?
Absolute, obvious, unacknowledged
disaster.
And hopeless. Even if we believed that
better schools would help, a proposition
for which there is no evidence, or earlier
intervention, perhaps in the womb, or
special tutoring, or tweaks to self-esteem,
even free Air Jordans, it would take twelve
years to have effect – the length of a
high-school education. Politicians do not
look beyond the next election.

Disaster
Anyway, there is no point in talking
about education. Blacks lack interest. Have
you ever heard of a Black school telling
mothers – there apparently are no fathers in
what seems to have become a sprawling
parthenogenetic ecosystem – to help their
kids with their homework? Of Black
Boards of Education asking for thicker
textbooks with bigger words and smaller
pictures? It is semi-illiteracy by choice. We
are doomed.
Absolute, obvious, unacknowledged
disaster.
Next. The war goes on. We have Black
football players refusing to stand for the
national anthem. They think that young
Black males are being hunted down by
cops. Actually of course Black males are
hunting each other down in droves but
Black football players apparently have no
objection to this. They do not themselves
convincingly suffer discrimination. Where
else can you get paid six million green
ones a year for grabbing something and
running? Maybe in a district of jewelers.
The non-standing is racial hostility to
Whites. The large drop in attendance of
games, of television viewership, is racial
blowback by Whites. Millions of Whites
are thinking, that, if America doesn’t suit
them, football players can afford a ticket to

Kenya. While this line of
reasoning is tempting, it
doesn’t really address the
problem and so would be a waste of time.

Facts
But what, really, is the problem?
It is one that dare not raise its head: that
Blacks can not compete with Whites,
Asians, or Latin-Amer i cans. Is there
counter-evidence? This leaves them in an
incurable state of resentment and thus
hostility. I think we all know this: Blacks
know it, Whites know it, liberals know it,
and conservatives know it. If any doubt
this, the truth would be easy enough to
determine with carefully done tests. The
fu rious resistance to the very idea of
measuring intelligence suggests awareness
of the likely outcome. You don’t avoid a
test if you expect good results.
So we do nothing while things worsen
and the world looks on astounded. We
have mob attacks by Black Lives Matter,
the never-ending Knockout Game, flash
mobs looting stores and subway trains,
occasional burning cities, and we do nothing.
Which makes sense, be cause there is
nothing to be done short of restructuring
the country.
Absolute, obvious, unacknowledged
disaster.
Regarding which: Do we really want,
any of us, what we are doing? In particular,
has anyone asked ordinary Blacks, not
Black pols and race hus tlers, “Do you
really want to live among Whites, or would
you pre fer a safe, mid dle-class Black
neighborhood? Do your kids want to go to
school with Whites? If so, why? Do you
want them to? Why? Would you prefer
Black schools to decide what and how to
teach your children? Keeping Whites out
of it? Would you prefer having only Black
police in your neighborhood?”

An honest inquiry
And the big one: “Do you, and the
peo ple you ac tu ally know in your
neighborhood, really want integration? Or
is it something imposed on you by oreo
pols and White ideologues?”
But these are things we must never
think, never ask.
It isn’t working. Absolute, obvious,
unacknowledged disaster.

Median net worth of Black Bostonians is $8
“Not a typo”: Disbelief as Boston
Globe confirms median net worth
of Black Bostonians is $8.
rt.com

T

he Boston Globe had to explain there
were no typographical errors in its report
about Boston’s Black community. Readers
contacted the paper after it reported the
median net worth of African-American
households in the Boston area is a paltry
$8.

Clarification

The Globe’s Spotlight investigation team
cited the sta tis tic in its first in stall ment
of a se ries fo cus ing on Boston’s Black
community and the city’s reputation as one
of the most racist urban regions in America.
Sandwiched between other realities
facing African-Americans living in the
periphery of Massachusetts’ capital, the
eyebrow-raising statistic left many readers
wondering if the number was a typo,
prompting The Boston Globe to write a

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

fol low-up ar ti cle the next day, on
December 11, titled: “That was no typo:
The median net worth of Black Bostonians
really is $8.”

Statistics

The $8 figure comes from a 2015 report
authored by the Federal Reserve Bank of

Boston, Duke University, and the New
School. Ac cord ing to the re port, the
median household net worth in the Greater
Boston region is $247,500 for Whites, $8
for U. S. Blacks, $12,000 for Caribbean
Blacks, $3,020 for Puerto Ricans and $0
for Dominicans.

The Globe’s follow-up article noted that
net worth is determined by subtracting
debts from assets, which means that Blacks
and Dominicans in Greater Boston “owe
almost as much as the combined value of
what they own – if they own anything at
all.”

Charlottesville’s chief patsy resigns
infostormer.com

for what happened that day. All of this is
stated in the independent report. In fact, he
should be held criminally responsible for
putting everybody’s lives at risk.
Of course this is what you get when you
put a stupid nigger in charge of a police
force. Another fail for muh diversity.

Nice job Al. Lots of people got hurt
because of you. Be lucky the worst that’s
happened to you so far is being forced to
retire. You should be in jail for putting
everyone’s life at risk that day. Stupid
retard!

And about time

Charlottesville’s Negroid police Chief
Al Thomas who was primarily responsible
for the violence at the Unite the Right rally
has been forced into retirement. Good
riddance.
The Hill:
“Charlottesville, Virginia, Police Chief
Alfred Thomas announced Monday he is
retiring effective immediately, roughly two
weeks after a report found his department
re sponded poorly to a vi o lent White
supremacist rally in August.
“‘I will be forever grateful for having
had the opportunity to protect and serve a
community I love so dearly,’ Thomas said
in a statement.
“Thomas had served as police chief
since May 2016.

Bobby Alexander’s
“Earlier last month, a former federal
prosecutor released a report that reviewed
law enforcement’s response to August’s
‘Unite the Right’ rally in Charlottesville,
which was organized in response to the
proposed removal of a statue of Confederate
General Robert E. Lee.
“The report found local police had a
‘flawed plan’ for the rally, and ‘elevated
officer safety over public safety.’”

Worse than that
“Flawed plan” is generous. Thomas
personally ordered officers to stand down
as an excuse to have the rally shut down.
He was the primary individual responsible

POWERLINE SPEED & MARINE
850-457-1411
300 Gulf Beach hwy
Pensacola, FL. 32507
Complete welding services

At Powerline Speed, customer
satisfaction is a major part of our
business. We want to know how
we are doing. Let us know if
someone has been helpful, how
your service was, or how we can
make your shopping experience
more enjoyable by contacting us.
powerlinespeed@outlook.com
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Supply crisis forces U. K. to buy gas from Russia
presstv.com

Facing a “perfect storm” of
energy supply crisis, the U. K.
government has been forced to
import gas from Russia, despite
London’s role in a series of strict
sanctions that were supposed
to cripple the Russian energy
in dus try.
The first natural gas shipment
from the £20 billion Yamal LNG
project in the Russian Arctic, A view taken on December 7, 2017, shows the Yamal LNG plant
the port of Sabetta on the Kara Sea shore line on the Yamal
which Russian President Vladimir in
Peninsula in the Arctic circle, some 2500 km from Moscow.
Putin per son ally opened last
month, was already on its way to the Isle of parts.
Emergency
Grain import terminal in Kent, the media
This and the shutdown of the North
reported.
The U. K. was dealing with severe Sea’s most important oil and gas pipeline
wintry weather that had sparked flood system due to an explosion at a major
alerts across the country while forcing processing facility in Austria had sent gas
schools to close for three days in some prices to their highest levels over the past

six years.
The supply issues are also seen at other
major facilities such as the Forties pipeline
in Aberdeenshire and the Baumgarten
facility in Austria.
Brussels imposed the sanctions over
Germany’s Siemens gas turbine delivery to
Crimea, eliciting a strong reaction from
Moscow.
The ageing Morecambe field, another
key North Sea site, is also experiencing
supply issues, putting out only around two
million cubic meters (mcm) per day, less
than half its usual rate of five mcm.
Meanwhile, BBL, the Dutch company
that operates the pipeline connecting the
Netherlands and the U. K., limited its
supply for a short period of time because of
problems with a compression station.
Nor way’s en ergy gi ant Statoil also
announced that a power outage had forced

it to reduce output from its platform in
Troll, Europe’s biggest offshore gas field.
Norway is one of the U. K.’s main gas
suppliers.

Turnabout

All of this has played into Russia’s
hands, the country accused as having on
many occasions used its energy supplies to
other Nations as a political weapon.
The U. K. played a key role in passing
the European Union’s sanctions that ban
Russian energy companies from finance or
technology for certain projects, this as a
response to the 2014 reintegration of the
Crimean Peninsula with Russia following
a referendum.
A per son close to Rus sia’s en ergy
ministry said the U. K.’s decision to buy
Russian gas makes the decision to back
sanc tions against Mos cow “look like
someone biting the hand that feeds him.”

Denmark bans another Saudi “hate preacher”
presstv.ir

Denmark’s Immigration Authority has
added a Saudi cleric to a blacklist of “hate
preach ers” banned from en ter ing the

Saudi cleric Abdullah bin Radi Almoaede
Alshammary

European country. Saudi cleric Abdullah
bin Radi Almoaede Alshammary was

added to the Danish list, which already
included 10 other “hate preachers,” Danish
paper Jyllands-Posten reported Tuesday,
December 12.
The country’s Minister for Immigration
Inger Stojberg welcomed the announcement.
“Hate preachers have no business being
in Denmark. They travel around spreading
hateful messages and try to convince
others to share their rapturous views,” he
said. “That’s why I’m glad to see that the
Immigration Authority is doing a good job
by con tin u ally dis cov er ing these hate
preach ers.”
First published in May, the list then
comprised six names, in clud ing two
Saudis, one Syrian, one Canadian and two

Iraqi security forces handling arrested
Daesh members

Americans. Other names were added in
June.
In an alliance with the Riyadh regime,
clerics in Saudi Arabia freely preach
Wahhabism – a radical strand of ideology
notorious for its lack of tolerance.

That ideology is practiced by radical
militant and terrorist groups in the Middle
East, including Daesh, which has also
managed to carry out terrorist attacks on
targets in Europe and America.
Daesh began an offensive in Iraq and
Syria roughly in 2014. But national armies
and allied forces in both countries recently
retook all the territory the terrorist group
had overrun.
The Lon don-based New Arab news
website cited an Iraqi In terior Min is try
offi cial as say ing re cently that Saudi
nationals comprised the biggest number of
the foreign terrorists arrested during Iraqi
army operations against the outfit in the
country’s northern and western parts.

Europe’s anti-immigrant parties rising
“E. U. is killing Europe”:
Far-right leaders call for
an end to the “disastrous”
union.” rt.com

T

he Euro pean Union is a
“di sas ter” and a “dan ger” for
Europe that has no place in its
fu ture, lead ers of far-right
Eu ro pean par ties said at a
gathering in Prague. They also
vowed to develop cooperation (L-R) Marine Le Pen, Tomio Okamura and Geert Wilders
during a conference of the right-wing Europe of Nations and
outside the E. U. structures.
Freedom (ENF) group in the European parliament on December
“Because we love Europe, we 16, 2017.
accuse the E. U. of killing Europe,” the Nations.”
leader of the French Na tional Front,
“We are not xenophobes,
Marine Le Pen, told reporters at congress
of European right-wing parties in the we are op po nents of the
Czech capital, Prague. She also advocated European Union,” she said.
the establishment of a new sort of union, “I think this is something we
which she defined as a “Europe of Sovereign
Are you worried about America’s
in va sion by il le gal Third World
im mi grants?
Have you been denied employment
opportunities because of AffirmativeAction programs?
Are you concerned about the war
being waged against Christianity, and
that our cultural heritage is under assault
by the wicked “usual suspects”?
You CAN make a difference by
joining the Council of Conservative
Citizens.
For 30 years, the CofCC has fought
for the rights of European Americans,
and has won legal and political battles
to protect our heritage and liberties.
The CofCC also believes in America
First, and opposes Globalism and One
World Government.
In addition, the CofCC supports the
First Amendment’s guaranteed Freedom
of Association, and opposes the forced
integration of schools, neighborhoods
and workplaces.
Visit our website today at CofCC.us
and join those dedicated to the survival
of our race. Thank you.

have in common, because the
European Union is a disastrous
organization which is leading
our continent to destruction
through dilution by drowning
it in migrants, by the negation
of our respective countries, by
the draining of our diversity.”
Her words were echoed by Geert Wilders,
the leader of the Dutch anti-Islam and
anti-immigrant Party for Freedom (PVV),
who also called the E. U. an “existential
threat” for European Nation States.
“My party is convinced the Netherlands
would be better off outside the European
Union, and it will be better for our economy,
for our security,” Wilders said. He also
once again called for putting an end to
mass immigration into Europe and said
that the European countries should follow
the example of U. S. President Donald
Trump on this issue by imposing travel
bans to restrict the inflow of migrants and
even by building walls.
The delegates also welcomed the fact
that the Austrian right-wing Freedom Party
(FPO) had just entered the country’s new
coalition government. Le Pen particularly

called it “very good news for Europe.”
The leaders were attending a congress
of the Movement for a Europe of Nations
and Free dom (MENL), a Eu ro pean
Parliament group established in 2015,
which consists of right-wing, far-right and
Euroskeptic parties. The congress, held
under the slogan “For a Europe of Sovereign
Na tions,” was orga nized by the Czech
populist Freedom and Direct Democracy
Party (SPD), which itself is not a member
of MENL.

Organizing

The SPD leader, a Czech businessman
of Jap a nese de scent, Tomio Okamura,
also de nounced the E. U. model as
“dysfunctional” and called for reform.
Apart from Le Pen and Wil ders, the
meeting was also attended by far-right
politicians from Belgium, the U. K. and
Po land, as well as by members of the
Austrian FPO and Italy’s Northern League
parties.
The congress was held as the far-right
are gaining in popularity across Europe
due to growing anti-immigrant sentiments.
On December 15, the FPO entered Austria’s
new government in a coalition with the
conservatives, following its resounding
suc cess in the re cent par lia men tary

elections in October.
Earlier, another populist party known for
its extremely hardline stance on immigration
and Islam, Alternative for Germany (AfD),
enjoyed what it described as a historic
success in federal parliamentary elections.
In late October, anti-immigrant and Euroskeptic parties also led the parliamentary
elections in the Czech Republic. Okamura’s
SPD became the fourth largest political
force in the parliament as it gained slightly
more than 10 percent of the vote.
In the French presidential elections in
spring 2017, Marine le Pen, the leader of
the far-right National Front party, made it
into the runoff, beating candidates from
such major establishment parties as the
Republicans and the Socialists. And, in the
Netherlands, Geert Wilders’ ultra-nationalist
Party of Freedom came second in this
year’s parliamentary elections.
The opposition to the far right remains
nonetheless significant. The Czech police
had to tighten security measures around the
congress venue, as hundreds of protesters
dem on strated in Prague against the
congress, according to Radio Praha. Police
also took additional security measures to
protect Wilders, who has faced death
threats over his radical anti-Islam remarks.

Rothschilds’ Libya today
presstv.com

The mayor of Misrata, Libya’s thirdlargest city, has been abducted and killed
shortly after returning from a foreign trip.
Mohamad Eshtewi’s body was found
dumped in the street, security sources said
on December 18.
He had been kidnapped by unknown
assailants upon leaving the airport in the
western coastal city late Sunday.
The mayor was returning from a trip to
Turkey when his car was ambushed by the
abductors.
The city hospital said it had received
Eshtewi’s body bearing gunshot wounds.
His brother was also with him in the car
and was wounded in the incident.
A security official said it was unclear

who was behind the attack. There was no
immediate claim of responsibility for the
killing from any of the active armed groups
in the area.
The port city of Misrata, with about
400,000 people, is about 200 kilometers
east of the capital, Tripoli, and lies on the
Mediterranean coast.
Libya plunged into chaos in 2011, when
its longtime dictator, Muammar Gaddafi,
was ousted, and rival militia groups and
fac tions started vying for power and
territory. Misrata had been relatively calm
until now. It is one of the few places where
foreign businesspeople, who fear poor
security elsewhere, have any presence. In
October, an attack at Misrata was claimed
by the Takfiri terror group Daesh.
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Nor way moving to decriminalize all drug use
By Carey Wedler

N

activistpost.com

orway is the latest
country to move toward
de crimi naliz ing drugs
and promoting addiction
treat ment rather than
punishing addicts.
Last month, a majority
o f me m b e r s o f th e
Nor we gian par lia ment
di rected the na tional
government to reform its policies. “The
majority in the parliament has asked the
government to prepare for reform,” a
spokesperson for the Storting, Norway’s
legislature, told Newsweek. “It has started a
political process,” he said, still cautioning
that “it’s just the starting point.” Despite
some headlines’ claims that drugs have
already been decriminalized, there is no
legislation yet.
Nicolas Wilkinson, the SV (Socialist
Left) party’s health spokesman in the
Storting, said the majority wants to “stop
punishing people who struggle, but instead

give them help and treatment,” according
to VG, a Norwegian publication. He said
the switch in policy will lead to an emphasis
on treatment and follow-up programs,
though lawmakers made it clear that they
do not intend to legalize drugs.

Users not criminals
“It is important to emphasize that we do
not legalize cannabis and other drugs, but
we decriminalize,” Sveinung Stensland
(H) [Conservative Party], deputy chairman
of the Storting Health Committee, told VG.
“The change will take some time, but that

means a changed vision: Those who have a
substance abuse problem should be treated
as ill, and not as criminals with classical
sanctions such as fines and imprisonment.”
Officials in Norway have been looking
at re forming the coun try’s pro hi bition
policies for over a decade. As Newsweek
summarized:
“In 2006, it started to test a program that
would sentence drug users to treatment
programs, rather than jail, in the cities
Bergen and Oslo. In early 2016, the country
gave Norwegian courts the option to do
this on a national level.”
“The goal is that more addicts will rid
themselves of their drug dependency and
fewer will return to crime,” Justice Minister
Anders Anundsen said at the time. “But, if
the terms of the program are violated, the
convicts must serve an ordinary prison
term.”

Differences

The shift was introduced by the country’s
conservative party, though some on the
right condemned it, arguing drugs should
remain wholly illegal, while reformists

believed the change in policy didn’t go far
enough.
As Arild Knutsen of the Association for
Humane Drug Policy has said:
“If Norway were truly progressive,
they would follow WHO and UNAIDS
recommendations and fully decriminalize
drug use, ban forced treatment and stop
using involuntary urine controls.”

Whatever works
Now, it appears Norway is inching
closer toward decriminalization. Portugal
opted to decriminalize drugs in 2001, a
move that has drawn praise for the
decrease in drug use that followed.
However, lawmakers hope to free up
re sources so po lice can pur sue drug
traffickers (rather than users), and other
restrictions will remain. VG explained:
“There will still be a ‘ban on the use and
possession of drugs.’ However, the two
major parties agree to change the authorities’
reactions to per sons taken for use and
possession of drugs from punishment to
help, treatment and follow-up.”

WikiLeaks lawyer’s office stormed in “attempted robbery”
rt.com

Three hooded raiders broke
into the office of WikiLeaks
lawyer Baltasar Garzon in Madrid,
covering security cameras with
tape in what police described as
a “very professional” operation.
The break-in took place at
dawn on De cem ber 18, and
po lice are treat ing it as an
“attempted rob bery,” El Pais
reports.

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange

The thieves didn’t take any money and
po lice are wait ing for tech ni cians to
confirm whether any files were taken or
copied from Garzon’s computer. Police are
an a lyz ing the se cu rity cameras at the
entrance to the office.
“They have not taken what they have

been look ing for,” Garzon told El
Periodico. He confirmed to Ser his clients’
security “has not been affected,” and that
the people “acted very quickly.”
El Diario reports an employee of the
firm told police the individuals did attempt
to copy information stored on their servers,
but that they were unsuccessful. All they

Ongoing

took from the office was a Christmas ham.
Assange and WikiLeaks tweeted about the
break-in, with WikiLeaks tying it to the
CIA’s pursuit of the two. CIA Director
Mike Pompeo has made a number of
threatening statements about the whistleblowing organization and described it as
a “hos tile in tel li gence ser vice,” while
Attorney General Jeff Sessions said in
April that Assange’s arrest is “a priority,”
and that the Justice Department had started
to “step up” its efforts to seek jail time for
those involved with the whistleblowing
organization.
“As CIA threats against WikiLeaks heat
up, at least three masked men dressed in
black have broken into WikiLeaks’ chief
counsel Baltasar Garzon’s legal office,”
WikiLeaks wrote.
Garzon heads Assange’s legal defense,

working on his case to avoid extradition to
Sweden and preparing for the charges U. S.
au thor ities are said to have prepared
against him.
He is known for investigating public
officials and those suspected of genocide
and war crimes, including Chile’s former
ruler Augusto Pinochet, and opened an
in ves ti ga tion into crimes com mit ted
during the Spanish Civil War and under
General Francisco Franco’s dictatorship.

Stepped on the wrong toes
Garzon was prevented from working as
a judge in Spain in 2012 after he was found
guilty of illegally wiretapping the moneylaundering Gurtel network. His supporters
and human rights organizations said the
case against him was a “threat to human
rights.”

Muslim “refugees” don’t like Israel
newobserveronline.com

Jews in Eu rope and Amer ica are
allegedly astounded to find out that the
millions of Muslims they have helped push
into Europe pretending to be “refugees”
don’t like Israel and are opposed to Jewish
Supremacism, it has emerged.

According to a report in
the Jewish Telegraphic Agency
(JTA), “Anti-Semitism among
Muslim refugees is rampant
and requires urgent attention,
a new study suggests.”
Of course, by “anti-Semitism,” the JTA
is referring to opposition to the Jewish
Su premacist State of Is rael, which the
Jew ish pro pa gan dists are de lib er ately
interpreting to mean a hatred of Jews
gen er ally, rather than op po si tion to the
specific actions of the State of Israel.
According to the JTA, a study by the
American Jewish Committee’s Ramer
Institute for German-Jewish Relations in
Berlin, titled “Attitudes of refugees from
Syria and Iraq towards integration, identity,
Jews and the Shoah,” was based on
interviews with 68 Third World invaders
pretending to be refugees.
The report, the JTA added, “comes amid
a series of virulent anti-Israel and antiAmerica demonstrations in the German
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cap i tal de nounc ing the U. S.
rec og ni tion of Je ru sa lem as
Israel’s capital.”
In those pro tests, tens of
thou sands of Arabs “burned
home made Is raeli flags and
crowded city subway stations
chanting anti-Israel and antiAmerican slogans on their way
to rallies.”
T h e h ea d o f th e Ramer
Institute, Deidre Berger, said in
a statement that “rejections of Israel are
widespread among the newcomers,” and
that they be lieved that Jews ex erted
controlling influence in media and western
governments.
Meanwhile, German Foreign Minister
Sigmar Gabriel has announced that he
will advocate a new law prohibiting the
burning of national flags in Germany.
At a meet ing with the Kreuzberg
Initiative Against Anti-Semitism (KIgA
e.v.) he declared: “I do not believe that the

hostile attitudes towards Israel is only
news to the deliberately race-blind people
who supported that Third World invasion
in the first place.

No angels these Khazarians

flags of other countries should be shown
less respect than that afforded the German
flag.”

No way

The statement refers to the burning of
Israeli flags at Berlin’s Brandenburg Gate
last month by demonstrators protesting
U. S. President Donald Trump’s decision
to recognize Jerusalem as the capital of
Israel.
The “discovery” that the Arab invaders
who have poured into Germany hold

In this regard, it is important to remember
that the Israeli State’s official foreign aid
agency, IsraAid, which receives financial
assistance from the Israeli government, was
the only foreign government’s aid agency
to actually pay for and put personnel on the
ground to literally help drag the Third
World invaders into Europe in the 2015/
2016 invasion of Greece from Turkey.
These Jews all supported importing
millions of Muslims into Europe – while
at the same time that their own country,
Israel, refused to allow a single “refugee”
from Syria to settle in the Jewish State –
and now count amongst those who are
“surprised” to learn that these Muslims all
hate Israel because of the way that country
treats the Palestinians.

Twitter’s laughable new rules on violence
By Hunter Wallace

T

occidentaldissent.com

here is some dark humor in the Twitter
purge:
“Accounts that affiliate with organizations
that use or promote violence against civilians
to further their causes. Groups included in
this policy will be those that identify as
such or engage in activity – both on and off
the platform – that pro motes vio lence.
This policy does not apply to military or
government entities and we will consider
exceptions for groups that are currently
engaging in (or have engaged in) peaceful
resolution.”
I’ve actually never advocated violence.

I believe in free speech, rational debate and
calm persuasion. I must be pretty good at it
too for Twitter to have to change the rules
to ban me.
Does this new policy apply though to
es tab lish ment war mon gers like John
McCain and Lindsey Graham? The U. S.

Senate is full of people who have incited
pointless, destructive wars, which I have
consistently op posed, that have cost us
trillions of dollars and led to the deaths of
millions of people.
Of course not! It is okay for The State to
murder people. In Libya, Blacks are being
enslaved, their organs are being harvested
and their flesh is roasted and eaten as döner
kebabs. They have Hillary Clinton and
Twitter virtue signaling to thank for that
glorious triumph of human rights!
Note: I’m only interested in slavery as a
his tor i cal cu ri os ity. I have n’t ac tu ally
restored it in the modern world like our
journalists and politicians in Washington.

— Bulletin board —
Our Coming Apocalypse
We, humans, consider Earth our planet,
but what if we destroyed it and became
extinct? Surely one of the last survivors
would have left a message full of secrets
and warnings to whatever species or alien
beings would follow us. Want to know the
answer? Go to Smashwords.com and order
“My Message to Her Royal Majesty the
Future Queen Ant On Our Apocalyptic
Demise” by Amdahl Omland. As this
esoteric tale unwinds, many of our beliefs
will be challenged. This storytelling looks
to our past while warning the future Queen
Ant of our mistakes, revealing forgotten
facts.
What could an ant culture learn from
us? What should we have learned from
them? This tantalizing tale reveals untold
truths, tragedies, forgotten events and lost
history as it examines wealth, greed, sex,
passion, politics, laws and wars.
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view
/724892 $2.99 www.Thorstonbooks.com

FOR ONE free pocket Constitution send a
self addressed stamped (70 cents) envelope
to:
NCCS
37777 W Juniper Rd
Malta, ID 83342
or, for 100 copies, $35 to same address.

CONFEDERATE BATTLE FLAGS, 3x5
polyester with metal grommets, $12 each
PPD in C. S. A., current limit ONE, or free
with any first-time 12-issue subscription by
request to The First Freedom for $25. TFF,
P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, AL 36576.

The White Man’s Bible is back in print.
Send $15, plus $5 shipping and handling
to:
Church of the Creator
% Rev. Rudy Stanko
PO Box 509
Gordon, Nebraska 69343
308-360-2127
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JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE, PREPARE
FOR KINGDOM SERVICE! Hear
Pastor Peter J. Peters daily on WWCR
shortwave radio. For a FREE newsletter
with com plete broad cast sched ule:
Scriptures For America, POB 766, LaPorte
CO 80535. 24 hrs daily internet streaming
@ www.scripturesforamerica.org
WHITE nation alist female companion
sought. Share in all aspects of my life’s
ad ven tures and move ment ac tiv i ties.
Develop deep mutual devotion and rapport.
Must be physi cally active, have good
common sense and be a good organizer.
Age no concern. Reply to: Arminius, 740
Silver Spring Ave, Silver Spring, MD
20910-4661.

FREEDOM MOVEMENT ACTION
NEWSLETTER has news, views and
rec om mended ac tion on sub jects of
in ter est to pa tri ots, many not cov ered
elsewhere and features in-depth, engaging
yet concise summaries in a unique wordplay style. No compromises – no retreat –
no surrender. Twelve bimonthly thoroughly
engrossing issues cover a two year period
for only $25, or $3 for a sample copy. Give
legible contact information with mailing
address. Send check or money order to:
Sidney Secular, P. O. Box 246, Jefferson,
MD 21755.
ODINIST skinheads take heart! You are
not alone! The Valhalla Bound Skinheads
seek to unite all worthy Odinist & National
Socialist skins into one movement that can
greatly aid the White Nationalist cause!
Embrace your wyrd! Research our group
on web, in “news,” on Twitter or Facebook
and email 14VBS88@gmail.com for info.
Valhalla Bound
P. O. Box 7666
Spokane, WA 99207
thevalhallaboundskinheads.com
WHY are Jews the reproach of Nations?
The point of departure for this problem is
Matthew 27: 24-25.

The First Freedom
IN MEMORY OF

Kathy Ainsworth
Murdered in cold blood by
the ADL and FBI
ZIONISTS agitated for a Jewish homeland in WWI. At the end of WWII it
morphed into today’s illegal State. Hear
Fr. John O’Connor for two hours on DVD
“End of the World,” which explains why
the Jews attempt to rebuild their third temple, and underscores most of the troubles
in the Middle East. Send $15 to John
Maffei, P. O. Box 445, Broomall, PA
19008 – or call 610-789-1774.
FREE DVD catalog on global conspiracy,
legal sovereignty, reduce taxes and avoid
taxes, land patent, allodial title, etc. Over
200 listings plus discounted DVDs and
books. Call 800-770-8802, leave name and
address. ToolsForFreedom.com .
MATTHEW chapter 27: 22-25
SALTY SID sends seven separate scandal
sheets for eleven dollars. Super-sized set
includes CofCC Newsletter, Heritage &
Destiny, Impact, Citizens Informer, The
First Freedom, The Nationalist Times and
bonus essays by patriots. Send check to
Sidney Secular, P. O. Box 246, Jefferson,
MD 21755.

Your signed letter with phone number and address is welcome, but will be edited as necessary to fit available
space. Send to The First Freedom, P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, Alabama 36576 or email editor@firstfreedom.net

ONE WORLD BEFUDDLEMENT
I think there is a monument the patriotic
South should destroy – namely the Georgia
Guidestones! I recently found out what
they are saying. You would have to do it
secretly.
NANCY LANDECK
Clearmont, WY
What?! A monument the mediacracy
needs kept, to help Libtards remember
what they think they’re doing?

Sponsors:

Boots on ground
distributors
are waiting for extra TFFs
to hand out as free samples
because they know that’s
how we fight to win. True
information was never so
much in need of attention.
Please donate by per-box
increments of $35 to help
us bring in subscribers.
SPONSOR
Listen up, slackers! This is crucial! We
need you in the fight, now! Be there!
Here is $70.00 for “Boots on the
ground.”
GLENN JOHNSON
Indianapolis, IN
ROUND SIX
Patron sponsoring ten boxes (or 1,000
copies) of The First Freedom to “Boots on
the ground” distributors. $350 enclosed.
DALE HILDEBEITEL
Kempton, PA
Troopers: They’re free to pass out by
the boxfuls where those who can handle
the truth gather, so just ask for them.
WHERE’S J. B.?
What happened to J. B. Campbell? He
was one of my favorite writers at TFF.
MICHAEL BARRERA
Miami, FL
Why are J. Bruce Campbell’s articles no
longer in the paper? Has he been put into a
concentration camp or has he even been
murdered? I may not renew next year if his
writings do not return. His and your words
are excellent as always. Keep up the good
work!
ANITA FERGUSON
Sylvania, GA
J. B. isn’t writing anymore. We asked
why. He answered: “Yep – still kicking.
Nothing more to say, though. Pretty
much said it all.” TFF has published
most of J. B.s works except for his early
life and Rhodesian enlistment.

GLEANINGS
Lots to like in TFF. I especially prefer
excerpts from “all over,” as opposed to just
in-house or a small cadre of regulars. For
example, while I had heard of Revilo P.
Oliver, I don’t recall ever reading anything
by him such as the reprint in the November
issue.
The “BLM” nonsense paused me to
think: if one vaporized every Negro on the
planet, what really would change? Well,
we would lose about 85% of violent crime,
streets and neighborhoods would be much
cleaner and quieter, the average world IQ
might clear 3 digits; prostitution, gambling,
drugs and drunkenness would drop rather
precipitously, and how is any of this bad?
ERIC JONES
Florence, AL
All of which is no doubt true, yet the
Negro cannot just stop being who he is,
nor is it likely the Jews inciting him will
knock it off lacking our intervention.
CURIOUS
According to court papers, Michael
“Flynn spoke to Russian Ambassador
Sergey Kislyak “about a U. N. Security
Coun cil res o lu tion re gard ing Is raeli
settlements” in the West Bank.
Interestingly, President Trump’s son-inlaw Jared Kushner ordered General Flynn
to approach Kislyak on December 29,
2016, and ask him to use Russia’s Security
Council veto to destroy the U. N. resolution
against Israel.
Ob vi ously, Is raeli Prime Min is ter
Binyamin Netanyahu found out about
Barak Obama’s plan to sucker punch Israel
as he was leaving the White House, since
he already knew Obama wasn’t going to
use the USA’s veto this time. In effect,
Netanyahu tried to “rent” the use of
Russia’s veto.
Offering to lift Obama’s sanctions was
the “carrot” offered to Russia.
How interesting to find General Flynn,
President Trump’s first choice as National
Security Advisor, serving as Netanyahu’s
agent, a role Flynn also played for Turkey’s
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.
And how in ter est ing to find Mr.
Kushner so willing to put his father-inlaw’s presidency at risk just to help halt an
anti-Israel U. N. resolution.
JOSEPH TRAINOR
Attleboro, MA
COMPATRIOT
I received my first issue of your great
publication. Would you please send me
your free 3x5 Confederate battle flag? It
will be a great honor to fly it with my other
battle flags.
Also, thank you for printing my letter
subscribing to TFF.
You do great work and Long Live Dixie!
Compatriot of the SCV,
STEPHEN KIPPENBERGER
Ste. Genevieve, MO
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David Lee’s BIBLE ERRORS REVEALED
and Related Topics. Thirty years research
seeking the Truth. Six paper back 8½ x 11
volumes $20 each PPD. Vol. I – 179 pages
including Genesis chapter one, Noah’s
flood & Khazar Empire. Check or m.o. to
SBO 66, Box 05292, Miami, FL 33102.
The promised land was promised by God
on conditions. The Jews were unfaithful to
the Mosaic Covenant plus murdered their
Messiah, so the promised land covenant
became null and void for all time. Hear the
late Rev. Fr. John O’Connor spell out the
Whats and Whys this is so at the 2003
AFP-Barnes Review Conference. For this
DVD, “The Legitimate State of Israel?”
send $15.00 to John Maffei, P. O. Box 445,
Broomall, PA 19008 or call 610-789-1774.
Set yourself free; trash the TV
Television = teLIEvision
TFF pays absolutely awesome testimony
and tribute to the two late greats: Rev. Fr.
Charles E. Coughlin and Huey P. Long.
You guessed it; they, too, were branded
Auntie Semites.
ADVERTISE on this bulletin board. Just
$10 per insertion, maximum 50 words, 10¢
each additional word. Please indicate any
capitalization or italics desired.

TFF deletes vulgarity and will correct any defects in grammar or spelling.
Predicate verbs and objects must agree in number with their subjects.

CONTINUE THE FIGHT
December 9 was opening day for a Civil
Rights Museum in Jackson, Mississippi.
Along with 100-plus pro Negro museums
around our country the focal point in any of
them is to consume the White race with
guilt, to persuade young citizens on how
evil the White man is and exalt the Negro
race to a higher standard. What they fail to
display is how corrupt with Communism
the civil rights movement was.
The NAACP even denounced all this
when they did realize the movement was
corrupt with Communism, doing nothing
but using the Negro just as now. These are
facts not told in school today. At these pro
Negro museums are displays of Negro idols
like Martin Luther King who was nothing
but a perverted Communist, Medgar Evers
who was influenced by Communist James
Chaney, and Emmett Till plus numerous
galleries of Negroes from the 1800s. You
will also find White sympathizers of the
civil rights movement like Viola Liuzzo,
Jewish influencers Michael Schwerner,
Rita Schwerner and Andrew Goodman.
Jewish website Wikipedia tells us the
purpose of this newest addition of Negro
museums is to “exhibit the history” and
“educate the public” about the Civil Rights
Movement. Again, another double standard,
a ride down the one way street of the liberal
Jewish controlled left. Our heritage has
been forcibly removed by this government
we call the United States. It is not even
legal in some cases for the White man to
display his history or try to educate the
public on the true meanings of our White
Christian Heritage. Every day our statues,
monuments and flags are being taken
down or vandalized by the Communists.
Here in Mississippi some cities and all
universities refuse to fly our State flag, but
it is okay for the Negro to display his side
of the story. Our folk are lied to repeatedly
by this Jewish left. Our children are being
lied to in school.
Looking at today’s society it has flip
flopped in the last ten or twenty years. The
White race was once the “hero’s” exemplar
as the darker races, homosexuals and such
were castaways. Nowadays it is completely
opposite. It is time to make a stand for what
is true and right. Any time we can expose
the Jewish controlled left, the tactics and
lies they spew, it is a victory for the White
Race. With the continuing support of these
pro Negro museums, anti-White rhetoric in
public schools and pro left organizations
which our tax dollars are going to fund, the
fight will not get any easier.We must stop
all support of these Communist ideologies
and hit them where it hurts the most, and
that’s right in the pocketbook. Timothy
6:10 says money is the root of all evil and it
is obvious that the wicked are using our
hard-earned dollars to do evil. Continue
the good fight, brothers and sisters.
REV. RAY EDWARDS
Moselle, MS

FROM THE GULAG
Please renew my subscription to TFF
for another year. Enclosed is $25 in U. S.
stamps.
TFF is the best newspaper that I’ve ever
had the pleasure of receiving. Thank you
for all that you do and know that your work
is very much appreciated here. I pass
around every issue to all the men on the
yard and now have a two-years archive.
ADAM STARKEY
Imperial, CA
Hang in there and keep the faith.
REMEMBERING BETTY TATE
Charles and Betty Tate relocated from
California to Idaho as members of Aryan
Nations Church of Jesus Christ, schooling
their children in Rev. Richard G. Butler’s
Aryan Academy.
We’ve reached the 500th Anniversary
of Martin Luther’s nailing his Ninety Five
Theses to the castle door at Wittenberg on
October 31, 1517. I contrast in my mind
Luther’s Protestant action with Sister Betty
schooling her children at Aryan Nations,
the recent church killings of 26 people in
Sutherland Springs, Texas, plus the 3,000
abortions per day in our nation. Luther and
Betty dedicated their lives to teaching our
Aryan Germanic Volk about these curses
brought on us by the satanic/reptilian Zog!
Betty’s son David Tate became an Aryan
Priest and volk hero in a group known as
The Order. David is one of the few having,
when captured and incarcerated, remained
true to his oath.
Betty, as a Light Bearer to your children
and this nation, you served honorably. You
are desperately missed and will never be
forgotten.
TONY DuPREE
Perry, FL
GET ACTIVE!
We are truly fighting for the survival of
our people and a bright future for White
children. Some of us may still be able to
find comfort in the world of today, but we
need to start thinking about the future of
our children instead of a mere comfortable
existence on this planet.
Our main objective, what we’re fighting
for, is a White homeland free from aliens
who don’t fit in, crime and Jewish influence;
a place where we can be proud and enjoy
our culture and heritage, watching Aryan
children grow up in safe neighborhoods
and schools. This task isn’t going to be
easy, as our people are truly on the verge of
extinction.
Each and every one of us needs to start
taking steps in the right direction. We can
all be active in our daily lives and help to
make a difference. Passing out literature
and educating other Whites toward racial
awareness is the key. So be a good example,
keep physically fit and help lead our folk to
victory! The time is now and every little bit
helps.
MILES MANSFIELD
Malone, FL
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— Self-government begins at home —

Militia units seek no permits, just redress of grievances
By Olaf Childress

T

editor@firstfreedom.net

he pecking order, whether among hens
or humans, is no barbaric relic of behavior.
Yes, it often leaves the lower echelons with
nary a crumb nor scrap
but that’s the price one
must pay who opts for
chickening out rather
than asserting his own
place in the sun.
How savage is that
nature which dictates
such fortunes? Only to
the extent required for
balance. Yet many Libtards may imagine
themselves better qualified for creating a
“peace process” which, following another
century or two, makes every snout around
the feeding trough “equal.” Impossible,
you say? Not while today’s entrapments
proceed apace. “Entitlements,” headstarts,
hiring quotas and in-your-face images of
multicultural gatherings chide the White
racialist to back off and give nonproducers
first dibs at his productivity.
Dreamers have sought to establish many
a Marxist “equality commune” – not just as
another totalitarian State such as was the
former USSR, but on the early American
frontiers. While the latter huddled together
inside stockades at times for safety, this
differed from other European settlements
mainly in its “From each according to his
abilities, to each according to his needs”
hangup. Communism doesn’t work. Those
looking out for their own best interests do
the heavy lifting; take away that incentive
and nothing much gets done. Many jokes
which didn’t get repeated in “our” captive
media went the Soviet rounds by word of
mouth. “They pretend to pay us, and we
pretend to work.”
Where is the logic in “voting” either
Tweedledee or Tweedledum, knowing they
are both bankrolled by the same would-be
rulers of planet Earth? We must dislodge
that cabal from manipulating our money
and media, flushing them like a Hercules
from their Augean stables of corruption.

Conundrum
In the annals of time, they’ve not held us
in awe of their money and media powers
until, during the twentieth century’s first
two decades, forcing most Dees and Dums
into near total compliance with this New
World Pecking Order we seemingly learn
to accept. Accept? No, that great flock of
chickens out there embraces the fleeting
temporality behind just another doomed to
failure attempt at “equality.” Everybody is
“equal” on Orwell’s Animal Farm, except
that some pigs are more equal than others.
And those porkers having returned the
dreamers to sudden reality did so armed
with nothing more than chutzpah. They’re
but few, admittedly, but usually that’s all it
takes. For the masses merely want to fit in,
never a thought about where that’s taking
them. Obedience! Buckle up. Set the clock
back one hour on command. Think nothing
of “gays” being lionized. Condemn racist,
neo-Nazi homophobes, don’t listen to their
hate speech. The Constitution? It’s over the
hill. This is the New Animal Farm Order.
And when it collapses, as all “from each
according to his productive abilities, to all
others their entitlements” can only topple,
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what remains is the unfinished business of
1861.
But true history isn’t allowed in today’s
institutions of higher mislearning, so we’ll
have to gain our educations elsewhere and
force feed that dietary supplement into the
public’s comprehension.
Some pigs will always be “more equal”
by way of connivances, civilized humans
better as well at looking out for themselves
– and therein the vast difference between
gaining wealth through honest endeavor,
not deception. Which leaves the majority
of us waiting to be instructed by whoever is
apparently in charge, and anywhere you
turn, there’s imagery suggesting that it’s
the agents of miscegenation.
Your gut feeling says shading the Aryan
(or any other) race out of existence cannot
be a good thing, but the ubiquitous images
won’t go away. The history of this nowhere
successful Communist idealism, however,
reassures us that its latest staging (sorry,
Dream children) must crash with yet more
commotion than all previous flops.
And then we move in, capturing public
attention away from the perfidious Jewish
media and their “Federal Reserve” system
with our own propaganda and coinage. So
be prepared for the trials ahead, especially
the people’s initial shock upon awakening
to the fact that the epithets “anti-Semitism”
and “White nationalism” have suddenly
changed places, a new team having taken
over.

Looking ahead

Dreamers, Neo-Conservatives, Liberals
and Libertarians notwithstanding, today’s
intolerable drift toward an animal farm is
no foregone conclusion. Although it may
be the biggest challenge we’ve ever faced,
a speedy change of direction is necessary,
desirable and, with God heeding our daily
prayers, inevitable.
What would we wish for, in place of
Seventeenth-Amendment “Democracy”?
Assuming any or all of our United States
stick together in a mutual defense compact,
they will have learned the folly of having
both confederate legislative houses elected
by “the people.” Deny a State government
its right to furnish the upper chamber (yes,
aristocrats know better than the quite often
deceived, publicly-elected Representatives
what’s best) Senators, and what you get is
what we’ve got.
Some reading these lines will not grasp
the argument, proving their import. If they
would turn off that stupefying TV and pay
attention to such patriots as most naturally
form the White Aristocracy, a better life in
freedom might ensue.With no corruption?
Ah, there’s the rub! Let the people vote for
Representatives who will keep the Senate
in check, and State governments assert a
similar mistrust of what the lower chamber
is up to by delegating their own Senators.
But, but, but won’t that slow lawmaking at
the confederate bund? You’re catching on.
Remember, too, that opportunists exist
all about us, and there’s a little larceny in
each human being. We’re not Dreamers
looking for perfection, just a way up and
out from this Jewish Slough of Despond.
But how do we de-program Whites who
have made peace with their enslavement
by ignoring each new effrontery thrown at
them? Henry Ford’s struggles against, and
warnings about, “The International Jew” a
hundred years ago made people reading his
Dearborn Independent aware of how evil
that cabal’s deceptive plans were. And now
we see he was right; it has all come to pass.
What to do? Get more such truth-telling
and independent media up and running.
Those who support The First Freedom
are praying daily that this newspaper can
acquire one million hardcopy subscribers.
It won’t be easy, but nothing worthwhile
ever is. Every current reader has at least a
dozen friends, one of whom would accept
a gift subscription and agree it’s time for
“anti-Semitism” and “White nationalism”
to swap places.
Whether this brings National Socialism

to power or not isn’t a consideration. Much
more important is unseating what’s clearly
headed in but one direction – into the pits
of hell. “Voting” ourselves out of today’s
dilemma isn’t on the ballot, so forget it. We
are looking for aristocrats in universally
tainted times who have suffered exposure
no less than everyone to the Jewish appeal
advocating “compassion,” such abandon
from reality as promises “to each his
entitlements,” so don’t expect angels at the
helm once that impossible balloon bursts.

Sorting things out
But we can at least keep throwing our
support to whoever is out front calling The
Jewish Problem by name and proposing its
solution. What lies immediately ahead will
be the greatest challenge we’ve ever faced,
therefore let us accept such White leaders
as have demonstrated courage, integrity
and command presence, no more federal
poseurs seeking photo ops.
And where it goes from there, who
knows? Our original breakaway colonies
from Great Britain, simply by being across
the wide Atlantic, soon convinced the old
country to cease its attempts at recapturing
these newly-declared States, although the
Canadians elected to remain loyal subjects.
Throughout all of North America Whites
spread westward to the Pacific, civilizing a
vast continent.
Then Jews succeeded in capturing and
holding onto power in these United States
where King George had failed. Cunning,
not transatlantic warfare, did the trick here
and among our northern neighbors. We’ve
gained a whole continent and lost its very
soul. Who or what is to blame – the wide
Atlantic, those secretive cabalists sneaking
in on the coattails of one another without
notice – or ourselves?
How can Whites come out from under
this Jewish cabal? By petitioning them for
our emancipation, writing letters to their
newspapers, contacting their Senators – or
should we be searching for some other
means? The correct answer is D, and high
time to get on with it.

The Jews in panic mode
For the Zog’s money/media machine is
coming and going all out in supporting any
available mob-for-hire – not just in Syria,
Afghanistan, Yemen and Sudan, but right
here on the streets of America in order to
outnumber our heroes assembling with no
outside help, just their own sense of duty,
as at a Charlottesville or Shelbyville First
Amendment gathering.
We’ve got to toughen and straighten up.
In California of all places, which many a
White had started renaming Mexifornia,
recently arrived this brave team called the
Golden State Skinheads, showing us how –
armed with nothing more than flagpoles
and shields at an Aryan rally – they could
send bused-in knife wielding antifas away
inside ambulances.
Proving what? That mercenaries will be
quick to cut and run at the first sign of well
organized, trained militias getting on with
what they’ve gathered for, rain, shine or
the Zog’s criminal reactions.

Become involved
Either you’re part of a younger militia
unit or its senior sponsor. The six or eight
members will typically need a van once in
a while to go where the action is. And they
also want food, water, shields, flagpoles,
sleeping bags, mace and the like which all
cost money. How many such units can you
recruit or assist in getting organized with a
little advice from the Traditional Workers
Party or League of the South?
Can’t sponsor or join the action? Then
how about making copies of this appeal for
others who can? The idea behind smaller
militia units is to keep our enemy guessing
just how fast this Movement is growing,
preparing rallies that will be cancelled or
kept at the last minute, outflanking those
mercenaries organized by the Zog with a

few surprises of our own.
Preparation is the key to success. Never
undertake any project of great importance
without invoking divine guidance, and you
will always know what to do next. It just
comes naturally. Many who won’t accept
the laws of nature spend their lives in total
confusion, seeing the wonders that unfold
before their eyes, the astonishing amount
of information compacted and retrievable
from a silicon chip, yet unwilling to admit
the Intelligent Designer behind it all. What
we’ve yet to discover must pale everything
gone before. Invention isn’t the same as
creation, which remains forever beyond a
puny promoter’s ken. In venire means only
the coming upon what was already there
throughout all of time; there is nothing new
under the sun.
So let’s come off today’s jingoism on
one hand, abject surrender at the other, and
examine the problem whose solution we’re
praying to discover. The Jews in charge are
not supermen; they pull their panties on
one leg at a time. They’re just devilishly
clever, more cohesive than we and, having
come upon the necessary steps for seizing
from Congress its sole authority regarding
the coinage of money, can print “Federal
Reserve Notes” and lend them back to
Congress at usurious interest. It’s been a
great racket for those international bankers
who’ve owned all the Fed’s stock during a
hundred years, but now they’re found out
in this information age and must pay the
price of doing wars upon us by deception.
We’re not for revenge; you don’t defeat
the enemy by becoming him. Yet see how
many of our people have taken to repeating
such Jewish epithets as “racism,” and ever
more carelessly tossing his vulgarities into
conversations online. That’s not us, but the
indoctrinated captives we’ve become, like
today’s mercenaries in Syria, Afghanistan,
Yemen and Sudan just following orders for
“the benefits.”
Benefits? What benefits? Is there profit
to be gained beyond surfeit at the price of
one’s soul? Discipline must begin at home,
not in the Zog’s indoctrination centers, so
turn off that TV and get with the salvation
that’s more than your duty, for it’s a great
privilege to be part of our Movement. Not a
one of us will be departing this life with his
stashed cash, so put it to work in the here
and now. Younger men ready for action: if
you really want to join a militia unit where
none exists, get it started! Pass the word
along once it’s available, shaped up and in
place, as mavericks are needed like never
before.

Existence

JFK was a liberal Democrat President.
He came from a family of heretics who did
not fail to show up when called out. Seeing
it as his duty to go where no Congressman
had dared venture in half a hundred years,
John Kennedy started printing U. S. dollars
into circulation lacking Jewish permission.
That wouldn’t do; on November 22, 1963,
the Mossadniks assassinated him in Dallas.
They will kill only if absolutely necessary,
not wishing to make anyone outside their
coterie a hero, the preferred modus being
simply to harass all others into acceptance
of what appears unstoppable. Appearances
can, however, be deceiving. As we are not
yet into exchanging goods and services by
gold-backed Yuan or other currencies, let
us remember that during our revolutionary
past, long before the “Federal” Reserve
tiptoed into existence, our forebears were
using Spanish doubloons. The Real de a
Ocho, also known as the Spanish dollar,
the Eight Royals Coin, or the Piece of
Eight (Spanish Peso de Ocho), is a silver
coin of approximately 38 mm diameter,
worth eight Spanish reales as minted in the
Spanish Empire after 1598. Its purpose
was to correspond with the German thaler.
We can drive the “Federal” Reserve out of
existence. Let’s do it, two bits at a time.
Never forget the Fourteen Words: We
must secure the existence of our people
and a future for White children.

